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Abstract

Data taken with the ARGUS detector at DESY, Hamburg, specifically

TT pairs produced from e+e" collisions in the energy ränge (10.4-10.6)GeV,

are used to make a predsion measurement of the tau lifetime. A new method

is introduced which is independent of the beam position and envelope, and

applicable to tau events having one-three topology. Applied to ARGUS data

the method yields a value for the tau lifetime of

TV = 287 ± U(statistical) ± 8(systematic) h.

Abstrait

Des donnees accumulees avec l'aide du detecteur ARGUS situe a DESY, ä

Hambourg, specifiquement des leptons r+T~ produits lors des collisions e+e~

ä des energies dans U regime (10.4-10.6}GeV, sont utiüsees pour effectuer

une mesure precise du temp de vie du lepton tau. Une nouvelle methode est

presentee qui est independente de la position et taille du faisceau, et qui est

applicable aux evenements tau ayant la topologie 1-3, Applique aux donnees

ARGUS la methode fourni une valeur pour le temp de vie du lepton tau de

TT = 287 ± ll(statistique) ± &(systematique) is.
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Foreword

The original (1992) objective of this thesis was to make an ARGUS measure-

ment of the tau Hfetime using a newly instatled vertex drift chamber having

three-dimensional tracking capability. The measurement was expected to be

comparable with the world average lifetime value at the time of (305 ± 6)fs.

In 1992 there were indications that tau decays did not respect universality,

and a high precision measurement of the tau lifetime would have gone a long

way towards resolving that question.

Unfortunately, äs a result of failed attempts to improve the specific lu-

minosity of DORIS, the e+e~ storage ring on which ARGUS took data, it

was deemed unfruitful in early 1993 to continue data-taking, and ARGUS

was shut down, with the result that only a fraction of the data necessary to

carry out an accurate and precise lifetime measurement was collected. For

the author, this meant that a new thesis topic had to be found using the large

data sample already collected with a previous vertex drift chamber having

lower resolving power and two-dimensional tracking ability. A new lifetime

method was devised by the author to accomplish this. The method, dubbed

the vertex impact parameter (VIP) method, is novel in that it is independent

of the beam spot position, size and shape. This thesis comprises a detaüed

description of the VIP method, and its application to the ARGUS data pool.

Despite the simplicity of the method, carrying out a lifetime measurement

has been difficult. As is typical with experiments past the data-taking stage,

the number of individuals both able and wüling to offer useful advice and

guidance dropped sharply subsequent to shutdown äs scientists moved on

to other projects. This forced the students completing analyses to take on

a larger share of responsibilities, responsibilities normally shared among the

xxvi Forcword

members of an active collaboration, or carried out by quaüfied post-doctorate

members. In the author's case, the problem was complicated by the decision

to embark on a lifetime measurement, for which there is little precedent at

ARGUS. Compounded with this was the discovery in 1995 of an alignment

problem with the wires in the main drift chamber that had to be corrected.

This required a time-consuming recaÜbration of the main drift chamber and

the vertex chamber, and the introduction of a novel wire-finding procedure

using di-muon events (see Chapter 7).

In the end, there was not enough time to make a thorough check of the

accuracy of the final measurement, and the work in this thesis should not

be considered publishable in its current state, although further work may

allow this. The precision and accuracy obtainable with the ARGUS data

pool has been bettered by various other experiments since the present work

began. Therefore, it is not sensible to invest more time and effort attempting

to do a more thorough Job. Instead, this work should be considered to lie

somewhere between a feasibility study and a thorough analysis. It is hoped

that some of the suggestions for improvements will be incorporated into fu-

ture applications of the VIP method, in particular at the still active CLEO

collaboration, where a much larger amount of data is available. There, many

of the difficulties encountered in an ARGUS analysis could be circumvented.

Thus, the introduction and development of the VIP method äs detailed in

this thesis constitutes a valuable contribution to science.
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Chapter l

The Standard Model

1.1 Introduction

Over the past several decades, physicists have sought to account for all the

properties of subatomic particles and to explain the interactions amongst

them. An extensive proliferation of particles, first observed in the fifties and

sixties, has been shown to display many symmetries and interrelations that

indicate a simpler underlying structure. Several attempts have been made

over the years to describe what is observed. Eventually, the now widely-

accepted Standard model emerged äs a reliable, testable, and highly predictive

theory. On-going and future experiments promise to provide new opportuni-

ties to test this model.

Despite its success, the Standard model falls somewhat short of being the

complete story for particie interactions. Yet it appears to be applicable at

the laboratory energies investigated in the field of high energy physics so

far, and, in partioilar, all T lepton production and decay mechanisms can be

understood in its context. Therefore, the Standard model 1s accepted here äs

the working theory of particie interactions. The remainder of this chapter is

devoted to a brief overview of its basic features.

l
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Bosons

Force
Gravitational

Electromagnetic
Weak
Weak

Strong

—

Mediator
G
7

W*

5i -.-ffs

H"

Q
0
0

±1
0
0
0

Mass(GeV/ca)
0

< 3 x 10-36

80.3
91.2

0

>58.4

Spin
2
1
1
1
1

o 1

Fermions
Mass (GeV/c2) Q Quark || Lepton Q Mass (GeV/c1) \t Generation

0.005-0.015°
0.002 - 0.008

-1/3
2/3

d
u

e
vt

-1

0
0.0005

< 5.1 x IQ"9

Second Generation
0.1 -.3
1 -1.6

-1/3
2/3

s
c

(t
v?

-1
0

0.106
< 1.7 x 10~4

Third Generation
4.1 -4.5
» 180

-1/3
2/3

b
i

T

v-,
-1
0

1.777
< 2.4 x lO'2

'(Current masses)

Table 1.1: Fundamental particles of the Standard model [l].

1.2 General Description of the Standard Model

The four forces observed in nature are gravity, electromagnetism, the strong

force and the weak force (see Table 1.1). At the energies avaüable to exper-

imental physicists today, the gravitational force "is much too feeble to play

an important role in particie interactions; therefore, the Standard model is a

description of the last three forces alone. The incorporation of gravity and

the unification of these four forces remains a theoretical objective and is left

to the realm of theories of everything. The electromagnetic and weak forces

have already been united in the electroweak force and therefore the Stan-

dard model is more correctly considered to be a mathematical description

of the electroweak and strong forces. Various attempts have been made to
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formulate a theory which unifies the electroweak and strong forces; these are

termed grand vnißed theories.

There are several particles involved in the Standard model. Leptons are

particles that experience the weak force but not the strong. They include

the massive electron, muon, and tau and their associated massless ' neu-

trinos. The first three have electric Charge and therefore may participate

in electromagnetic interactions. The neutrinos have no electric Charge and

hence interact only weakly with other particles; they are therefore effectively

impossible to detect directly in practical collider detectors. Although the tau

neutrino has not been directly observed, its existence can be inferred from

the large missing momentum observed in tau decays. Also in this mode! are

six massive quarks, the fundamental building blocks of mesons and baryons.

They experience the strong, weak, and electromagnetic interactions and have

fractional electric charges: 2/3 for the u, c and t quarks and —1/3 for the

d, s and 6 quarks (in units of proton charge). In order to overcome an early

difficulty with the theory, quarks had to be endowed with an additional quan-

tum number called colour. The adoption of colour leads quite naturally in

the context of gauge theory to the strong force. Except for the t (or top)

quark, the properties of the quarks have been extensively studied, and the

existence of quarks is on firm ground experimentally. Until 1994, evidence

for the existence of the top quark was derived primarily from the absence

of flavour-changing neutral currents, and the observation of B~B mixing at

ARGUS [2] and CLEO [3]. More direct evidence has come recently through

invariant mass studies of 2-, 3-, and 4-jet events at DO [4] and CDF [5].

AU the above particles are spin 1/2 fermions, and must therefore respect

the Pauli exclusion principle which states that no two identical fermions can

occupy the same space-time-spin point. It is therefore natural to associate

them with matter [6], Indeed, the basic building blocks of matter, electrons,

protons, and neutrons, are all fermions. Bosons, on the other hand, need not

satisfy the exclusion principle, and they create fields with which the fermions

interact. Interactions between particles thus occur through the exchange of

'The possibility that neutrinos are endowed with & tiny mass has not been ruled out,
However, the Standard model in its present form assumes this mass to be eero.
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virtual (off mass shell) spin l gauge bosons which arise in the theory quite

naturally from the principle of gauge invariance. The massless, uncharged

photon is the mediator of the electromagnetic force while the very heavy

electrically charged IV's and neutral Z mediate the weak interaction. Eight

massless gluons carrying colour charge but not electric charge are responsible

for the strong force. Because they have colour, they interact strongly with

each other.

In addition to the above fields, the Standard model assumes the existence

of the neutral Higgs scalar field (//°) in order to endow particles with mass.

As yet, there is no experimental evidence for the Higgs field,

1.3 Standard Model Physics Relevant to Tau
Decays

This thesis focuses on a particular property of the tau lepton, i.e. its tifetime.

To facilitate a detailed discussion of the physics of the tau lepton in the

next chapter, it is useful to investigate more thoroughly certain areas of

the Standard model. Tau leptons decay through the weak force into leptons

and quarks and therefore a description of the electro-weak Langrangian is

provided. An overview of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is desirable for

an understanding of how quarks produced in hadronic tau decays manifest

themselves. An understanding of the CKM matrix is also relevant for the

quark sector. Finally, the physics of e+e'collisions is discussed in order to

explain how tau pairs are produced at ARGUS.

1.3.1 The Electroweak Lagrangian

Because the main emphasis in this work is on weak decays of the tau meson,

only the charged-current weak Lagrangian of the quark and leptonic sectors

will be presented. The quarks and leptons can be arranged into three families

(or generations) of left-handed SU(1} doublets and right-handed singlets J.

1There is no theoretical reason why more farmlies could not exist, but measurements of
the width of the Z [l] indicate that n/ = 3, if one assumes that additional families would
have light neutrino«.
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The doublets L are given by

This is a reflection of the maximal parity violation of weak decays observed

in nature: the (eft- and right-handed components of a spinor field do not

experience the weak interaction with equal strengths. Because right-handed

spinors do not participate in charged-current weak interactions at all, the

asymmetry is tertned "maximal".

The leptonic sector of the weak charged-current Lagrangian can be writ-

ten in terms of these doublets äs {interaction terms only)

terms

~ 2VT ' l
where t/, e, and W± are respectively the neutrino, electron, and charged

intermediate boson fields, and g characterises the strength of the coupling.

The operators r+ and T_ operate in doublet space and have the explicit form

0 l
0 0

0 0
1 0

In terms of the 2 x 2 Pauli matrices r,- they are given by |(rt ± ITJ), where

r _ ( 0 l \ - ( 0 ~i\ _ / l 0 \ o j M' o j T s ~ ( o - i j -

The 4 x 4 Dirac matrices 7* and 7* satisfy the relations

l-** -v"1 — 9/j*"" l-vs -»"1 = n /t r/ — n l *> 1l 7 » i j "™ ^j L ' * ' J M » " — v j i ^ i j M « (1.2)

The adjoint spinor, ^ is defined äs 0 = t/if7°.

In the quark sector, the Situation is complicated by the fact that the

weak interaction quark eigenstates gj are not the same äs the quark mass

eigenstates 17,-, but are related by a unitary transformation. By convention
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the u, c, and ( quarks are considered unmixed, and the entire mixing is

parametrised in terms of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix, a 3 x 3

unitary matrix V operating on the rf, s, and 6 quarks:

<f l V* K, Vu, l d

Vld

K,
K.
V,. V

This mixing allows charged-current (but not neutral-current) transitjons be-

tween different famiües to occur. Assuming three generations and using the

unitarity constraint, the magnitude of the etements of V lie in the ränge (90%

confidence) [l]:

/ 0.9745 - 0.9757
V = 0.218 - 0.224

\4 - 0.014

0.219 - 0.224
0.9736 - 0.9750

0.034 - 0.046

0.002 - 0.005
0.036 - 0.046

0.9989 - 0.9993
(1.3)

Taking into account these rotations, the quark sector Lagrangian is given by

where the u( and d} respectively represent sums over up and down type

quarks.

Each of the lepton and quark weak Lagrangians have a coramon "V-A"

structure,

07"(1 - 7S)t/. = 07"^ - ^7"7V. (1-5)

All known weak processes have been found to respect this form of interac-

tion. The first and second terms transform respectively äs vector (V) and

axial vector (A) under Lorentz transformations. This V-A form ensures that

only !eft-handed (right-handed) particles (antiparticles) participate in weak

interactions. This follows from the definition of right- and left-handed parti-

cles,

, d.6)
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so that with the help of 1.2 and the identity (l - 7S)(1 --ys)/2 = l-7*, the

weak Lagrangian can be rewritten äs

(1.7)

The two particle sectors can be combined in a convenient form in order

to connect with the current-current effective Fermi theory:

£ _ _5_(ji*jv'+ + J"^W~)

where the charged current J" is given by

and (f etc. provide the mixing of the quark mass states (see next section),

This gives the coupüng of charged currents to the vector bosons. The decay

of a W produces another current, and the Lagrangian for charged current

weak decays is given by

where the expression within parentheses is the boson propagator and q its

four momentum. At low energies, the momentum transfer q3 is much smaller

than MW an^ therefore the propagator becomes simply g^/Mw and yields

the well-known phenomenological Fermi interaction,

(1.9)
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with
4GF

vT
(1.10)

The above effective Lagrangian is quite satisfactory for practical r physics.

To see this, consider that the largest possible momentum transfer in r decays

is ml (T —t Wi/r with W produced at rest in the tau rest frame) and so

|a = 22^ 0.0005.
Mw Mw

After the invariant ampüttide is squared, this is a correction of the order of

0.1% [7]

1.3.2 QCD

The strong force is responsible for binding quarks into hadronic states of

mesons and baryons. The valence quark confignration of the mesons is of the

form <7<J- while that of the baryons is qqq. (The Situation is, of course, much

more messy than this because the valence quark configuration is embedded in

what can aptly be described äs a "virtual sea" of fluctuating qQ and gluonic

states, äs allowed by the uncertainty principle.) These appear to be the

only quark combinations permitted by nature. This has been accounted for

through colour theory, or quantum chromodynamics (QCD), by postulating

the existence of a new quantum number called colour. According to this

hypothesis, each quark carries one of three possible colours, red, green or

blue, while the mediators of the strong force, the gluons, also carry colour

and so interact with each other in a complex manner. The three quark colour

fields form a colour triplet; the strong interactions are invariant under local

SV(3) transformations of these fields. Colour theory stipulates that only

colour singlets are allowed in nature, i.e., only colourless states are possible.

Meson states are thus formed from a quark and antiquark of the same colour,

while baryon states are formed from three quarks each of a different colour.

Because an isolated quark is a member of a colour triplet it cannot exist

alone, and indeed free quarks have never been observed. All attempts to

isolate quarks from their hadronic states result in the extraction of quark-

antiquark pairs from the vacuum in order to form colour singlets. This is a
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direct consequence of the nature of the strong coupling constant, 05. Unlike

the QED coupling constant, as grows äs the interquark distance widens,

increasing the force between quarks and confining them within the hadronic

state. If the interaction energy is sufficient, it becomes possible to produce

real quark-antiquark pairs from the vacuum allowing the more energetically

favourable process of fragmentation to take place. The original quarks then

combine with the new q$ pairs to form colourless hadronic states.

Although QCD has been a very successful theory, it has not demonstrated

the widespread applieability of QED. This is because the small electromag-

netic coupling allows one to do perturbation theory and calculate äs accu-

rately äs necessary, whüe the strong interaction coupling constant is much

larger and exhibits a dramatic increase in strength at large distances. In

this limit, lacking the aid of perturbation theory, there is no satisfactory way

to calculate. At the other limit of very small distance, the coupling con-

stant tends towards zero and the quarks, although confined within hadronic

states, are effectively free (asymptotic freedom). It is only in this region that

perturbation theory can be applied with any reliability. Therefore, QCD is

currently a theory of limited applicability.

Mesons and baryons can be grouped very naturally into singiets, octets

and decuplets, representations of the symmetry group SU(3). It was this

St/(3) structure that eventually led Gell-Mann and Zweig to postulate the

existence of a quark triplet äs a more fundamental set of particles [8]. The

three quarks u, d, and 5 combine to form all the known low mass hadrons.

The SU(3) symmetry is then the invariance of the strong interaction under

unitary transformations of these three quark fields. (Note that this global

symmetry has no connection with the local 5E/(3) colour symmetry responsi-

ble for the strong interaction.) The symmetry is not perfect, however, owing

to the mass differences between the u, d, and s quarks. Indeed, the current

masses given in Table 1.1 differ greatly and it would appear that the 5f/(3)

and even the SU(2) isospin symmetries should be badly broken. This is in

fact not the case: isospin symmetry holds at the l - 2% level while 5(7(3) is

good at the 15 - 20% level. The real reason that these symmetries hold so

well is that all the quark masses are small compared to the hadronic quark

10 Chapter 1. Thf Standard Model

interaction energies which are at least of the order of AC ~ 0.2 — O.SGeV [9].

In this energy ränge, the masses of the u and d quarks are negligible leading

to an almost exact isospin symmetry while the larger s quark mass yields a

more approximate SU(Z) symmetry. The masses of the c, 6, and ( quarks are

clearly much too big for the larger SU(4) etc. symmetries to be exhibited.

The St/(3) symmetry can be displayed by arranging the low-lying hadrons

according to their isospin projection !$ and strangeness 5 quantum nutn-

ber (Figure. 1.1). Each horizontal row is a multiplet of the isospin sub-

SPIN 0 NONET

-l -i 0

SPIN l NONET

Figure 1.1: Multiplet structure exhibited by the lowest lying spin-0 and spin-
1 mesons.

group, while the vertical scale represents different degrees of strangeness.

The masses in a given isospin multiplet are all very similar indicating the

near degeneracy of the u and d quarks. Each location in a multiplet repre-

sents a different possible particle state, specified by the quantum numbers

S and /g. The total isospin I is also a good quantum number, but this is

not displayed in the diagram. For example, although the w and p" appear to

occupy the same position, the former has total isospin 1=0 while the latter

has 1=1. This distinguishes them from each other.

1.3.3 e+<T Collisions

Electron-positron collisions provide a very clean method for high energy par-

ticle production. In contrast to proton-proton and proton-antiproton colti-
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sions, where the parton momenta are not known, the energy of the inter-

actlon can be fixed quite accurately. In addition, electrons being point-Iike

particles, the number of possible types of interactions is limited and all back-

ground processes are fairly well understood from electroweak theory. The

proton, along with three valence quarks, contains a sea of virtuat gluons and

q^ pairs making it difficult to isolate the desired processes.

There are two types of processes that can occur in e+e~ collisions: anni-

hilation and scattering. Those interactions which do not involve annihilation

are Bhabha events (where a single virtual photon is exchanged between elec-

tron and positron) and 77 events {where virtual photons emitted from the

beam particles collide). Annihilation of the original beam particles produces

fermion-antifermion pairs of leptons or quarks.

There are two possible annihilation channels for electron-positron colli-

sions. These are to a virtual photon (Jp = 1~) or a virtual Z (JF = 1~

or l"*"). The Z being very massive, at the energy of the T resonances this

channel is suppressed by the factor M\n the propagator and cannot com-

pete with the photon channel. The first order differentia! cross section for

annihilation into energetic fermion-antifermion pairs with electric charge Qj

and velocity ß = * is given by [l]

f j ) ( i . i i )

where ö is the angle the produced particles have with respect to the incoming

beam axis, and s is the square of the centre-of-mass energy. An Integration

over the solid angle gives

1.12)
J" 35 "'l 2 ' 5(GeV2)1 2

For qtf production, QCD corrections to second order in a, introduce a factor

if the quarks are assumed massless. The hadronic cross section expression

applies only at energies well away from resonance regions. A summation over
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all quark pairs not including bb and ff yields an approximate expression for

the continuum hadronic cross section at 10.55GeV. Using a value 0-5 = 0.16,

and summing over quark colours gives

hadrons) =
1 1 1

•1.05-[3(-)
3

)3 = 2.7nb.

In comparison, the channels e+e"", ft+ft and T+T have cross sections of

about O.Snb, therefore from this crude calculation, the fraction of the anni-

hilation cross section result'mg in tau pairs is expected to be of the order of

15%. Of course, coritributions from beam-wall, beam-gas, two-photon, and

t-channel e*e~ —* e+e~ events drive the fraction of tau pairs produced in

the ARGUS detector far lower than this, and the fraction is lower still when

collecting data on the T resonances, where 65 processes are enhanced.
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Tau Physics

2.1 Introduction and Historical Overview

In 1973, Kobayashi and Maskawa [10] proposed a mechanism for CP violation

which involved the hypothesis of a third generation of quarks and leptons.

At the time there was then no experimental evidence for another generation.

Glashow, Hiopoulos, and Maiani had atready suggested the existence of a

fourth quark to account for the non-observation of flavour-changing reutrat

currents[ll],and itsdiscovery in 1974 [12] by way of the J/$ made the theory

nicely Symmetrie and elegant. There was no need for a third generation of

particles. In 1975, however, evidence for a new heavy lepton, the tau, began

to accumulate. In what follows, a brief historical account of the discovery of

the tau lepton is provided.

The tau was in fact sought before there was any real reason to believe it

existed. In the ear!y seventies, efforts to understand the connection between

the muon and the etectron were turning up Üttle in the way of an explanation.

In all respects the muon appears to be nothing more than a higher mass rep-

etition of the electron, prompting Rabi to utter the now famous line, "Who

ordered that?". The idea arose that perhaps if other higher mass versions

of these particles existed then through studying them a new understanding

of the origin of lepton differences might be forthcoming. There was some

theoretical basis for expecting these heavier particles at the time, and this

lent credibility to searching for them. It was in this period that the term
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"sequential lepton"1 was coined, and that Y.Tsai wrote his seminal paper on

the production and decay of heavy leptons [13].

In 1971, the proposal for the Mark I experiment on the SPEAR storage

ring at SLAC was submitted, with heavy lepton searches the very last item

on the proposed agenda. This was not the first time such a proposal had

been made - two experiments at the ADONE storage ring were performing

searches while SPEAR and MARK I were being bullt, but the energy of

the storage ring was below the threshold for tau pair production. Data

taking at SPEAR began in 1973, with the first evidence for anomalous e - p

events observed in 1974. These events have exactly two oppositely charged

tracks, consistent with being an electron and a muon, and no photons, a

very distinctive signature for tau decays. However, hadron misidentification

rates were very high (of the order 20% for both eiectrons and muons) and

the detector did not cover the complete solid angle, so further efforts were

required to convince scientists both inside and outside of the collaboration

that the events were genuinely from a heavy lepton source. It wasn't untü late

1975 that the first claim of evidence for a new heavy lepton was published [14].

In that paper, the heavy lepton was referred to äs the U, and not named the

tau (first letter of the greek word for third, rpirof) until later.

There followed in theyears 1976 to 1978 a plethora of attempts tostrengthen

or weaken the Mark I claim. The skepticism surrounding the claim was pri-

marily motivated by there being no need in the theory for a third lepton. As

to whether the anomalous e - p events were Jndeed the result of heavy lep-

ton production, rather than some other mechanism, a favourite criticism of

the time was that inclusive hadronic one-prong production, expected to have

twice the rate of the leptonic channel, had not been observed. In particular,

the exclusive channel r -t KV was supposed to occur at the 10% level but was

at one point measured by DASP at DORIS to be less than 2%. Through the

efforts of several experiments all these problems were eventually addressed.

e — hadron and /t — hadron inclusive rates were shown to be consistent with

heavy lepton production and the decay T -+ KV measured at about 8%, By

the end of 1978, the existence of the tau was considered firmly established.

Since that time the properties of the tau lepton have been extensively
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studied. Being the only lepton heavy enough to decay into hadrons, it was

hoped that the tau would provide a window to new physics and indeed for a

long time both the t-prong deficit problem (or "completeness71 problem) and

the universatity problem (or "consistency*1 problem), discussed later in the

chapter, had the high energy physics Community scrambling to account for

what appeared to be significant deviations from expectation. It now appears,

however, that the tau lepton does in fact behave äs is predicted.

In what follows, the theory of the tau lepton will be described assuming

it is a Standard model sequential lepton, comparing to experiment where

appropriate. The physics of the tau is a broad field. Naturally not all aspects

are relevant to this thesis, and therefore the author has taken the liberty of

addressing only a subset of what is known about it.

2.2 Tau Production

Tau production and decay can occur in fixed target experiments but the

cross section is small and the process is usually embedded among other more

abundant types of particle production. A much cleaner and more productive

environment is that of e+e— cotliders. If the tau is merely a heavy electron

it should couple electromagnetically to the photon and the Z". Thus pairs

of tau leptons can be produced via the annihilation process

e^e" -+ 7", Z" -+• T+T~,

and its radiative cousins (Figure 2.1). Many experiments have successfully

e" T," e" _j T" e" T,

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.1: Feynman diagrams for tau production including lowest order
initial and final state radiative decay diagrams.

contributed to our understanding of the tau lepton in this environment. The
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most recent are the high energy LEP experiments, the Iow energy experiments

CLEO and ARGUS, and the threshold experiment BES.

At ARGUS energies, the contribution from the Z pole can be safely ne-

glected and the cross section for non-radiative tau production at centre-of-

mass energy */s is calculated from the differential cross section for point

like fermion production e+e~ —>• fj given by Equation 1.11. Using ^/s =

10.55GeV (the average centre-of-mass energy of the data used in this thesis)

and mr = 1.777GeV/c3 yields a = 0.776nb. However, initial state radiation

increases the cross section to 0.916nb.

2.3 Mass and Lifetime of the Tau

The current world average of the tau mass is mr = (l .7T70±0.0003)GeV/cJ [1].

Therefore, it is the only lepton capable of decaying into hadrons, providing us

with a unique QCD testing ground. On!y decays into mesons contain'mg u,

d, and s valence quarks are kinematically allowed because 1) baryons would

have to be produced in pairs to conserve baryon number, yet the lowest-

lying baryon-antibaryon system, pp, has a mass 2mp = 1.876GeV/c > mr;

and 2) the lowest-lying charmed meson, the D", has a mass of m0° =

1.865GeV/c2 > mr.

The current world average value for the tau lifetime is TT = (291 ±

1.5)fs [1], corresponding to a mean tau flight path of about 250 microns

at ARGUS energies. The lifetime values for some individual measurements

are provided in Chapter 3, along with a detailed explanation of the various

lifetime measuring methods currently in use.

2.4 Tau Decay

Using Equations 1.9 and 1.8, the weak charged-current Lagrangian for r~

decay can be written explicitly äs
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] [3 (2-1)

In the order they are written, the terms correspond to decay into electrons,

muons, non-strange mesons, and stränge mesons, respectively. Figure 2.2

shows the Feynman tree diagrams for these terms.

v , v ,

w,--'

a) Leptonic tau decay

b) Hadronic tau decay

Figure 2.2: Feynman diagrams for leptonic and hadronic tau decay.

Table 2.1 lists the experimentally determined branching ratios [l] of sev-

eral tau decay channels. These were derived from a multi-parameter fit

to measurements by many experiments and represent the best Information
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r rnode
e~vtvr

p" v „v.
Jr~fr

K~VT

jr-JTel/T

K~ir*vr

Tr-1x°vr(ex.K°}
K-2ir0vT(ex.K°)
ir~3ir0vT(ex.K°)
K~3Tr0t/f(ex.K°)
h-*ir0vr(ex.K°, r})
w-TTv,
K~K°v,
ir~K 7rVT

K-K'**V,
ir-TTjTvr
h-h-h+vr(ex.T?,u)
Ä-A-A+»*iv(e*.3riw)
ft-A-A+2TrVr(ex.T>,u>,T;)
h~h~~k+ > 3ffVT

3/i-2A+fT(ex.7T)
3/i-2A+jrVT(eT.7T°)
r;jr~7r°fT

h~ui/T

h~i^Tr"fr

Exp. value
(17.83 ±0.08)%
(17.35 ±0.10)%
(11.31 ±0.15)%
( 0.71 ± 0.05)%
(25.24 ±0.16)%
( 0.52 ± 0.05)%
(9.27 ±0.14)%
( 0.08 ± 0.03)%
( 1.14 ± 0.14)%
( 0.05 ± 0.05)%
( 0.12 ±0.06)%
( 0.77 ± 0.08)%
{ 0.16 ± 0.03)%
( 0.41 ± 0.06)%
( 0.14 ± 0.03)%
( 0.10 ± 0.02)%
( 9.44 ± 0.10)%
( 2.55 ± 0.09)%
( 0.10 ± 0.04)%
(0.11 ±0.06)%
( 0.08 ± 0.01)%
( 0.02 ± 0.01)%
( 0.17 ± 0.03)%
( 1.91 ± 0.09)%
( 0.04 ± 0.06)%

Table 2.1: Experimental values of the known tau lepton branching ratios.
The symbol h denotes ff* or A"*, and "ex" means that indicated daughter
particles do not contribute to the channel.
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currently available on tau branching ratios. The corresponding topological

branching ratios for decays to one, three, and five charged particles (termed

one-prong, three-prong and five-prong decays) are BR1 - (84.96 ± 0.14)%,

Bfl3 s* (14.91 ± 0.14)%, and ßfls = (0.097 ± 0.007)%, implying that tau

pair production is almost completely saturated by the 1-1 (72.2%) and 1-3

(25.3%) event topologies.

The theoretical decay widths predicted by the Lagrangian 2.1 are in agree-

ment with experiment. In the remainder of this section, a more detailed

description of the theory is provided.

2.4.1 Leptonic T&u Decay

In contrast to hadronic tau decays, discussed in section 2.4.2, the rates for

r -+ £Z^i/f, where t represents an electron or muon, can be derived unam-

biguously in the context of the Standard model. The lowest order matrix

element follows from Equation 2.1:

M = s (2.2)

where u(i/T), U(T), u(t), and v(vr) are the appropriate Dirac spinors for the

four partictes entering the interaction. The differential decay rate is given by

the Fermi Golden rule [1],

where </$3 represents the three-body phase-space factor. Integrating over all

of phase-space yields

where F(x) = l - 8l + 8iJ — x4 — 12l5 In x and x = (m;/mt)2. For decay to

electrons F(x) is unity to better than 10~6, well below current experimental

sensitivity to the decay rate. For decay to muons however this correction

is much larger ( F ( x ) ftj 0.973) and cannot be neglected. Including W mass

effects and radiative corrections the decay rate becomes

r , 3 ml
1 + (2.4)
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The first and second bracketed factors contribute changes of +.029% and

-.43% respectively to the uncorrected rate (a(mr) = 1/133.3).

2.4.2 Hadronic Xau Decay

An exact caiculation of the hadronic decay rates of the tau lepton is ham-

pered by the non-perturbative nature of QCD. Although at the quark level

the process is equivalent to leptonic decay, the probtem is that these bare

quarks are not observable. Instead, through the strong interaction processes

of gluon exchange and quark pair production from the vacuum they become

dressed up into hadrons. While QCD in principle describes the manner in

which these hadrons arise, the theory remains intractabte from a calculational

perspective. Nevertheless the Situation is not äs bad, for example, äs in heavy

meson hadronic decay where both the original and final states contain quarks

and the QCD dynamics is more complicated. In hadronic tau decays the de-

caying W produced in the weak interaction process decays into quarks which

hadronise independently of the T -+ vT current, i.e. the invariant amplitude

for the decay can be legitimately decomposed into independent leptonic and

hadronic parts. Expücitly,

M =
v2

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

where h represents the final state hadronic System. The leptonic part is

easily cakulable given the point-üke nature of the tau and its neutrino. The

hadronic part is much more difficult to evaluate given that the currents are

quark currents and the final hadronic state is not a set of free quarks but

rather a System of one or more mesons. Nevertheless "H,, can be simplified

using various properties of the weak current.
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G-Parity

Kp can be rewritten in termsof the (Lorentz) vector and axial vector currents

Va and A?,

H> = V„-Af (2.8)

= < /t|07M^|0 > — < /i|^7s7^V'|0 > • (2-9)

It can be shown [15] that the vector and axial-vector currents are even and

odd respectively under G-parity. Recall that G-parity is the product of a

rotation by T about the y-axis in isospin space and charge conjugation,

/*"* nr*2 /n ir»\ Ce ". (2.10)

It is useful in that it allows a net charged System of pions to be an eigenstate,

in a loose sense, of C: the rotation in I-space flips the sign of the charge of

the system before the C Operation flips it back. Because the vacuum is G

even the vector (axial-vector) current alone contributes in processes having

final state G = +1 (G = —1). Because the pion has odd G-parity, the

vector current is responsible for final states composed entirely of an even

number of pions and the axial current responsible for those states with an

odd number of pions. Thus the channels T~ —* p~vT and r~ —» ff+7r~7r~7r<Vr,

for exampte, are mediated by the vector current, whereas T~ -* ff~fr and

T" -t- ff+ff~ff~i/r are mediated by the axial-vector current. Currents which

violate these conditions are termed second-class cvrrtnts and can only appear

at the level at which isospin is viotated.

Conserved Vector Current Hypothesis

The electromagnetic interaction

£em = eQillff^An (2.11)

leads to matrix elements of the form < f\J?m\i > with electromagnetic cur-

rent
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which, if only the quark u — d sector is considered, is

It is instructive to recast this current in terms of the doublet

Noting that the constructions ~(I + 73) and |(f — 73), where TS is the third

Paul! spin matrix given in section Section l .3. l and / is the 2 x 2 unit matrix,

project out the upper and lower members of the q doublet, respectively, the

current can be rewritten äs

-. / •=.,/!_ i •=. iJ_ „i fi m
== ^\T97 9 T ;r?7 *^9} j (i.uj

The first term is invariant under isospin rotations (iso-scalar) whereas the

second term transforms äs the third component of a vector (iso-vector). The

other two components are given by ^~rur±q and when written out explicitly

can be identified äs the charge rais'mg and lowering vector weak currents,

v* = •4-Uf>'d and v~ = •4~3fttJi. The conserved vector current (CVC) hy-

pothesis states that because the strong interaction conserves isospin, matrix

elements of the three components of the isovector current must be the same

even though the quarks are bound into hadrons and strong force effects come

into play. This allows theevaluation of matrix elements involving v* through

direct comparison with the production of / = l final states in e+e~ collisions.

(See below.)

Partially Conserved Axial Vector Current

There is no corresponding Identification for the axial vector current. How-

ever, in the limit of zero quark mass, the QCD Lagrangian turns out to

be ckiral invariant, i.e. invariant under independent rotations of left- and

right-handed quark fields [9]. This leads to conserved axial currents of the

form
AU — a 5^ fn i a\ = q-fui r3q. (2.14)
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in addition to vector currents like those above. In reality the quarks are not

massless and the symmetry is broken at the level of the pion mass, leading

instead to a partially conserved axial currrnt (PCAC). In Computing matrix

elements involvingthe axial current, assumptions äs to how chira! symmetry

is broken need to be made. The Weinberg Sum Rules [16] and Das-Mathur-

Okubo [17] relations facilitatethe decay rate calculations, which aretypically

accurate to about 10%.

2.4.3 General Expression for Tau Hadronic Decay Widths

The general expression for tau decay into hadrons can be derived starting

from Equations 2.1 and 2.7 [13]:

where the spectral functions v and a contain the information on how the

quarks produced in the decay of the W hadronise into final states, and refer

to vector and axial vector current couplings to the W, respectively. They

are functions only of the momentum transfer to the hadronic system, q* =

(PI - P*.-)1- The subscripts denote the spin J of the final state hadronic

system, and the superscript 3 labels the final states of net strangeness. The

absence of v„(<?3) In this expression is a consequence of CVC.

A few example applications of Equation 2.15 in calculating the rates of

hadronic tau decays sre provided here.

* T~ ~* n~(^~)t'r The pion has spin J = 0, negative G-parity, and zero

strangeness, so the relevant spectral function here is a„(q3), correspond-

ing to the matrix element < «•((/Jf^JO >. The pion has negative parity,

therefore this must evaluate to a vector, the only one available being

qu, the four-momentum of the pion produced in the decay. Therefore

(2.16)
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where the pion decay constant, /P, can be evaluated through measure-

ment of the decay n -* m/a. The spectral function is given by [13]

which upon Substitution into Equation 2.15 yields

(2.17;

(2-18)

A similar expression for the r —t- K ur decay rate can be derived by

replac'mg the CKM matrix element Vut with V,,,, and the pion decay

constant /„ with the kaon decay constant /*-.

* T~ ~* TT~K°ur In this case the G-parity of the final hadronic system is

positive, the net strangeness zero, and the spin J = l. The relevant

spectra! function is therefore t»i (<?*)• The form for this expression can be

obtained from CVC by considering the electromagnetic process e*e~ —*•

p" -4 7T+7r —. As noted earlier, CVC relates the isovector part of the

electromagnetic current to weak charged hadronic current, so that [13]

*(<?) = **ffM(e+£Q?*+*~\)

where a is the fine structure constant. The calculation of ff/=, js com-

plicated by interference from the / = 0 channel, e+e~ -+&-*• T+TT~,

äs well äs excited p states. Corrected for these influences, the e*e~

cross section yields an expression for vi(q*) which can be used to cal-

culate T~ -4 jr~jrVT via 2.15. Decays involving four or six pions,

r~ -4 4,67ri/T, also involve the spectral function t?i(^5), and can be

calculated using e+e~ annihilation data in a similar manner.

• T~ -¥ Tr+ff~Tr~i/T and_r~ -4 jr~nen°L'T These two decay modes are re-

lated by isospin conservation. To conserve G-parity they must proceed

through the axial vector current. Therefore, CVC cannot be applied.

ARGUS has found that the three-prong channel r~ -»• 7r+jr~jr~i>v is

dominated by the ai(1260) resonance [18], decaying predominantly into

p°n~. The width of this resonance is very large, and the uncertainty
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in the width and shape complicates theoretical calculations and leads

to varied predictions for the rate. Crude estimates based on PCAC or

the Weinberg sum rules are derivable.

2.5 The Tau Neutrino

To respect lepton number conservation, all tau decays should produce a tau

neutrino. Although the tau neutrino has not been directlyobserved, there are

experiments planned which will attempt to do this. In any case, the nature

of tau decays suggests the presence of a third neutrino, and experiments have

been carried out which strongly favour this neutrino äs being distinct from

the electron or muon neutrinos [19]. All indications are that the tau behaves

äs a sequential lepton.

The current upper limit on the mass of the tau neutrino is m„, < 24MeV/c*

at 90% confidence, set by ALEPH [20]. This only recently superceded the

long-standing ARGUS value of m„r < 31MeV/cJ [21]. Both measurements

employ the endpoint in the invariant mass spectrum of the hadrontc System

in tau decays to derive the limit.

In this thesis, the tau neutrino is assumed to have zero mass.

2.6 Problems with the Tau

In the mid-1980s, there were indications that the tau might exhibit properties

which could not be explained in the context of the Standard model. Two

different problems could be identified. The first concerned the possibility

that the tau did not respect the hypothesis of a universal weak coupling

constant, and the second that the tau might have exotic one-prong decay

modes. These two issues are addressed in the remainder of this chapter.

2.6.1 Universality

Noting that the only difference between the decay channels /j —l eT%i/u and

T -}• et^t/r is the mass of the decaying particle, the rate for muon decay can
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year
1990
1992
1994
1996

rr (fs)
303 ±8
305.6 ±6
295.6 ±3.1
291.0 ±1.5

mT (MeV/c'J
1784.1 ±3.4
1784.1 ±3.4
1777.1 ± .45
1777.0 ±.275

Bt (%)
17.7 ±.4
17.93 ±.26
18.1 ±.181
17.83 ± .080

3rlg»

.967 ±.018(1.8(7)

.969 ± .013(2.4(7)

.997 ± .007(.4<r)
1.000 ±.003(.0<r)

Table 2.2: Expprimental values of the tau lifetime, mass, and electronic
branching ratiofor various years. An early indication of universality violation
is no lotiger observed. See text.

be obtained immediately from Equation 2.4 by replacing the tau mass with

the muon mass. Thus,

n/ . . . -^-.. v &Fml ~,m;

According to universality, the weak coupling constant g should have the

same value for all weak interactions, e.g. GF = G,, = GT. Taking the ratio

of Equation 2.4 (with t = e) and Equation 2.20, and using

and

one finds

T(r -t. e) = F{r -4 all) - Be = B( - —

all) = -,

, GT 3 _ .fl^.j _ ,^V,

Ga Q.. m T TT'
Br(r fi,

(2.21)

(2.22)

(2.23)

where ft = .9996 is the ratio of the tau and muon correction factors. The

couplings ge at each of the eveW verticies cancel to yield this expression

for g-tjg^ (see Equation 1.10). The right hand side of this equation involves

quantities that can be measured independently of each other and therefore

allow a direct test of universality. Table 2.2 lists the values of these quantities

äs they were known in each of the years 1990 [22], 1992 [23], 1994 [24], and

1996 [1], along with the values of gr/gp calculated according to Equation 2.23.

The initial apparent deviation from unity in the coupling constant ratio is

known äs the universality problem or consistency problem. Together with the
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one-prong deficit problem, described in the next section, this was cause for

much excitement among the tau physics Community because it suggested the

existence of new physics. This spawned a wealth of new measurements of rr,

mT, and the tau leptonic branching ratios, the result being the disappearance

of any universality problem. The principal player in this improvement ! was

a 2<r downward shift in the value of mT. The original world average was

dominated by the DELCO measurement of 1978 [25] and only updated in

1992 by ARGUS [21], BES [26], and CLEO [27]. New measurements of the

tau lifetime were also instrumental in improving the agreement. The need

to resolve the universality puzzle has been the primary motivation for recent

attempts to make a precise and accurate measurement of the tau lifetime.

2.6.2 One-prong Deflcit Problem

Because the one-prong deficit problem, or completeness problem, is not d't-

rectly relevant to an analysis of the tau lifetime, it will be given brief treat-

ment here. It is included only for the sake of completeness.

The one-prong deficit problem was first noticed in the mid 1980s [28, 29]

when comparing the inclusive topological one-prong tau branching ratio to

the sum of individual branching ratios for the known exclusive one-prong

channels. Data available from various experiments at the time were used

to make the comparison; for those channels for which measurements were

unavailable or poor the corresponding theoretical branching ratios were used.

The exclusive channels were found not to saturate the observed total inclusive

rate. Several possibilities for this deficit were considered:

• an underestimation of the statistical and/or systematic errors in some

or all measurements;

• a faulty approaeh to combining the information from the various mea-

surements;

'Admittedty, the restored experimental agreement in the coupling cons t an t* diminiihes
the likelihood of observing any new phyiics in this sector and in some sense may not be
considered an improvement at all. Handies on new physics are difficult to come by these
days!
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• errors in the theoretical calculations; and

• the existence of tau decays in modcs not predicted by the Standard

model.

The second item was a particular concern. It was difficult to take into account

the correlations between the systematic errors in the various measurements.

This was eventually circumvented by the CELLO collaboration in 1990 [30],

which carried out a complete global analysis of all the one-prong branching

ratios in their data, taking into account migrations. No deficit was observed.

ALEPH confirmed this in 1992 with a similar analysis of their data [31], and

recently updated their claim using a larger data sample [32]. Global analyses

like these are now commonly accepted äs being the best method available to

resolve the one-prong deficit problem. Based on the information currently

available, it would appear that the one-prong problem has been resolved, and

that there is no need to invoke new physics to describe tau decays.
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Methods for Measuring the
Tau Lifetime

Before describing in detail the various methods avaüable for measuring the

tau lifetime, some general comments are useful. All tau lifetime measure-

ments to date have been made in the very clean environment of e+e~colliders

with Symmetrie beams [1], Because of the large bücket slze the z Position of

the tau production vertex is poorly known on an event-by-event basis, mak-

ing a three-dimensional analysis difficult. In addition, the tracking detectors

of an experiment typically have a spatial resolution in the plane perpendic-

ular to the beam line (r — <f>) far superior to that along the beam line (z).

Therefore, it is no surprise that, except for the 3DIPS method (see below),

all methods described below and the one dealt with in this thesis make use

of decay lengths and impact parameters measured in the r — t$> plane alone.

There are two main difficulties one must circumvent in order to measure

the tau lifetime. First, the production point of the tau in e+e~collisions is

unknown and must be approximated by the beam spot position. However,

the beam envelope is often comparable in size to the decay length or impact

Parameter measured and contributes a non-negligible level of smearing to

these quantities. This seriously compromises the statistical power of methods

that rely on a knowledge of the production point. Second, because the decay

of the tau is always accompanied by at least one (undetectable) neutrino it

is impossible to reconstruct the directlon of the tau (see the 3DIPS method

below, however). This is in stark contrast to measurements of charm and
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beauty mesons, where, by choosing decay channels in which all products

are observable, the meson flight direction can be reconstructed. The flight

direction contributes an invaluable constraint to any lifetime analysis and

allows a more direct measurement of the particle's decay length.

To circumvent these difficulties severa! new methods have been developed,

mostly through the efforts of the LEP coltaborations. These methods greatly

improve upon the traditional decay length (DL) and classical impact parame-

ter (IP) methods. The miss distance (MD) and impact parameter sum (IPS)

methods almost completely remove any dependence upon the beam spot,

although they do not escape the smearing introduced by the unknown tau

direction. The momentum dependent impact paramtter sum (MIPS) method

is a süghtly more powerful version of the IPS method. The impact parameter

difference (IPD) method has a reduced dependence upon the unknown tau

flight direction but suffers badly from the smearing due to the unknown tau

production point. Finally, in a class by itself, the three-dimensional impact

parameter stim (3DIPS) method surmounts the tau flight direction difficulty

through three-dimensional tracking, but can only be applied to hadronic tau

decays.

A brief description of each of these methods for measuring the tau lifetime

follows. An arbitrary combination of logical and temporal order is adopted.

Advantages and disadvantages other than those listed above are noted. In

the final section arguments for why each analysis has not been applied at

ARGUS are provided.

3.1 Decay Length Method (DL)

The decay length method uses the beam spot (XB) *nd reconstructed decay

vertex (xv) in three-prong tau decays (decays where the tau decay products

form three charged tracks) to estimate on an event-by-event basis the distance

the tau travels (Figure 3.1). This is the only method that directly tries to

determine the production and decay points of the tau. However, because the

z positions of both the tau production and decay points are so poorly known,

the decay length is measured in 2 dimensions and scaled to 3 dimensions using
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Three prong vertex ellipse

Beam spot ellipse

One prong track

Figure 3.1: Schematic for the decay length method.

the thrust or sphericity axis äs an estimate of the tau flight direction.

Although simply measuring (xv — xg)It and extrapolating to three di-

mensions does provide an estimate of the lifetime, the Standard technique

is first to sharpen up the two-dimensional decay length measurements using

the projected estimate of the tau-production axis, This fixes the tau direc-

tion in the r — tf> plane on an event-by-event basis and a \ min'imisation or

maximum likeühood procedure based on the beam ellipse and vertex ellipse

errors is performed, This allows better estimates of the production and decay

points and consequently a more precise decay length. In the DELPHI nota-

tion from [33] the following likelihood function is maximised with respect to

/ = \(XV - Xg),t\\t, =

+ &x + l cos 4> (3.1)

where (<Je,<5s) is the (fitted) offset of the tau production polnt from the beam

position centre (xt,^)} ffx and <jt are the beam ellipse errors, and 0 is the
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estimated direction of the tau in the r—d> plane. The function P(xv,yv',x„,y0)

representsthe probability of the true tau decay point being (xv,yv) given that

the measured vertex position is (i0,t/0), and uses the complete covariance

matrix of the fitted vertex. The conversion to a three-dimensional decay

length is then made using the s'mff value of the tau flight direction, and the

decay time calculated äs
/

Using / and at (derived from the ükelihood fit) for each event, a value for

the lifetime can be extracted. Typically this is done in either of two ways.

One approach is to use a maximum likelihood fit of the observed set of (/, <r()

vaiues in the data sample. Assuming that the true (unsmeared) decay length

distribution is of exponential form, a likelihood function is constructed for

each event based on the convolution of an exponential with mean t0 and the

resolution function of the detector (typically a Gaussian of width er,, or the

sum of two Gaussians with widths proportional to er,). In conjunction with

the measured values of / and a, the event can then be assigned a relative

probability for having resulted from a particle of lifetime t0. The value of t„

that maximises the product of all event probabilities then yields a lifetime

estimate. (Often the errors t?, are also allowed to vary by an overall scale

factor in the fit to take into account any underestimation of the resolution.)

For the case where a singte Gaussian parametrisation of the resolution is used

the event likelihood function is given explicitly by

00 l ('

l ff,

The form of the likelihood function is slightly more complicated for applica-

tions of the DL method at lower energy experiments because of the presence

of a non-negligible qq background in the data.

A second approach is simply to use the weighted mean of the set of t

values, which can be shown to be an unbiased estimator of the lifetime te.

This method was applied to an ARGUS data sample of 162p6~' in 1987
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and the tau lifetime found to be [34] (295 ± 14 ± ll)fs, the first error being

statistical and the latter systematic.

H should be noted that this method, in addition to a few others discussed

below, takes no advantage of the second tau produced in the event.

3.2 The Classical Impact Parameter Method

The IP method uses the distance of closest approach d of the daughter par-

ticles in tau decay to the best estimate of the tau production point, typically

the beam spot. Fast one-prong tracks are used. The analytic form of the

unsigned impact parameter is given by

d = (3.3)

where ^ is the angle the daughter track makes with respect to the tau direc-

tion in the r — ̂  plane,

0 = <£-0r. (3.4)

The sign of the impact parameter is fixed according to whether the track

passes upstream (+) or downstream (—) of the tau production point, these

directions defined along the estimator for the tau fiight direction of the event

(Figure 3.2). The distribution of impact parameters has a mean that scales

linearly with the lifetime of the tau; Monte Carlo is used to determine the

exact relation. Alternatively, one can use Monte Carlo to determine the so-

caüed pkysics function, the underlying generator level distribution of impact

Parameters, äs a function of lifetime. This has to be smeared with a con-

volution of the beam position uncertainty, the beam error elüpse, and the

detector resolution function before it can be fit to the observed spectrum.

This second approach is more statistically powerful than the simple mean

(because it introduces a further constraint, i.e. the expected shape of the

distribution) but is more sensitive to systematic uncertainties.

The IP method requires an accurate knowledge of the beam spot position,

and if the physics function approach is taken the beam envelope and track
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tau axis

estimate/'

d > 0
one prong

tau axis /
estimate /

d<0

Figure 3.2: Definition of sign of impact parameter. Negative impact pa-
rameter values occur due to imperfect impact parameter resolution and/or
imperfect knowledge of the tau direction.
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spatial resolution function need also to be well understood. (For example, if

the resolution is underestimated, i.e. the spatial precision of the track recon-

struction unknowingly computed to be too good, then it cannot completely

account for the observed broadening of the impact parameter distribution.

The fit algorithm will attempt to compensate by widening the underlying

physics function, thus leading to an overestimated lifetime value.) Because

both the tau production point and the tau directton have to be estimated a

considerable amount of smearing is introduced, making this method statis-

tically weak. An advantage it has over the DL method is that it does not

require a vertex and can be applied to one-prong decays, thus benefiting from

a larger branching ratio.

3.3 The Miss Distance Method (MD)

The MD method [35] was developed in order to reduce the dependence on

a knowledge of the beam location. For events where each tau decays in

one-prong mode, the spectrum of distances of closest approach of the two

daughter tracks in three dimensions is sensitive to the mothers' decay times.

For a "zero lifetime" tau the two tracks have a common origin and necessarily

meet except for the effect of imperfect detector resolution. Any deviation

from this pure resolution distribution is due to the lifetime of the tau. Thert

is no need whatsoever to know the production point of the tau pair, and the

beam spot position and shape do not need to be known. The earliest proposals

for measuring the tau lifetime with the three-dimensional capability of the

pVDC (see Chapter 5) were based on this concept.

In two dimensions, of course, the two daughter tracks always meet at

some point (except for tracks perfectly back-to-back in <j>) and the distance

of closest approach is a meaningless quantity (being always zero). For a

two-dimensional analysis, therefore, one uses the beam spot position to de-

fine the location for measuring a quantity closely related to the distance of

closest approach, the impacf parameter sum (S = d+ + d_). This is the sum

of the signed impact parameters of the two tracks (Fig. 3.3) at the beam

spot. At LEP energies the daughter track directions He closely along the
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Variables used in

the various lifetime
measurement methods

Figure 3.3: Diagram of variables used in miss distance, impact parameter
swm, momentum dependent impact parameter sum, and impact parameter
difference methods.
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tau production axis and are essentially back to back. Therefore S basically

measures the distance of closest approach of the two tracks at the beam line,

and is only influenced to a mlnor degree by the beam width and position.

The smearing of the individual impact parameters due to the finite size of

the beam envetope enters with opposite sign, and cancels in the sum. The

dependence on the beam spot is not completely eradicated because one still

needs to choose a reference point for calculating S. This reference point is not

arbitrary: different choices lead to different S spectra. The least sensitivity

to the beam spot width is achieved by chooslng Xrtf = X&,, however, and 50

it is still necessary to know the beam spot parameters.

The MD method measures the width of the 5 distribution, which is sym-

metric about the origin. As noted above, for a zero lifetime tau this distribu-

tion would simply reflect the resolution of the detector. Indeed, measuring

this quantity for Bhabhas, di-muons, and two-prong two-photon events is a

Standard way of extracting & detector's resolution function from the data (see

Chapters 7 and 8). Because the tau has a measurable lifetime this distribu-

tion is necessarily broadened, and the resulting S spectrum is a convolution

of the resolution function and the underlying S distribution produced by the

finite path lengths of the taus. Using 3.3 the analytic form for S is given by

S = d+ + d_ = 7/3csin(J r(f+sint/'+ + f_ sini/'_) (3.5)

Because 8T and i/>± are unknown, Monte Carlo is used to determine the 8

distribution. This is parametrised äs a function of TT, convoluted with the

resotution function, and then used to fit the S distribution using the maximum

likelihood method.

The main advantage of this method is its relative insensitivity to the tau

production point and to the smearing introduced by the beam spot size. The

disadvantage remains that the direction of the tau pairs is unknown and must

be averaged out.
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3.4 The Impact Parameter Sum Method (IPS)

The IPS method [36] is the result of an attempt to improve upon the MD

rnethod by taking into account the dependence of 6 on the decay angles

ii; = <j> — (j)T of the daughter one-prongs. This dependence is explicit in

Equation 3.5, which relates the true impact parameter sum S' to the decay

angles t/i'. Although the measured track $ values are essentially equal to

the true values, the corretation 1s nevertheless compromised because of the

unknown tau direction, <t>T, which must be approximated using the sphericity

or thrust axis of the event. For each event the set of variables (<5,i/'+,0_)

is measured and a maximum likelihood analysis carried out over all events

based on the following likelihood function:

dS'
(3.6)

Here ̂  is the probability function for a true value of S' to occur given the

true values of ^'+ and ^'_. This is easily expressed in closed form using the

sum of two decaying exponentials. The function h accounts for the smear-

ing of the true ip' variables introduced by modelling <j>T with the sphericity

axis, and must be computed numerically using Monte Carlo. The function g

accounts for the resolution of the detector.

At LEP, where this method has been applied, the sphericity axis lies

within 20mrad of the true tau direction but the true decay angles t/>' are only

of the order of 25mrad. Therefore, the correlation of S with the decay angles

is considerably weakened, to the point where this method gains only slightly

in statistical power over the MD method.

3.5 The Momentum Dependent Impact Pa-
rameter Sum Method (MIPS)

The MIPS method [37] also relies on the S distribution but takes into account

the strong correlation between the momentum of each one-prong and its

decay angle $ = 4> ~~ <f>r with respect to the tau flight direction. In three
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dimensions, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the momentum of

the charged track and its decay angle in the two-body decays T -» ni/ and

T —» Kv. The presence of a second neutrino (in leptonic decays) or neutral

particles (in hadronic decays) lessens the overall correlation but it remains

strong enough to improve the lifetimeestimate.

To extract a lifetime estimate using this method a maximum likelihood

approach is employed on 1-1 topology events. The probability density func-

tion for observing a true impact parameter sum value 6 is constructed using

Monte Carlo data and parametrised äs a function of p+ and p_. This is then

convoluted with the track resolution function to yield the likelihood func-

tion for observing a measured 5. On an event by event basis the measured

track momenta p+ and p_ define the probability density function. A maxi-

mum likelihood fit is performed on the entire event sample to determine the

lifetime.

The advantage of this method is that an estimate of the tau production

axis (in the x-y plane) is not required to construct the event likelihood func-

tion. Only the well defined track momenta are used. By using these momenta

the correlation between S and the track decay angles can be employed to ad-

vantage without suffering from the smearing brought on by the unknown tau

axis, making this approach more powerful than the IPS method.

3.6 The Impact Parameter Difference Method
(IPD)

Like the MIPS method, the IPD [38, 36] method does not require an estimate

of the tau direction. The 1-1 topology is also used, but rather than employing

the sum of the impact parameters, the diffennce Y is taken. With the help

of Equation 3.3 this difference is written (assuming collinear taus)

Y = - r-sint/>_)

(3.7)
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Averaging over the decay lengths and using the small angle approximation

this becomes

; L > sin0 r(sin^+ — s i n ^ _ )

: L>
P,_
MTTr

Pr
= \^TT\X (3.8)

where A<£ is the acoplananty of the decay product tracks, A<& = (/>+ — ̂ »_.

The acoplananty can be computed without any reference to the tau decay

axis direction, and the only dependence on this direction comes through 0r,

derived from the event thrust axis. However, the event selection is typically

limited to tracks from the barrel region of the detector where sin 6 is slowly

varying, so that the polar angle dependence does not compromise the power

of the method.

For non-radiative tau decays at fixed centre-of-mass energy Equation 3.8

shows that the mean impact parameter difference < Y > scales linearly with

•V with a constant of proportionality directly related to the lifetime. The IPD

approach is to make a linear fit of the < Y > versus X distribution observed

in data, taking into account any Variation in centre-of-mass energy in the

data sample, and extract the lifetime from the slope value. Corrections for

radiative decays and the blas introduced by the small angle approximation

are derived from Monte Carlo and used to adjust the lifetime value.

An advantage of this method is that it does not require any knowledge

of the tau flight direction in the x-y plane and so avoids the loss in precision

due to this unknown. However, in contrast to the previous methods which

use the sum of the impact parameters S for a lifetime estimate and therefore

suffer only müdly from the smearing introduced by the beam spot size, the

IPD method suffers doubly from this uncertainty in the tau production point.
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3.7 The Three-Dimensional Impact Parame-
ter Sum Method (3DIPS)

The 3DIPS method is the three-dimensional generalisation of the IPS method

and requires precision tracking in the z direction äs well äs in the x — y plane.

As this condition is certainly not met at ARGUS the method will only be

given a Brief treatment here.

The 3DIPS method [39] capitallses on a well known feature of tau events

wherein both taus decay into hadrons: it is in principle possible to deter-

mine the tau production axis to withln a two-fold ambiguity from observing

the energy and momentum of the final state hadronic Systems, a direct con-

sequence of energy momentum conservation. In practice imperfect detector

resolution, incomplete detector hermeticity, and radiative decays degrade this

determination but it is still possible to make fairly precise estimates of the

two possible directions. A vector H perpendicular to the plane containing

these two possible directions is guaranteed to be perpendicular to the true tau

direction (barring radiative decays and resolutkm effects etc.) and provides

an ideal axis upon which to project the three-dimensional impact parameter

vectors of the decay product tracks (the vectors from beam spot to distance

of closest approach of the track to the beam spot). It can be shown that the

projection of the vectorial difference 63 of these three-dimensional impact

parameter vectors is directly related to the three-dimensional decay lengths

of the taus and to the well measured track angles with respect to H. The

6Z distribution is parametrised analytically and smeared with the detector

resolution function. A maximum Ukelihood method similar to that used for

the other methods is then employed to extract the lifetime.

The precision of this method is improved compared to the IPS method

because 1) a larger distance £3 is measured compared to the measurement

error and 2) the uncertainty due to the unknown tau direction is kept in

check. Althoagh this method can be applied to both 1-1 and 1-3 topology

decays (for 1-3 topologies the best measured track is chosen in the calculation

of 63) only hadronic channels (in both taus) can be used.
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3.8 Summary of Recent Lifetime Measure-
ment s

Figure3.4 provides allst ofrecent measurementsof the tau lifetime by various

collaborations, indicating the methods used in each case. It is clear that LEP

ARGUS 1987 DL
295 ±14 ±11

L3 1993 IP
293±9±12

SLD 1995 DL.IP.IPD
297 ±9 ±5

ALEPH 1996 IPS,MIPS,IPD,DL
293.7±2.7±1.6

OPAL 1996 IP.DL
289.2 ± 1.7± 1.2

DELPHI 1996 IPD,MD,DL
291.4 ±3,0

CLEO 1996 DL
257.6 ±2.9 ± 4.0

world average!996
291.0 ±1.5

250 300 325 375 400 425 450 475
fsl

Figure 3.4: Recent tau lifetime measurements from various experiments.

h äs dominated this field in recent years. In fact, with the exception of the DL

and IP methods, all the techniques described in this chapter were developed

at LEP. This can be ascribed to the exploitation of silicon detectors and the

very high purity and selection efficiency of the tau data sample at LEP. The

high precision of the CLEO measurement is the result of an extremely large
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event sample. The dashed line gives the world average value from [1], which

is the average of all values shown except the ARGUS and CLEO ones.

3.9 Applicability at ARGUS

Because of the large size of the ARGUS beam spot compared to that of

the other experiments (Figure 3.5), methods which rely directly on the beam

Ring Size (mlcrons) Relative Size (Arbitrary Scale

SLC

LEP

CESR

DORIS

2.6 x .8

160x<10

350x10

480x85 <T~~~ ^^— - -______-— -~^

Figure 3.5: Beam spot sizes at various e+e'storage rings

spot position for an estimate of the tau decay point are not viable at ARGUS

from a precision point of view. A second application of the DL method to

ARGUS data, even though the size of the data sample has doubted, would

not result in a measurement competitive with recent lifetime results, and it

was deemed not worth repeating. The same holds true for the IP method.

The 3DIPS method requires three-dimensional tracking and is not applicable

to the available ARGUS data sample.

The remaining methods alt employ the two-prong topology of tau pair pro-

duction. At ARGUS this topology is plagued by backgrounds from Bhabhas,

di-muons, and two-photon events, and a large, pure sample is very difficult to

isolate. The six-prong topology, wherein each tau decays into three charged

tracks, and a direct measurement of the tau flight distance can be made us-

ing the distance between the two reconstructed vertices, is doubly plagued in

that 1) the rate is very low (« 2% of all tau pair production) and 2) events

H Chapter 3. Methods for Mea&uring the Tau Lifetimt

are difficult to isolate from 177(7) multihadron events. This leaves the one-

three topology äs the only one that can be reasonably studied at ARGUS.

One could in principle select such events and then use the one-prong plus the

fastest track on the three-prong side äs a fake two-prong pair but this would

lead to other problems. The large angles (0) involved cause the impact pa-

rameter to "feel" much more of the beam spot than at other experiments,

and hence be more affected by it. Also, in the case of the IPD method the

angles are much too large to make the approximation sin0 w 0.

From these considerations, it was apparent to the author that a new tech-

nique for the ARGUS environment was worth developing, Such a method,

the vertez impact parameter method, is described in the next chapter.



Chapter 4

The Vertex Impact Parameter
Method

4.1 Introduction

All measurements of the tau lifetime have been made using, in some way, the

nominal position of the electron-positron beam interaction point. As noted

at the end of the previous chapter, the uncertainty introduced by the size of

the DORIS beam spot is quite large and it would be beneficial to employ a

method at ARGUS which does not use the beam spot. Such a method would

in addition have the advantage of being insensitive to possible unknown sys-

tematic uncertainties associated with the beam spot determination. Most

experiments model the beam position and width in a Gaussian manner, im-

plicitly assuming the absence of any non-Gaussian effects, an assumption

which cannot be checked.

A knowledge of the tau production point is not required, however, if one

uses the tracking Information from an entire four-prong tau event. With the

1-3 event topology the Standard technique is to use the beam position and

the reconstructed three-prong vertex äs estimators for the production and

decay points, respectively, of the three-prong tau. The one-prong side of

the event is used solely for event selection purposes and otherwise does not

contribute to the lifetime measurement. However, an indirect handle on the

tau decay length distribution is avaüable in the one-prong distance of closest

approach to the three-prong vertex. For the ideal case of perfect spatial track
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resolution and negligible background from non-tau events, the mean of this

distribution scales in proportion to the lifetime value, the proportionality

factor being immediately obtainable through Monte Carlo studies. This is

an incomplete and oversimplified description of the technique adopted for

this work and it suffices only to outline the basic strategy involved. The key

point to be understood is that the tau production point becomes irrelevant

with this approach, which will be referred to äs the vertex impact parameter

metkod or VIP method.

4.2 Detailed Description

Figure 4.1 depicts the decay process of a non-radiative four-prong tau pair

event at the physics level. Neutrais are not shown. The taus are produced

x-y plane
three
prong

tracks

one prong
track

Figure 4.1: Physics level view of a four-prong tau pair event.

back-to-back at the interaction point IP, and decay at independent times

and (3 later, travelüng distances t] and /a given by

EL.
'~C^V '"CA//" (4.1)
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where c is the speed of Üght in vacuum, and PT and MT are the momentum

and mass of the tau, respectively. 7, is the timedilation factor resultingfrom

the velocity cßr of the taus.

If all the Information displayed in Figure 4.1 were known on an event-by-

event basis it would be relatively straight-forward to measure the lifetime. In

reality, however, the IP is unknown, äs is the direction alorig which the taus

are produced (termed the tau production axis in what follows), and the points

in space where the tau leptons actually decay. Fortunately, this Information

can be partially recovered by estimating the three-prong decay point using

its reconstructed vertex, and by assoclating the direction of the total three-

prong momentum with the tau production axis. Then two quantities which

reflect the finite lifetime can be measured in each event:

• the vertex impact parameter (dca)t which is defined äs the signed dis-

tance of closest approach of the one-prong to the three-prong vertex,

where the sign is chosen in the same way äs the sign of the impact

parameter defined in Section 3.2, and

• the decay point Separation distance (xsep), which is the signed distance

from the three-prong vertex to the interaection point of the three-prong

momentum with the one-prong track, with sign taken from dca.

A visual definition of these variables is shown in Figure 4.2. One notices that

xsep is roughly equivalent to the distance between the decay points of the

two taus and hence provides a fairly direct measurement of the lifetime. dca

is a more convoluted measure of the lifetime but no less powerful than xsep.

The two variables are related through the acoplanarity angle i/i

dca = xsep • (4.2)

Both dca and xsep scale directly with the tau lifetime value, and the propor-

tionality factor can be derived from Monte Carlo. Figure 4.3 shows the sign

of dca for various configurations.

The distributions of these lifetime variables at the generated and recon-

structed levels for a sample of tau Monte Carlo data generated with üfetime

Chnpter f . The Vertez Impact Parameter Method

Three prang
momentum
vector

Figure 4.2: Definition of the variables dca and xsep in l vs 3 tau decay.

303fs and passing all the cuts described in Chapter 8 are shown in Fig-

ures 4.4 and 4.5. The generator level variables are first calculated using the

true three-prong tau decay point. Negative taus appear when the three-

prong momentum vector is used instead äs an estimate of the production

axis, and the distributions are significantly broadened when the finite de-

tector resolution comes into play. The cause of this broadening is divided

roughly equally between the one-prong impact parameter resolution and the

three-prong vertex position resolution. Mean values for these uncertainties

(displayed in Figure 4.6} are <r-r = 90 microns and ffi = 480 microns for the

transverse and longitudinal (with respect to the major axis) vertex errors,

respectively. The error on the one-prong track impact parameter, d„, has a

mean of a&a = 140 microns. The major axis of the error ellipse has an r.m.s.

deviation of about 50mrad from the three-pmng momentum direction.

One approach to extracting the tau lifetime with these distributions would

be to use the simple mean of the event sample, e.g.,

< dca >= dcai
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Figure 4.3: Sign of dca for various configurations.

roconstnictvd dci

Figure 4.4: The tau Monte Carlo distributlons for the vertex impact param-
eter lifetime variable dca a) at the generator level using the true tau flight
direction for the tau production axis, b) also at the generator level but using
the three-prong rnomentum vector for the tau production axis, and c) at the
reconstruction level.
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Figure 4.5: The tau Monte Carlo distributions for the decay point Separation
distance variable xsep a) at the generator level using the true tau flight
direction for the tau production axis, b) also at the generator level but using
the three-prong momentum vector for the tau production axis, and c) at the
reconstruction level.
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Three prong
momenlum
vector

One prang
momentum
vector 140 mfwwn

Figure 4.6: Schematicof errors associated with thetau lifetimemeasurement.
Not drawn to scale.

in a comparison of Monte Carlo and experimental four-prong data, taking

into account the lifetime contribution from background events. However,

this approach ignores the fact that some events have more precise lifetime

variables than others, a direct consequence of event topology and kinematics,

To treat all dca or xsep rneasurements on equal footing would not take füll

advantage of the detector capability, a somewhat dissatisfying prospect.

A possible improvement on the simple mean, the weighted mean, e.g.

dca >w=

introduces a bias in the lifetime measurement and cannot be used. Figure 4.6

helps to demonstrate why this is so. The error on dca is the sum in quadrature

of the error on the vertex position and the error On the one-prong impact

parameter, d0, and depends upon the angle the one-prong makes with the

major axis of the vertex ellipse. S'mce the major axis is strongly correlated
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with the three-prong momentum, the error can be written

This expression shows that for larger values of V1 more of the longltudinal

component <j\f the three-prong vertex contributes to ffjfa, and therefore

larger values of 0 are associated with larger dca errors. However, larger

values of 0 also yield larger dca values on average. (see Figure 4.9). Hence,

there is a strong correlation between 0 and dca. Ignoring this correlation

by taking a strict weighted average necessarlly leads to a bias in the lifetime

estimate towards lower values, because the dca values around zero have the

highest weight. The weighted average is in fact found to underestimate the

lifetime by about 30%. A weighted average of the xsep variable is similarly

biased.

To take into account the vary'mg precision of the lifetime variables, remain

bias free, and extract the most lifetime Information, a two-dimensional fit

method termed the vertex impact parameter (VIP) method was devised that

properly handles the dca — 0 correlation. The procedure is to construct a

joint probability function F(dca, 0) for observing any set of dca and t/> values,

and to use this function m a maximum likelihood fit to the sets of dca and

0 observed in the data. This correctly compensates for the correlation by

dictating how the dca probability distribution (and therefore its mean) varies

äs a function of 0. Because for a fixed value of 0 there is no correlation

between dca and its error (see Eq 4,3), no bias is introduced by using a

weighting technique. This approach is somewhat like performing a separate

weighted mean of the data for each distinct value of 0. A two-dimensional

maximum likelihood method does the Job somewhat more elegantly, however.

Furthermore, it is more statistically powerful because not only the mean

(first moment) but also the shape (all moments) of the underlying physics

distribution is taken into account, adding further constraints. A disadvantage

Js that the shape must be provided äs input, making the method somewhat

Monte Carlo dependent.

In a maximum likelihood fit the weight of the event is taken into account

by convoluting the true dca spectrum with the uncertainty in dca on an
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event-by-event basis. This is made more explicit in the next section where it

is shown how to construct the likelihood function.

The reader may have concluded that the xsep variable has been neglected

here. In fact, through the relation 4.2, this handle on the lifetime ts very

much present in the two-dimensional probability distribution. Therefore, the

VIP method successfully employs the lifetime Information from both dca and

xacp, correctly accounting for correlations.

4.3 The T Likelihood Function

To determine the likelihood function F(dca,0,ff) a large Monte Carlo data

sample of 575 000 tau pair events (including initial and final state radiation)

was generated with the TAUOLA/KORALB packages (see Chapter 8), and

run though a füll Simulation of the ARGUS detector. A centre-of-mass energy

equal to the mean energy E^, = 10.55GeV of the experimental data was

used, and the input lifetime was 303fs. The Monte Carlo data were then

reconstructed and processed through the same event selection chain applied

to the experimental data (see Chapter 8). About 34 000 events survive all the

cuts. An approprlate set of generator level distributions from this sample was

then modelled and used to build the required likelihood function äs 1t would

be without the effect of detector smearing. The resulting physics function

was then convoluted with the detector resolution function in an appropriate

manner to yield F(rfea,0,(7). This is made more clear in what follows.

The required generator level distributions are shown in Figure 4.7 together

with their fit functions. They are (all variables in x — y plane):

• /(£}, where ( is the unsigned Separation distance between the generator

level tau decay vertices,

the signed deviation of the three-prong momentum vec-

tor from the true mother tau direction, and

M^O' where <Ai is the signed deviation of the one-prong from its true

mother tau direction.
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= 0.0214
a3 =0 .12
f1, = 48.3%
f. =51 .7%
a1. = 0.22
a'. = 0.44

Figure 4.7: Generator level distributions of physics function variables to-
gether with fit results.
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These distributions are parametrised with the following empirical forms: a

sum of two Gaussians for fa, a Gaussian for ̂ , and for t the form

(4.4)

This expression for f ( t ) is exact only for the three dimensional decay point

Separation (neglecting initial and final state radiation), but describes the

two dimensional Separation reasonably well. The parameter (t scales linearly

with the lifetime vahie rT, and is the only parameter that has any lifetime

dependence. It therefore provides the means of measuring the tau lifetime.

Figure 4.8 defines these variables visually. Neglecting for the moment any

(x - y plane)

T productton axis

.
direction

3 prong
direction

T production point

Figure 4.8: The variables ^i, ^3, 0 and t described in the text. As shown
both <j>i and ^3 have positive sign.

correlation in the decay angles due to selection cuts or spin-spin correlations,

the three variables are independent of each other and completely define the

event from a lifetime measurement point of view. Although none of these

variables is observable, the two observables dca and and 0 are expressible in
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terms of them:

=1 ̂ i — dca — t- sin(<pi). (4.5)

To determine F(rfca,i/>) at the generator level (ignoring the finite detector

resolution) one makes a change of variables front {l,tfo,4>\} to {dca^,<j>i}

and integrales over the unobserved <£i variable (the Jacobian adds in a factor

This is a simplified form of the actual expression, which is complicated by

thesigns of dca and >i>\. In the real case F(dca,$) is the sum of two integrals,

one over 4>\ and one over 6\ 0. A more detailed description is provided

in Appendix A.

To make the connection between this generator level probability distribu-

tion and the distribution of the variables actually observed in the detector,

the function needs to be convoluted with the resolution function for these

variables. The smearing in 0 is relatively small and can be neglected, and

only the resolution function for dca needs to be included. For each event

there is an error estimate <r associated with dca provided by the ARGUS

track fit. This is used to build the resolution function R(f,(r) which gives the

probability that the true vertex impact parameter is in fact dca +1. More on

this can be found in Chapter 8. Adding in the resolution function the final

smeared physics function becomes:

, dca — f.,
(4.6)

In general this expression has no closed form but with the choice of fit func-

tions for the /, ̂ i, and <fa distributions listed above, it is possible to reverse

the order of Integration and carry out the resolution integral first, leaving

a single integral to be performed by a mimerical Integration package. A

detailed derivation of the fikelihood function is given in Appendix A.

The curves of Figure 4.9 were produced using Equation 4.6, or more cor-

rectly, Equation A. 18. A mean resolution of trg = 250 microns was input,
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Figure 4.9: Cross section of the two-dimensional physics function for various
values of ^-. The curves were generated for a lifetime of 303fs using a triple
Gaussian resolution function having the parameters listed in the text.
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modified by a triple Gaussian resolution function havlng widths and frac-

tional areas of (see Equation A. 11)

<TI = 1.2 -«r, c, =0.65
<Tj = 3 .0 -<T„ d = 0.25 (4.7)
<T3 = 6 .0-<7 0 C3 = 0.10

These numbers are based loosely on the experimental resolution function

values. The input lifetime value was 303fs, corresponding to tg = 214/j in

the ARGUS detector after cuts (see Chapter 8). The width of each curve

broadens or narrows dependmg upon whether the mean resolution is greater

or less than (T0, therefore it is important to calculate the resolution function

correctly, otherwise the wrong shape would be used, biasing the result. It

should be stressed that the relative normaüsation of these curves is not ar-

bitrary, but is dictated by the likelihood function F. The accuracy of these

curves has been checked by comparing them to the corresponding distribu-

tions from a large simple Monte Carlo event sample generated with a small

FORTRAN program. The agreement was found to be excellent for all values

of dca and t/>, which implies that the Integration and cod'mg have been done

correctly.

With Eq. 4.6 in hand it 1s a straight-forward matter to extract the tifetime

from a sample of four-prong tau events. The maximum likelihood method was

adopted to extract the lifetime using the function F(dca, 0,<r). The proce-

dure is a conventional one. The probability density function F(dco,t/',<r)

provides on an event-by-event basis the relative probability for observing the

variables dca and $ given the error a on dca. Because the kinematics, and

therefore {dca, $,<?}, of each event are independent of each other, the rel-

ative probability for observing the N difFerent measurements {dca,i!>,ff} of

the event sample äs i function of lifetime rr is

N

The most Hkely value of TT for the sample is the one that maximises this

product, because then the observed distribution most closely resembles the

expected distribution. This value is taken äs a measurement of the tau

lifetime.
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The method was checked by applying it to a large reconstructed Monte

Carlo data sample passing all cuts. The MINUIT [40| package was used to

perform the function maximisation. For a lifetime of 303fs the VIP method

yielded a lifetime of (296.7±3.9)fs compared to a less precise value of (306.3±

5.8)fs from the simple mean and a strongly biased weighted mean result of

(204.8 ± 4.0)fs (statistical errors only). There appears to be a tendency for

the VIP method to underestimate the tau lifetime by (2.1 ± 1.3)%, although

at 1.6 Standard deviations the shift is not significant and more Monte Carlo

would be required to confirm that a bias exists. In any case, stight biases

like this are not uncommon among the various lifetime methods and are

usually accounted for by adjusting the final experimental measurement by

the observed shift in Monte Carlo. Possible explanations for a shift include

• incorrect modelling of underlying physics functions,

• K% contaminatlon ,

• neglect of errors on angles,

• spin-spin correlations,

• and the effects of cuts.

Shown in Figure 4.10 is the dca spectrum for this Monte Carlo sample.

The curve shows the predicted spectrum based on the final fitted lifetime.

This is derived from a weighted samplmg of the individual event likelihood

functions and is not the result of a direct fit to the dca spectrum. The

agreement is very good.

4.4 The qq Likelihood Function

The likelihood function described in the previous section holds for a pure

sample of tau decays. In reality, the experimental data sample is not pure,

but contains a fraction of the order of / = 4% multihadron qTJ background,

about 30% of which has a non-zero lifetime component of its own. The

appropriate likelihood function therefore requires additional termsto account
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Figure 4.10: Monte Carlo dca spectrum with the result of the likelihood fit
overlaid. Linear and log scale views are shown.
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for these contributions. Two types of background contamination need to

be modelled. Data that do not contain long lived particles (zero lifetime

component) and data that do (non-zero lifetime component). Denoting the

total qq fraction of the data by /, and the fraction of qq data with long lived

particles by o, the complete likelihood function F is given by

F = (l — /) • F + / • f(l — o) • F°, + a • F**]' (4>8)

The form of the two lifetime components F°, and F'= is considered in the

next two subsections.

4.4.1 Zero Lifetime Component

This component is very easily accounted for. By definition, al! the four-prong

tracks orig'mate from the same point, i.e. <f = 0. Therefore, the probabiüty

for observing the dca value d = (f + t = t \s simply given by the product of

the resolution function, fl(c), and the probabiüty for observing T/>, "ffV1), i.e.,

(4.9)

This can be confirmed explicitly by evaluating the tau likelihood function in

the limit t0 -» 0. Referring to Appendix A, this yields

= R(d) • 2
-4,

(4.10)

which has the correct form for the 0 spectrum assuming $\d ̂  are uncor-

related. For the anaiysis, the ^ spectrum observed in Monte Carlo data is fit

directly with a sum of two Gaussians because there is neither advantage nor

necessity in developing it from the individual 0i and 1̂ 3 spectra. In contrast,

in the treatment of background events with lifetime, discussed next, the ̂

and <fe spectra must be explicitly modelled.

4.4.2 Non-Zero Lifetime Component

This component is far trickier to account for, but fortunately it is reasonably

small so it is not necessary to model it perfectly. Unlike the Situation for tau
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decays where a single particle type has a well defined back-to-back production

dynamics and well defined decay points, the non-zero lifetime qq background

involves a wide variety of long-lived particle types. Often more than one long-

lived particle type contributes to an event, so that the three-prong tracks need

not all originale from the same point. CPU constraints prevent a complete

Monte Carlo investigation of all the various possibilities involved, and in any

case it is not entirely ctear how one would make a legitimate connection to

the treatment of the tau likelihood function. Instead, the approach adopted

is to use the averaged distributions of each of the variables <$>\, <fo, and t and

proceed äs in the tau likelihood function case.

The Monte Carlo qq background angular distributions are shown in Fig-

ure 4.11. Some elaboration of the approach used to derive them is required.

First, in each event used in the Monte Carlo sample an axis must be chosen

at the generator level in order to define the angles <£] and ^3. This axis is

not arbitrary - it should correspond to the direction in the i — y plane of

the particle(s) having observable lifetime, äs in the tau case. As pointed out

above, the underlying physics is too complex to admit a perfect model and

instead the axis along which the original qq~ pair is produced is used. For

radiative decays or decays in which more than one particle is produced in

the initial parton state (corresponding to all the particles with no mother

in the LUND [41] event record) this axis is taken äs the thrust axis of the

initial sei of particles. The angles can then be calculated using the generator

level tracks. A potential problem arises in that there may be no correspon-

dence between the observed 1-3 structure at the detector Simulation level

and that at the generator level. Fortunately, there is a high probability for

a proper match ( > 95% is a conservative estimate) and the angular distri-

butions can be modelled without penalty using only those events that are

matched. Each is parametrised with the sum of two Gaussians simüarly to

the tau pair case. The distribution of / is more difficult to calculate, but can

be modelled in an unambiguous and straight-forward manner if one views

the underlying physics äs, on average, mimicking a single particle type X

produced back-to-back with its antiparticle ̂ , in direct analogy to tau pair

production. (This is not an unrealistic assumption. The non-zero lifetime
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Core: 0.14C77.4S
Toii: 0.52 (22.6%)
(mearts zero)

Core; 0.
Toit: 0.59 (.35.93)
(meons zero)

Figure 4.11: The qq background angular distributions <£g and tj>\d
from Monte Carlo. The overlaid functions are the results of fits with a sum
of Gaussians each of mean zero. The width and fractional area of each
Gaussian is also indicated.
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contribution is almost entirety due to charm anti-charm meson production

via cc events, so that the typical scenario is the one assumed.) With this as-

stimption, the same functional form used to model the tau pair l distribution

can be applied, i.e,

/W = 4xe-'"'. (4- l i )
t

The value of £?, which represents the characteristic decay length of the fic-

titious particle in the x-y plane, can be determined by fitting the dca - 0

spectrum for the non-zero lifetime component, leaving /, free, and using äs

input the parametrisat'tons for |̂ and ^3 derived äs described above. This

approach of using the unambiguous detector Simulation level quantities to

derive the underlying function successfully avoids having to model the var-

ious generator levet configurations, The fit yields /, = (490 ± 20) microns

(statistical error only). The final form for F^ is obtained by smearing the

underlying function with the detector resolution.

The procedure for determining F1-* is approximate and only valid if the

non-zero lifetime qT} contamination in the tau lifetime sample is small com-

pared to the precision of the lifetime measurement, a condition that is well

satisfied by the data.

4.5 Conclusion

The VIP method described in detail in this chapter was developed for the

purpose of making a tau lifetime measurement at ARGUS without relying

on the beam spot. The validity of the method is demonstrated through its

successfu! application to Monte Carlo data. In principle, then, the method

can be applied to experimenta! data to yield a high precision measurement

of the tau lifetime.

Before proceeding to a detailed explanation of the application of the VIP

method to ARGUS data, a general overview of the ARGUS detector is first

provided in Chapter 5. This is followed in Chapter 6 by a detailed description

of the algorithms used to reconstruct tracks and vertices with the ARGUS

main drift chamber and vertex chamber, and finally by a closer treatment of
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the calibration and aügnment of these tracking detectors in Chapter 7.



Chapter 5

The Detector

5.1 Introduction

The ARGUS detector [42] is a universal, cylindrical, magnetic detector de-

signed to study the T resonances produced in high energy e+e~ annihila-

tion collisions. Its most powerful attribute is its excellent ability to identify

charged particles. As well, it prov'ides good photon energy resolution and high

precision momentum measurement over a nearly 4?r solid angle. Located in

the DORIS storage ring at the DESY laboratory in Hamburg, Germany, it

accumulated a total of 514p6~' between 1982 and 1992.

The detector comprises the follow'mg components (Figure 5.1}:

Vertex Chamber. Installed in 1984, the vertex chamber has significantly

added to the vertex locating power of the detector. Information from

it can be combined with data from the main drift chamber to improve

track reconstruction.

Main Drift Chamber. The main drift chamber is the heart of the detec-

tor. It isolates the curved paths of individual charged particles in the

magnetic field, and measures their momenta, As well it supplies specific

Ionisation values necessary for particle Identification.

Time-of-Flight Counters. The time-of-flight counters measure the flight

times of particles originating at the interaction point. Combined with

momentum and track Information this provides an estimate of the rest
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mass of the particle. In addition, the counters aid on-line luminosity

monitoring.

Figure 5.1: The ARGUS detector. 1. Muon chambers, 2. Shower counters,
3. Time of flight counters, 4. Drift chamber, 5. Vertex chamber, 6. Iron
yoke, 7. Solenoid coils, 8. Compensation coils, 9. Mini beta quadrupole.

Electromagnetic Calorimeter. The electromagneticcalorimeter measures

electron and photon energies. In addition, shower energies and shapes

are used to distinguish between hadrons/muons and electrons.

Muon Chambers. The muon chambers lie outside the Calorimeter and

main coil. They detect the passage of penetrating charged particles.
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Each of these components will be discussed in more detail in the following

sections.

5.2 The Accelerator and Beam

ARGUS studies the T resonances through collisions of electron and positron

beams supplied by the DORIS II storage ring (Figure 5.2). The beams

DORIS II
HASYLAB

LINAC II

LINAC I

Figure 5.2: The DESY Synchrotron and DORIS II storage ring.

are produced by separate small energy linear accelerators (LINAC). Because

positrons are more difficult to produce than electrons, these have to be gradu-

ally accumulatedin a small storage ring (PIA). Bunches of 2.7 x 1010 particles

are then introduced into the main Synchrotron DESY, accelerated to an en-

ergy compatible with that of the DORIS II storage ring, about 4.5GeV to

5.5GeV, and subseqtiently injected. The storage ring operates in single bunch

mode at an RF frequency of SOOMHz and is capable of storing currents of 30

to 50mA. Bunches collide once every microsecond, with r.m.s. beam dimen-

sions of 480/jm and 85/im in the x and y directions respectively. (A visual

definition of the ARGUS coordinate system can be found in Figure 5.2.) An

average luminosity of 3.3 x 1031cnrjs~' is achieved [1].
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5.3 Location of the Detector and Harnessing
of the Beam

The ARGUS detector is located between two of the horizontal focusing

quadrupoles of the DORIS II storage ring. DORIS II was constmcted from

the old double storage ring, DORIS I. As a consequence of this original de-

sign, the beam has to be diverted downwards with the use of vertical bending

magnets, and interactions take place 20cm below the plane of the arcs. Thus,

the detector components are spared the high intensity Synchrotron rad'iation

from the main horizontal bending magnets. The detector is further shielded

from the low energy radiation from these vertical bends through the use of

protective absorbers called "scrapers" and a thin layer of lead paint applied

to the outside of the beam pipe.

Vertical strong focusing quadrupoles, termed "mini-/?", are used to max-

imise the luminosity. To achieve the desired rate, it was found necessary to

install the quadrupoles in a position where they protrude into the detector.

Compensation coils surround them to prevent the ARGUS magnetic field

from leaking in and degrading the luminosity.

5.4 The Magnetic Field

A 0.755T magnetic field strength is developed using thirteen 3m diameter

coils that draw a total current of 4520A. This field value was chosen äs a suit-

able compromise between good high momentum track resolution and good

low momentum particle detection. A higher field creates larger track curva-

tures for fast particles allowing them to be more accurately reconstructed.

However, too high a field causes low momentum particles to curl up too

tightly to be detected in the vertex and drift chambers. The chosen field

strength offers good wide ränge momentum resolution and allows detection

of particles with transverse momenta äs low äs 30MeV/c. To ensure that the

magnetic field does not deflect the beam, additional compensating coils have

been placed just inside the mini-beta quadrupoles along part of the beam

path.
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In Order to reconstruct accurately the momentum of any particle, it is

imperative that the magnetic field strength be well known throughout the

detector, especially in the main drift chamber where most of the Information

for momentum determination is obtained. Through the use of several Hall

probes, the field was carefully mapped prior to the Installation of the detector

components in 1982 and found to be Symmetrie in the 4> direction within the

measurement uncertainty (0.1%). The field values were then corrected for

an estimated misalignment of the probes and adjusted to satisfy Maxwell's

equations. The field is presently modelled to within 0.2% with a polynomial

parametrisation in each of the drift chamber layers. The uncertainty accounts

for the balance of the systematic error on momentum measurement in the

drift chamber.

5.5 Tracking and Vertexing Close to the Beam
Line

5.5.1 The Axial Wire Vertex Chamber

Installed in 1985 around the beam pipe and between the compensation coils,

the vertex chamber [43] is a high resolution drift chamber with a solid angle

coverage of 95%. It is Im long and has inner and outer radii of 5cm and 14cm

respectively. Strung in the axial direction, 594 gold-plated tungsten-rhenium

sense wires (20/im) and 1412 copper-beryllium field wires (127/im) combine

to form the close-packed hexagonal cell structure displayed in Figure 5,3.

In contrast to the main drift chamber, this configuratlon allows transverse

coordinate measurement only. To reduce multiple scattering, the inner and

outer cylindrical walls are constructed of a thin carbon fibre epoxy composite.

The whole chamber is filled to a pressure of 1.5 bar with COj doped with a

0.3% water vapour component to prevent wire degradation.

The spatial resolution äs a function of drift distance is determined from

the Standard deviation of the distribution of residuals, a residual being the

difference between the measured drift distance and the value obtained from

the track fitting procedure. Resolution deterioration at smal! and large drift
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Figure 5.3: Schematic of a 60° section of the vertex chamber with the hexag-
onal cel! structure explicitly shown. Sense wires are located at the centres of
each hexagon, field wires at the corners.

distances can be accounted for by small Ionisation statisttcs and non-circular

isochrones respectively.

A very rough schematic of the field lines in the cel! is provided in Fig-

ure 5.4. No attempt to include the influence of the magnetic field has been

made, and the figure serves only to demonstrate the phi-dependence of both

the strength and direction of the field. Particutarly towards the boundary of

each cetl along the line joining two neighbouring sense wires, the isochrones

are extremely poorly defined due to the weak field. This is discussed further

in Chapter 7.

The chamber significantly increases the efficiency of locating K$ and A°

vertices decaying close to the interactron point. As well, any track Informa-

tion from it can be added to that of the drift chamber to improve momentum

resolution.

5.5.2 The 3-D Micro-Vertex Detector

In 1989, the ARGUS vertex chamber was replaced with a superior micro-

vertex drift chamber (/iVDC) [44] employing a novel wire arrangement that

enables three-dimensional track reconstruction {Figure 5.5). Stereo angles

of ±45° are achieved by guiding wires around the chamber axis with the

support of 5 radially-directed beryllium vanes of 0.89mm thick. Thechamber

conta'ms 1070 wires strung so that in each 72° sector a planar arrangement of
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Figure 5.4: Schematic of field lines in a VDC cell. Deviations resulting from
the effect of the magnetic field on the movement of charge in the cell are not
included.
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ARGUS juVOC

Figure 5.5: The ARGUS micro-vertex drift chamber instalied in 1989.
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sixteen drift cell Sayers is exhibited. Slx pairs of Stereo angle layers and four

axial layers are used to do this, thus providing nearly equal track coordinate

precision in the r - 4> and r — z projections. The wires are attached at each

end to aluminium endcones having an accommodating pentagona! structure.

Each axial wire begins and ends In the same sector, whereas each stereo wire

traverses all five sectors along its path, passing through four of the five vanes.

An axial layer of field wires is inserted between each of the sense wire layers,

but no field wires are employed between the sense wires in a given layer. The

cell size is rather small: 5.178mm from one sense wire layer to the next and

5.320mm between sense wires in each layer.

To improve the resolution at the vertex, the beam pipe was reduced from

40mm to 18.5mm inner radius, allowing track position measurements äs close

äs 26mm from the beam line to be made. In addition, the beam pipe material

was changed from aluminium to beryllium and halved in thickness.

The chamber was operated with a gas mixture of 80% COj and 20%

propane at a pressureof 3.1 bar. The elevated pressure helps compensate for

the reduced ionisation statistics resulting from the the small cell size. The

resulting spatial resolution is better than 40/im over most of the cell.

A total of 33pft~' of data with the pVDC were collected in three sepa-

rate running periods. Unfortunately, prior to Installation an electric short in

some drift wires occurred, and about ten percent of the chamber volume was

ineffective for the first and most successful of these periods (about 17p6~!).

Although the inefficient regions of the detector were revived for the ensuing

running periods, the specific luminosity of the storage ring was very poor

and an inadequate amount of pVDC data was added to the existing sample

to allow any viable physics analysis. Moreover, in the second running pe-

riod the beam pipe size was considerably reduced to allow the Installation

of a silicon detector around the beam pipe, which was then followed by an

upgraded Version in the final running period (see next section). The combi-

nation of smaller beam pipe and fluctuating beam and vacuum conditlons in

the storage ring led to serious background problems, necessitating a variety

of changes to the trigger during data-taking. The fact that such a small

amount of data was collected, and in such diverse running conditions, was
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critical in the decision to abandon a lifetime measurement using pVDC data

and focus on data collected with the VDC.

5.5.3 The Silicon Strip Detector

In 1991, a silicon vertex detector (SVX) was installed in ARGUS and up-

graded the following year. The detector consists of seven single-sided silicon

microstrip detectors of thickness 280/J and pitch 25ft, configured in an over-

lapping heptagonal form. To accommodate the SVX inside the inner ftVDC

wall, the beam pipe was reduced in radius from 2cm to 1.25cm.

In the middle of the 1992 running period, a magnet failed upstream of the

ARGUS detector, resulting in the immediate loss of the beam. Injection was

attempted several times before the cause of the failure was recognised. In

the interim, the SVX suffered irreparable radiation damage and served solely

äs dead material for the rest of the run. Although a new silicon detector was

built for the following year's running period, machine studies in April 1993

did not yield the improved luminosity deemed necessary for continuing, and

ARGUS was shut down. A total of 7p&~! of data with SVX readout were

collected, not enough for any significant physics to be carried out.

5.6 The Main Drift Chamber

The drift chamber [45] serves äs the central track finder for the ARGUS

detector. Its excellent spatia! resolution and highly efficient track finding ca-

pabilities combine to produce accurate event reconstruction. It also suppües

good energy loss measurements for particle Identification, and plays a central

role in the Operation of the slow trigger.

Located inside the calorimeter, the chamber extends 2m in the axial di-

rection and has inner and outer diameters of 30cm and 172cm respectively.

A total of 5940 sense wires and 24,588 field wires are strung between 30mm

aluminium end plates to form a homogeneous small-cell pattern, essential for

quick and efficient track reconstruction. This pattern consists of 36 concen-

tric layers of drift cells, each cell having a cross section of 18 x 18.8mm2 (See
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Figure 5.6), nearly optimal for dE/dx resolution. The number of layers was

18.8mm

sense wire field wire

Figure 5.6: Cross section of the drift chamber perpendicular to the beam
axis at z=0.

chosen äs a suitable compromise between two competing factors: to improve

track recognition and sharpen dE/dx resolution a large number of layers is

preferable, while a smaller number helps to minimise multiple scattering and

avoid excessive amounts of readout wires and electronics.

To determine the axial position of track hits, the sense wires possess suc-

cessive stereo angles of 0°, +Q, 0*, —a, etc. with o mcreasing äs ^/r from 40

mrad to 80 mrad. These values were chosen in Order to maintain almost cir-

cular drift time isochrones for most z values. The layer geometry is sketched

in Figure 5.7.

The sense wires are made of gold-plated tungsten and have a diameter of

30^i. They are strung with a tension of 0.7N. In the absence of electrostatic

effects this implies that the sag due to gravity reaches a maximum deviation
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Figure 5.7: Schematic section through the innermost part of the ARGUS DC
in the rr-projection. Solid lines are sense wire layers, dashed lines are field
wire layers.
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from a straight line of about 95 microns midway between the endplates.

This has major consequences for the determination of the drift chamber wire

Position? äs will be discussed in Chapter 7.

The chamber originally employed a mixture of 97% propane and 3%

methylal äs the amplifying gas. The large radiation length and alow dif-

fusion rate of propane provide good momentum resolutton, while its narrow

Landau distribution optimises the dE/dx resolution for low momentum par-

ticles. An additional 0.2% of water vapour had to be added to this mixture

to prevent the buildup of deposits on the field wires. Such deposits encourage

charge buildup which eventually produces discharges resulting in large dark

currents. This problem, known äs the Malter effect, was cured by the water

additive.

The sense wires are supplied with 2930V via 1M17 resistors with field

wires kept at ground. This arrangement leads to a total gas amplification of

104 and creates ground wire surface fields of 25 kV/cm.

For track reconstruction purposes, it is important to be able to relate

drift times to drift distances. This so called distance-time relation (DTR) is

obtalned from a sample of Bhabha scattering events using an iterative proee-

dure. An approximate DTR is used to reconstruct the tracks of these events.

The distances of closest approach are then compared to the TDC values and

the functional relation smoothed to produce a better DTR approximation.

Repeated application of this process produces the final parametrisation, A

more detaÜed treatment of the drift chamber calibration can be found in

Chapter 7. The mean spatial resolution of the chamber is about 130^m,

atthough for some periods the resolution is äs good äs 122^m or äs poor

äs 170/Jm. This Variation is due to changes in threshold settings, different

gas compositions, chamber ageing, varying reliability of the electronics, and

a rather unfortunate problem which developed with the chamber endplates

(see Chapter 7).

The momentum resolution of the drift chamber is directly dependent upon

its spatial resolution, which can be determined by comparing meastired drift

distances with fitted track-wire distances from the reconstruction process.

Results indicate that the resolution suffers from low Ionisation statistics at
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small distances and excessive deviations from circular isochrones at large dis-

tances. The momentum resolution at high momentum predominantly reflects

uncertainties in track measurements and is given by

<T(PT)/PT = 0.009pr[GeV/c],

while for low momentum, multiple scattering dominates, leadlng to a resolu-

tion of

The absolute momentum scale is determined and monitored by analysing

K% —t 7r+jr~ decays. The resulting systematic error on the mass scate is less

than 0.2%.

The distribution of charge deposited on each wire hit by a track is a

measure of the Ionisation power of a particle and is used to determine its

specific energy loss or dE/dx. This energy loss is described by a Landau

distribution.

Each dE/dx value needs to be corrected for two effects. First, the amount

of charge collected on a wire is strongly dependent upon the angle the track

makes with the wire because the track traverses a greater distance in the cell

for smaüer angles of incidence with respect to the sense wire. Second, owing

to timing, the tails of avalanches having large drift distances escape charge

measurement. Once these effects have been taken into account, the dE/dx

values are averaged, leaving out the largest 30% and smallest 10% to ensure

an approximate Gaussian distribution. The specific energy loss for a sample

of multihadron events is shown in Figure 5.8.

The drift chamber dE/dx measurements are an important part of the

particle Identification process, discussed further in Section 5.14.1.

In 1989, the drift chamber was replaced with a Version similar to the old.

This was necessary because of chamber ageing.

5.7 The Time-of-Flight System (TOF)

The time-of-flight system [46] serves a three fold purpose. Its most important

role is to measure charged particle flight times which, in conjunction with re-
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Figure 5.8: Specific energy loss for a multihadron sample of 10 000 events.

constructed track lengths, provide estimates of the particle velocities. These

are combined with the drift chamber momenta to identify charged particles

by their rest masses. Secondary, but still important, uses are to aid on-Üne

luminosity monitoring and to contribute to the makeup of the fast trigger,

both of which are discussed in later sections.

The TOF system forms a cylindrical shell covering 92% of the füll solid

angle and surrounds the drift chamber, flush with the inside face of the

cabrimeter. The barre! of the shell comprises 64 scintillation counters, and

the endcaps each have 48. The Signal from each barrel counter is led to

a phototube at each end via light guides, while the endcap counters are

viewed by a single phototube each. Because these phototubes require field-

free regions to operate, they are located between the coils and the flux return

yoke, and are protected from stray fields with 1cm thick soft iron. The light

guide cross section must be constant and equal to the size of the phototube

cathode. Therefore, the size of the counters was ümited by the largest size

hole that could safely be made in the yoke without disturbing the flux return.
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In order to ensure homogeneous performance of the detector, each phototube

is suppüed with its own high voltage source. These are adjusted to match

all the gains.

To measure the time-of-flight of a particle, a TDC counter is started for

each scintilüator when a coincidence occurs between the bunch crossing signal

and the fast trigger (to be discussed below). The signal Output from a counter

that has been hit is split so that 80% of it is used to stop its TDC counter

after a cable delay correction and a discriminator lest. The other 20% is

used to measure the charge on the photomultipler tube in order to correct

the TDC value for a charge-dependent discriminator crossing time.

The TOF resolution for hadrons is 230ps. Monte Carlo studies, however,

indicate that the Iowest possible resoiution is 170ps [47]. Uncertainty in the

bunch crossing time, time instabüity of the phototubes, and a pulse height

correction parametrisation which is invalid for high and low pulse values all

account for the discrepancy between these last two values.

From the corrected TOF values and the momentum values obtained from

reconstructed tracks in the drift chamber, it is a straight-forward problem

to obtain mass estimates for different charged tracks. With this method

alone, a three-standard-deviation Separation of electrons from pions up to

230MeV/c, pions from kaons up to 700MeV/c, and kaons from protons up to

1200MeV/c can be made. In practice, however, not all charged tracks have

mass estimates. In multihadron events, about 80% of charged tracks with pr

greater than 120MeV/c are associated with useful TOF 'Information. Tracks

with lower pj curl up before reaching the TOF counters. In addition, multiple

hits on a counter create ambiguity. Figure 5.9 shows MjOF vs momentum

for a sample of fast lepton multihadron events.

5.8 The Electromagnetic Calorimeter

The ARGUS electromagnetic shower counters [48] perform the important

task of determining the energies of electrons and photons äs well äs the direc-

tions of these photons. In addition, they provide a method for discriminating

between hadrons or muons and electrons. Other roles in the ARGUS trigger
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Figure 5.9; Mass squared versus momentum äs derived from the ARGUS
TOF system.
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system and in luminosity monitoring will be discussed in later sections.

The electromagnetic shower counters form a cylindrical section located

outside the TOF counters and inside the magnet coüs. Installation of the

calorimeter inside the solenoids dramatically reduces the amount of material

between the counters and the interaction point (äs low äs 0.16 radiation

lengths in the barrel region) thus providing excellent low-momentum photon

detection efficiency.

Twenty rings of 64 counters each in the barrel, combined with 5 rings of

varying number of counters in each of the endcaps break up the calorimeter

into 1760 different Segments. Each counter is made of alternating layers of

lead and scintillator and has an overall length equivalent to 12.5 radiation

lengths. Two different shapes are used to allow compact fitting "into the

detector. A wavelength shifter is connected to each counter to collect the

signa! and convey it to a small phototube via an adiabatic light guide. This

assembly is then combined with another of the same shape to form a module,

the wavelength shifters being sandwiched in the middle but separated by

aluminised mylar to prevent cross talk. A quartz light fibre is connected to

each counter to allow constant on-line monitoring of the phototubes.

The shower counters constitute an important input for the fast trigger. It

becomes necessary therefore to treat variations in phototube gains and mod-

ule light collection efficiencies in such a way äs to equalise trigger thresholds.

This is achieved in the same manner äs in the TOF system, each phototube

being supplied by its own separate, variable, high voltage supply.

The absolute energy calibration of the shower counters is a fairly involved

procedure. An electron, positron or photon that is absorbed by the counters

produces a pulse height in the photomultiplier output proportional to its

energy. In any particular counter the amount of energy converted into light by

the scintillators and detected is only a fraction of the actual energy deposited

(roughly 30% on average), and depends on the location of the impact point

owing to spatial variations in light collection efficiencies and signal transport.

In addition, the energy of a particle is deposited over several counters, the

amount detected by each varying according to the angle and location of

impact. This is an obvious consequence of the non-projective geometry of the
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calorimeter, and the interference of its support structure and other dead space

contributors. Furthermore, losses along the scintillators and waveguide paths

need to to be taken into account. F'mally, the photomultipüers are subject

to time-dependent gain variations which must be continualty monitored in

order to correctly Interpret pulse heights.

The above complex interplay of factors demands that an iterative proce-

dure be used to determine a set of constants that accurately Interpret shower

counter signal pulse heights. The electrons and positrons of a sample of

5 x 10S Bhabha events (selected in a manner that minimises the number

of radiative Bhabha events) are tracked through the drift chamber "m Or-

der to determine their positions, directions and momenta when they hit the

calorimeter, although the momenta are known quite accurately already from

the beam energy. With the aid of a Monte Carlo analysis, a set of three

equations relating pulse heights, detector geometry, detector efficiencies, and

time-dependent gain variations is solved iteratively to transform known input

and Output Information into Information about the effect of the calorimeter

on the output signal.

The energy resolution of high energy electrons and positrons is determined

from the Bhabha energy spectrum, while that of high energy photons is found

simllarly with the channel e*e~ -+ 77. Due to the excellent energy resolution

for cotiverted photons, the mass distribution of TT° and rj° mesons with one

converted photon directly reflects the resolution for low energy photons. The

resolutions are parametrised äs follows:

E \* +

0.0653 .

E[GeV]'

E
(0.0751 +

0.0761

E[GeV]

(barrel)

(endcaps}

(5.1)

(5.2)

the constant factor being attributable to the support structure (Monte Carlo

result).

While the directions of electrons and positrons in the ARGUS detector

are easily derived from drift chamber Information, photon directions can only
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be determined from shower 'Information. The method used involves weight-

ing the positions of the counters hit with their pulse heights and determining

the centre of gravity of the shower for both azimuthal and polar angles. The

relation between these calculated values and the true values is determined

through Monte Carlo Simulation. The angular resolution is determined by

applying this procedure to a sample of electrons and positrons from Bhabha

scattering events where the directions of impact are known from drift cham-

ber Information. Results indicate that a resolution of 13 mrad (equivalent to

an average of 1.5 cm m spatial resolution) exists in the barre! region whereas

in the endcaps the resolution achieved is better by about 30% due to the

smaller counter granularity. The resolution degrades with decreasing photon

energy and is obviously physically limited by counter granularity.

The shower counters provide important Information for particle identi-

fication, especially the Separation of electrons from hadrons. First of all,

electrons tend to deposit all or most of their energy in the counters. How-

ever, hadronic showers will often extend past the shower counters and into

the flux return, with the result that only a fraction of the hadronic energy

is deposited. Consequently, there is little or no correlation between shower

energy and momentum for hadrons, while for electrons there is a strong cor-

relation. Requiring the energy to be within a few Standard deviations of the

measured momentum excludes a large fraction of hadrons, while ma'mta'tning

a high efficiency for electrons. Second, hadrons tend to spread their energy

over a larger area than electrons. A lateral cut has been devised to take

advantage of this fact. Essentially it involves weighting the location of the

hit counters with their deposited energy to find the "centre" of the shower

and then determining the variance of this distribution after leaving out the

two counters with largest energy deposit:

(5.3)

(0 < /,.. < 1) (5.4)
J (W. -L JT _L F }(.C-Jof + £,1 + fcjj

This cut only works at higher energies because hadronic showers do not

develop below ÖOOMeV. Muons can also be separated from hadrons and elec-
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trons because of their high penetration. This manifests itself in a smaller

number of counters being hit.

5.9 The Muon Chambers

The muon chambers [49] are capable of detecting charged particles which

penetrate through the shower counters and magnet coil. The System of 218

chambers is arranged in three layers, two outside the detector and one just

inside the yoke. In total, they cover 93% of the total solid angle. There is a

large amount of material between the chambers and the interaction point (3.3

and 5.1 absorption lengths for inner and outer chambers respectively); this

inhibits hadronic punchthrough and minimises misidentification. Practical

application of the chambers located inside (outside) the coil is restricted to

muons of momentum greater than 700MeV/c (1100MeV/c). With the help

of off-line cosmic data analysis, the average efficiency for each layer has been

determined to be 98%.

Each chamberconsistsof a side-by-side arrangement of eight proportional

tubes of cross sectional area 56 x 56mms and lengths varying between Im and

4m. These are filled with a nonflammable argon-propane mixture (92:8) and

supplied by a voltage which is sufficiently high (2.35 kV) so äs not to limit

the chamber efficiency. Beam tests indicate that the largest loss of efficiency

occurs at the boundary walls of the tubes.

5.10 The ARGUS Trigger

Bunch crossings at DORIS II occur at the rate of about 108 per second,

although not every bunch crossing results in an interaction observable in the

detector. Most of the events that are observed are beam-wall or beam-gas

interactions and can be rejected. Ideally, the decision to accept or reject an

event should be made within 1/js; otherwise, an event occurring at the next

crossing will be lost. Limited Computer speeds make it impossible to carry

out a complete event analysis, and an efficient method must be employed to

screen each event quickly. This is the role of the ARGUS trigger System.
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Events which are accepted for off-line analysis need to pass a two-stage

trigger test. The first-level trigger (fast pretrigger) has to complete the deci-

sion making process in one microsecond, and is therefore restricted to Infor-

mation from the TOF and shower counters. This is available within 200ns

of the collision. The conditions required for the fast pretrigger to accept an

event are discussed below. If an event falls to meet these criteria, all counters

are cleared and the trigger returned to a "trigger ready" state. Otherwise,

the signals are read out for analysis by the second level trigger (slow trigger).

The fast pretrigger then lies in a dormant state until the event is completely

transferred to the on-line Computer or is vetoed by the second level trigger.

The ARGUS fast pretrigger has a mean Output rate of lOOHz. It con-

tributes no deadtime to the overall data taking procedure äs its decision to

accept or reject an event is made well wtthin the bunch crossing interval.

The slow trigger, or "Little Track Finder", reduces the trigger rate by an

order of magnitude and introduces a mean deadtime of 0.2% into the detec-

tor Operation. The largest deadtime contribution results from the transfer

of the data to the on-line Computer once an event has been accepted. Mean

total deadtimes of about (3-10)% were observed during ARGUS Operation,

depending on background conditions and the first tevel trigger Output rate.

5.10.1 The Fast Pretrigger

The fast pretrigger makes use of TOF and shower counter Information by

combining counter signals into independent trigger units each of which acts

äs a single Output. These Outputs have to satisfy certain conditions in order

for the event to be considered further. Four different subtriggers are employed

to do this, each hav'mg its own indlvidual threshold requirements. Of these

only the ETOT trigger uses the endcap regions of the detector.

The total energy trigger (ETOT) requires that the linear sum of shower

counter energies in either hemisphere of the calorimeter be greater than

700MeV. (The hemispheres are defined by the plane perpendicular to the

beam llne through the origin of the detector.) It is used to detect events

with balanced energy deposit, e.g. Bhabha scattering. It is also used for
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on-line monitoring of the background conditions in the storage ring.

The high energy shower trigger (HESH) segments each hemisphere of the

calorimeter into 8 groups of 10 adjacent rows of Barrel counters with tvvo

rows of overlap between them. Designed to detect particles carrying a large

amount of the total energy, it triggers only if the summed energy of any

HESH group exceeds about IGeV.

The charged particte pretrigger (CPPT) consists of 16 trigger units in

each hemisphere of the detector. Each unit contains four TOF counters

overlapped by six rows of shower counters with adjacent units sharing two

rows of shower counters. The trigger searches for events with one or more

charged track candidates in each hemisphere by requiring the coincidence of

TOF and shower signals äs well äs a minimum of SOMeV energy deposit in

at least one unit per hemisphere.

The coincidence matrix trigger (CMT) combines CPPT groups at the

same azimuthal angle in each hemisphere into single CMT units. For a given

CMT group signal, at least one of the seven CMT groups opposite in <}> must

also register a signal. This topology is characteristic of low multiplicity tau

events and two-photon events.

These four subtriggers, along with an additional cosrrnc ray trigger (for

testing of detector components during periods of no beam) and O.lHz pulser

(to estimate random noise), are interpreted by the pretrigger collector. Pro-

vided the fast subtrigger signals are in coincidence with the bunch crossing

signal and another event is not being currently processed (indicated by a

"trigger ready" signal discussed below), the pretrigger collector will perform

an OR on all pretrigger signals and start further event processing.

5.10.2 The Slow Trigger

The slow trigger or Little Track Finder (LTF) uses drift chamber and TOF

information to find tracks in the r — tp plane. To minimise deadtime and still

maintain trigger flexibility, a Software supported hardwired device is used

to analyse each event äs it is accepted by the pretrigger. The chamber and

TOF hits are read into wire input boards (WIB). The LTF then accesses
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from memory a set of up to 2000 "masks" which contain the hit sequences of

possible track roads. The masks are used in conjunction with the WIBs to

search for acreptable hit patterns, also stored in memory, within these masks.

If therequired numberof track candidates is found (dependent on pretrigger),

the event is accepted and the information obtained by the LTF fed to the

on-line Computer; otherwise, the electronics are reset and the "trigger ready"

state is returned. The procedure has a track finding efficiency of about 97%.

5.11 On-line Data Acquisition

The Output from the various ARGUS detector components is collected and

digitised by a CAMAC crate System. A System crate Controller enables con-

trol over the many CAMAC modules according to commands received by the

on-line Computer.

Data from the CAMAC System is read out in an efficient manner by a fast

microprocessor called a CAMAC booster (CAB). Each event can be processed

into its final format in less than 1.2 ms. An additional 1.8 ms is required to

synchronise the booster with the on-line Computer and to transfer all event

information to it. Without the booster, the event read-in time would be äs

high äs 40 ms, severely increasing dead time.

The on-line Computer, a DEC FDP 11/45, receives data from the CAB

on an event-by-event basis and stores it in a buffer. In addition, it is respon-

sible for running the entire data acquisition Software, manipulating data flow

according to parameters modifiable by the shift operator, and controlling on-

line calibration procedures of the various detector components. Events are

dumped to a VAX 11/780 in a direct memory access manner that permits

high speed transfer of data so äs not to impede the data flow rate. The

buffering of data in the PDP allows for Synchronisation between it and the

VAX. The VAX performs some changes in the record format of the events,

äs well äs some monitoring (see below}, before dumping data to yet another

Computer, an IBM. The data are written to a disk data set which is periodi-

cally dumped to tape. In the process, the final event format is created and

further monitoring carried out. Two raw data tapes, about 80,000 events,
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are then concatenated to form permanent EXDATA tapes. These are used

for off-line analysis (next section).

Continuous on-lme monitoring of the machine, of the detector, and of the

data acquisition process is absolutely essential in order to optimise perfor-

mance and maintain the quality of data collection. This is an important role

of the VAX 11/780 Computer. As events pass through the VAX buffer, they

are unpacked and used to create histograms of some of the more important

variables. These are made available directly to the shift operator, allowing

immediate recognition of any System failures. The monitoring process in-

cludes in part: hit frequencies and pulse heights for all detector components,

äs well äs drift times for DC wires in order to detect ADC or TDC failures;

frequency distribution of masks found by the LTF in order to uncover slow

trigger failures; rates for all the triggers so äs to get an idea of the storage

ring background conditions. There is, in addition, a static monitoring system

which watches for unacceptably large variations in detector temperatures, gas

pressures, magnet current, high voltage, and electronic current supplies.

5.12 Data Analysis

The EXDATA tapes are used for off-line analysis by the ARGUS reconstruc-

tion program. This involves several stages of data analysis which will be

briefly outlmed below. A more detailed description can be found in Ref. [42].

A major step of the program is pattern recognition in the drift chamber.

The follow'mg five parameters are used to parametrise the helical paths made

by charged particles in the magnetic field: K, the curvature of the helix; rfo,

the distance of closest approach to the longitudinal (symmetry) axis of the

detector (z — axis); fo, the azimuthal angle of the track tangent at closest

approach; ZQ, the 2-coordlnate of closest approach to the origin; and cotÖ,

the cotangent of the angle the track makes with the z — axis. The origin lies

on the z - axis at the centre of the detector.

• Two-Dimensional Pattern Recognition: This first step of the re-

construction program uses hits among axial wires in the drift chamber
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to recognise two-dimensiona! track projections; rough estimates for K,

du, and <*> are obtained. No actual fitting is done at this stage. Rather,

triplets of wire hits are combined and exhaustively searched for circular

consistency and similar K values.

• Three-Dimensional Pattern Recognition: This step includes the

Information from stereo wires äs well. When completed, approximate

values for all track parameters are available, and all hits are either

associated with tracks or thrown out äs background.

• Track Reconstruction: A rigorous least squares fit of the ideal track,

äs specified by the track parameters, is made to the drift distance data.

Spatial variations of the magnetic field äs well äs energy losses due to

Ionisation are taken into account. The fit procedure yields the Optimum

track parameter values along with their uncertainttes. See Chapter 6

for more details.

• Vertex Chamber Reconstruction: Each reconstructed track is ex-

trapolated back into the vertex chamber, and a new fit is made with the

additional Information from VDC hits along its path. See Chapter 6

for more details.

• Vertex Reconstruction: The main interaction vertex is determined

by fitting äs many reconstructed tracks äs possible to a common po'mt

of origin. Tracks that fit poorly to this main vertex are excluded. A

search for secondary vertices (A"!j decay, A° decay, photon conversion)

is then carried out using these rejected tracks. A final attempt is made

to associate tracks from the main vertex with any of these new vertices.

See Chapter 6 for more details.

• TOF Reconstruction: The reconstniction of particle times-of-flight

is carried out. Tracks from the main drift chamber are associated with

hits recorded in the TOF counters, and assigned velocities.

• Shower Counter Reconstruction: The energies and positions of

particles interacting with the calorimeter are determined. The shapes
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of the reconstructed showers are used for particle Identification.

• Muon Chamber Analysis: An attempt is made to assign each hit in

the muon chambers to a charged track. This Information is then used

for particle Identification.

EXDATA events analysed by the ARGUS program, and which either 1)

have at least two tracks pointing to the interaction region or 2) are consistent

with e+e~ -+ 77, e+e~ -* 777, or Bhabha events, are written to EXPDST

tapes. This first criterion is an attempt to reduce beam-wall and beam-

gas events. Beam-wall events arise from beam particles that suffer small

momentum changes upstream due to bremsstrahlung or Coulomb scattering

by residual molecules in the vacuum. These particles become poorly focused

and can strike the beam wall. Beam-gas events are a result of imperfect

vacuum conditions. The EXDATA tapes contain many unwanted background

events due to these two types of interactions. Because these events generally

originale far from the collision point for the beams, one can significantly

reduce the number of unwanted events by demanding that at least some

tracks be traceable to the interaction region.

Bhabha events are maintained in this selection so äs to provide a means of

calculating the luminosity äs dlscussed in Section 5.13 below. These events,

however, are excluded from the next and final stage of data selection relevant

to this analysis, the creation of EXMUHA or multihadron tapes. Events

selected in this stage must have at least three tracks pointing to the main

vertex or an energy deposit of at least 1.7GeV in the shower counters.

5.13 Luminosity Measurement

The luminosity is determined from the pure QED, and hence well understood,

Bhabha scattering process e+e~ —*• e*e~. By counting the rate of these

events occurring within a given solid angle, the differential luminosity can be

ascertained to be
,

=
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Fast on-üne luminosity measurements are carried out in order to get some

idea of the rate of data intake and quality of machine performance. A more

careful analysis of the luminosity is performed off-line.

The on-line monitoring process employs the endcaps of the calorimeter, äs

well äs the TOF counters directly in front of them. Each endcap is segmented

into 8 sectors of 22 shower counters and 3 TOF counters each. Bhabha events

are isolated by requiring an energy deposit of at least IGev into each of two

diagonaüy opposite sectors, along with a coincidence of TOF and shower

counter signals for each sector. Using the Bhabha cross section for the endcap

solid angle,

= 58nb x
IQOGeV2

E* '

the number of Bhabha events can be converted into an on-line luminosity

measurement.

The off-line luminosity measurement involves fully reconstructed Bhabha

events from the barrel alone. Tracks must have momentum greater than

IGeV/c, shower energy greater than 0.6GeV, and form an opening angle

of not less than 165 degrees. Using a Monte Carlo Simulation, the total

radiatively corrected Bhabha cross section for these cuts is determined to

be [50]
lOOGeV

= 11.38nb x

correct to within about ±1.8%.

5.14 Charged Particle Identification

5.14.1 Likelihoods for General Particle Identification

Charged particles are identified by reconstructing particle masses through the

use of time-of-flight and dE/dx measurements combined with momentum In-

formation from the drift chamber. Depending on the particle momentum,

unambiguous Identification of a particle may not be possible. In practice, a

likelihood function is developed enabling the experimenter to make probabil-

ity cuts for allowed mass hypotheses. A track is considered to be a pion, for
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example, if the normalised likelihood (defined below) for the pion hypothesis

is greater than some value, usually of the order of 1% to 5%.

The likelihood function is developed from \ values determined for each

particle from dE/dx and TOF measurements. From specific energy loss mea-

surements, one computes for each hypothesis,

* * *(dE/dx -dE/dx*)
X?(dE/dx) = i— i-5 - ' a , P) (5.5)

where dE/dx! 's tne sPec"fic energy loss value expected from theory. The un-

certainty in the theoretical values derives from the uncertainty in the momen-

tum. From time-of-flight measurements a similar expression is constructed:

X?(TOF) = (5-6)

Here 0 is the particle velocity determined from TOF measurements and <rlk

once again arisea from an imperfect knowledge of the particle momentum.

Because the two sets of \* values are derived from completely independent

measurements, one can combine them to form a single set of \* values for

each hypothesis,

(5.7)

(5.8)

(5-9)

The Ükelihood function for each hypothesis is then given by

Li = Mtp(-*?/2)

and used to calculate normalised Ükelihood ratlos:

E «»* V
r t i L r . f \

Here, the weights u;1 are used to take into account a priori relative particle

abundances. About 80% of all measured charged particles can be unambigu-

ously identified with TOF and dE/dx Information.
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5.14.2 Likelihoods for Lepton Identification

Section 5.14.1 describes how charged tracks are assigned possible mass hy-

potheses using TOF and dE/dx measurements. For lepton Identification, In-

formation beyond TOF and dE/dx values is availabte and can be incorporated

into the likelihood function to provide a better rejection of background [42].

The interaction of electrons with the shower counters is quite different

from that of hadrons and muons. As has already been discussed in this chap-

ter, there exists a strong correlation between electron momentum and shower

energy deposit, but no such correlation exists for hadrons. Also, the lateral

spread of showers is much more compact for electrons than it is for hadrons.

Muons appear äs minimum ionising particles in the counters and can be

clearly separated from electrons. Based on these observations, a Ükelihood

function particular to electrons was developed. From measured parameter

values, the probabiüty pf that a track belongs to a particular hypothesis k

is determined for each method i capable of distinguishing electrons, and a

normalised likelihood function is computed äs

X' =

n
i=TOF,dE/<ti,SC

n (5.10)

where the weights wk reflect particle abundances. This ükelihood function,

termed L H EW ES, is an extremely powerful tool fordistinguishingelectrons.

The efficiency for Jdentifying electrons is well over 90% for momenta greater

than 500MeV/c and the misidentification rate less than half a percent.

Muons are identified with a similar likelihood function, but Information

from the muon chambers is used äs well. If a reconstructed track cannot be

assigned to a hit in the muon chambers, the muon hypothesis is immediately

rejected. Electrons, which are always absorbed in the detector before reach-

ing the muon chambers, cannot survive this restriction and are therefore not

considered äs one of the hypotheses in this likelihood function, which is given
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by

n p?
A » - . . , »

~ v^ t - ̂ rf U' (.5-11L *" P?

Once again, this is a very powerful method for distinguishing muons. Due to

hadronic punchthrough and muons decaying in-flight, the misidentification

rate is of the order of 2% for pions and kaons [42].
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Tracking and Vertexing
Algorithms

6.1 Introduction

The Information used to measure the tau lifetime in this analysis is obtained

solely from the charged decay products of tau lepton pairs. These particles

travel outwards from the interaction point and through the various materi-

als in the detector, traversing two drift chambers along the way, the VDC

and DC. As described in Chapter 5, these devices are capable of recording

which cells in the ARGUS detector have had charge deposited in them, and

when with respect to the event start this charge deposition occurred. They

therefore provide the means of detecting charged particles and reconstructing

their paths through space. This chapter describes in detail how this wire hit

and timing Information is translated into a precise geometrical descriptlon of

each track at the beam line. This tracking Information can then be employed

to estimate where the tau particles are produced (vertexing).

6.2 The Track Parameters

It is easiest to describe the tracking approach at ARGUS by first dealing

with an ideal detector and then handling the actual case. In what follows,

the "detector" is to be understood äs being a drift chamber.
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6.2.1 The Ideal Detector

Neglecting all materials, particles travelling through the fiducial volume of a

detector undergo no interactions other than their interaction with the mag-

netic field. If this is constant in magnitude and direction, then the parti-

cles travel in perfect hetices abotit the field direction (assumed to be along

the z axis). In general, any heÜx can be completely defined by specifying

five parameters. A convenient set for tracking breaks down into parameters

describing the projection of the helix onto the plane perpendicular to the

magnetic field (a circle = 3 parameters) and those describing the motion

projected onto the field direction (a line = 2 parameters). Thus, any track

in this ideal detector can be described with five parameters.

Each drift cell traversed by a particle yields Information capable of de-

termining the dosest distance a particle comes to it. Through a pattern

recognition process, one tries to reconstruct each set of hlts belonging to a

common track. It is then a fairly simple matter to determine the heüx pa-

rameters which best satisfy the hit information. For chambers having axial

(z) wires alone, äs is the case with the VDC, information about the track

path in the z direction is unavailable and only the projection onto the plane

perpendicular to the field can be reconstructed. Chambers with, in addition,

wires tilted with respect to the magnetic field, äs in the cases of the DC and

/iVDC, are also sensitive to the z-coordinate.

6.2.2 The Real Detector

Unfortunately, such an ideal tracking detector lies in the realm of fiction.

More realistically, the wires in the detector are of finite size and the gas of

reasonable density, therefore tracks lose energy and scatter in the detector

volume and do not in general respect the strictly helical form. The wires

provide sites for bremsstrahhing and photon converston. The magnetic field

varies with position and needs to be mapped. The wires are subject to sag,

creep, electrostatic effects, imprecise positioning, and temperature changes

in the endplates where they are seated. The chamber needs to be calibrated

so that the timing information from hit wires yields correct drift distances,
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but since this usually requires using the detector itself äs a calibrator the end

result can be plagued with systematic biases. Also, because the environment

inside the detector volume (temperature, pressure, gas mixture, wire volt-

ages) äs well äs the electronics environment outside (TDCs, ADCs, crates,

cables) are constantly changing, several calibrations need to be done over the

course of data-taking. This makes the real tracking detector a very complex

device.

6.3 Defining and Tracing Tracks

6.3.1 Definition of Track Parameters

The geometric centre of the main drift chamber defines the origin of the

ARGUS coordinate System. The x- and y-axes are in the horizontal and

vertical directions, respectively, and the positive z-axis is along the symmetry

axls of the chamber, in the direction of the positron beam (see Figure 5.2).

In addition to this Cartesian coordinate System, a mixture of cylindrical and

polar coordinates is employed. For a given point: r is the perpendicular

distance from the z-axis to this point; <i> is the angle that the vector from the

origin to this point, projected onto the x-y plane, makes with respect to the

x-axis; and 0 is the angle that a vector from the origin to this point makes

with respect to the positive z-axis. Mathematically, the relation between

these coordinates is:

Unit vectors along the x, y, z, r, and <j> directions are denoted by e^, e"v, e,,

f , and 0, respectively.

A track in the ARGUS coordinate System is defined by five parameters

specified at a reference point x„ along the track. In the VDC and DC track

fits, this is given by the point of dosest approach of the track to the first hit

wire. For tracks traced to the beamline, 1t is given by the point of closest
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approach to an estimate of the beam position, typically chosen to be the

origin of the ARGUS coordinate System. For the latter case, the five track

Parameters are:

• d„ - the distance from the origin to the reference point defined above,

projected onto the x-y plane and multiplied by a sign factor defined

below;

• 2„ - the z-coordinate of the reference point;

• K - the track curvature (inverse of the bending radius), endowed with

the same sign äs the charge of the track;

• cot B - cotangent of the angle the track makes with respect to the z-axis;

and

• d>0 • the direction <£ of the track tangent in the x-y plane.

The sign of da depends on which side of the origin the track passes. Explicitly,

( e - x t )

where ( is the track tangent uni t vector. For the DC and VDC fits xoris is

replaced with the point on the first wire that is closest to the track.

6.3.2 Tracking in a Constant Magnetic Field

Figure 6.1 shows thei — y projection of the trajectory of a positively charged

particle moving in a constant magnetic field directed along the positive ?

axis. The circular nature of the path can be easily derived using the Lorentz

force acting on a charge Q moving with velocity v in an electric field E and

magnetic field H:

F=^-=Q(E + vxH). (6.1)
dt

In the absence of an electric field this implies that the force on the charge is

always perpendicular to its velocity t; and lies in the plane perpendicular to

the magnetic field with magnitude

QpH sin 0
/itu = QvHs'mB = (6.2)
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Figure 6.1: Projection onto T — y plane of trajectory of positively charged
particle moving in a magnetic field directed along the s-axis.

where p and m are the momentum and mass of the particle, respectively, and

6 is the polar angle between the field and the particle direction. Equating

this to the centrifugal force experienced by a particle of mass m moving in a

circle with radius p and momentum pr.

it follows immediately that the particle describes a circle with radius

PT
QH*

(6.3)

(6.4)

Hence, the radius is directly proportional to the momentum component trans-

verse to the field. Because there is no longitudinal force, the particle executes

helical motion about the direction of the field maintaining the same angle 0

with respect to this direction at all times. The sign of p reflects the charge of

the particle: for positive Q the track curves clockwise when viewed against

the field direction, and counter clockwise for negative Q. It follows then (see
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Figure 6.1) that if the particle starts at the origin

with direction

t0 = sin 8
l cosfl

(6.5)

(6.6)

(6.7)

xvhere s is the distance along the track in three dimensions, and 9 is the

tttrninj angle, a convenient (signed) parameter for tracing the track:

(6-8)

Differentiation of this expression with respect to s yields the new direction:

then after a projected step of siv = 3 • sinf) its new position will be

/ 1 - cos e \e = > sine

dx(s)
ds

l sin6
= t(y) = s i n f l - cos0

l cotÖ
(6.9)

A more rigorous derivation of these equations can be carried out by solving

Equation 6.1 directly. By taking the dot product of both sides of thisequation

it can be explicitly shown that the momentum, and therefore the velocity, of

the particle is constant:

2 dt
= 0

p* = p1 = constant.

Us'mg this fact, and making a change of variables in the derivative

dt v ds'
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which follows from the velocity relation for the particle

_ds

Equation 6. l can be recast in simpler form in terms of the track tangent unit

vector t = v/v:

dp = 0. a
dt ^
& ~- --,m— = Qv x H
dt

where

ds mv

ds p

/ O H, -Hv

M=\ 0 Hx

\ -H. 0

(6.10)

(6.11)

For constant magnetic field this differential equation has the general solution

t = e^Mt0 (6.12)

If the field is directed along the z axis, H = (0,0, //), then the expression for

f becomes

T= e^C, (6.13)

where
/ 0 l 0 \)

Expanding the exponentia! into its Taylor series and using the f&ct that

(6.15)and -A5 = A4 = -A8 = ...= 0 l 0
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yields

*.
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= - s i n $ cos

i 0

0

) c o s ( ) 0 t;
0 l \te

(6.16)

Fora track with initial directionf äs in Figure 6.1, i.e. ((£,(£,*") = (0, sin 0, cos

the final expression for the track tangent after a step s becomes

\ sin(9) \ | coR(*j^-)S[T\v = sinö cos(6) . (6.17)

*. J \0 / V COt ff /

where

6 =
QHs

(6,18)

That this is the same Ö äs in Equation 6.8 can be seen by substituting Equa-

tion 6.4 into Equation 6.8 and using pj = ps inf l . Integrating Equation 6.17

using

yields

(6.20)

which using Equation 6.4 yields Equation 6.7.

6.3.3 Tracking in Varying Magnetic Field

Although the magnetic field in ARGUS is directed along the r-axis of the

ARGUS detector System at the beam line, in general it develops a small radial

component for other posttions in the detector. In such a position-dependent

magnetic field H(x) the basic tracing equations 6.7 and 6.17 remain appli-

cable provided the trace is broken up into segments within which the field is

assumed to be constant. Thus the track can be described with a set of linked

helices. For the ARGUS drift chamber track fit each link is typically of the

order of 2cm in length, roughly the distance between wire layers in the drift
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chamber, with a maxlmum Unk size of 4cm allowed. This is good enough to

keep the tracking inaccuracy well below the resolution of the chamber.

Because the tracing equations are derived for the specific case where the

field is directed along the 2-axis, a local coordinate System is adopted in each

helical segment. At the point St of the ith step this is defined by the following

unit vectors:

A-

(6.21)
: ]*;• x Ä,.|

&,. = f\ x n, .

The ordered vector triplet (n,-, 6^, hi) defines an orthonormal righthanded co-

ordinate system. The initial orientation of the momentum and field in this

coordinate system is identical to that assumed for the er> e„, er frame consid-

ered earüer. Therefore those results can be adopted immediately and a step

from Si to ii+] in the ARGUS frame is given by

Z.-+, = f i i + p [( l - cos e.) - n, + sin 6; - 6f + 9, tan A, • A,-] ,

with new tangent

f;+i = cos Aj • (sin 0,- • n,- + cos 9,- • 6, + tan A,- • ft;) ,

where the dip angle A is defined through the relation

«in Ai = £ • & .

(6.22)

(6.23)

. (6.24)

For the special case where hi is oriented along the ARGUS z-axis e„ the dip

angle corresponds to the complement of the polar angle 0, i.e,

(6.25)

6.4 Accounting for Energy Loss and Multiple
Scattering

Equations 6.22 and 6.23 enable a track of known initial momentum and

Position to be traced step-by-step through a vacuum. (How these initial
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conditions are determined is the subject of Section 6.5 wherein the DC and

VDC track fits are described.) The volume inside the ARGUS beam pipe

can safely be treated äs a vacuum for tracking purposes, but this certainly

is not the case for the rest of the chamber. As a particle traverses the drift

chamber, for example, it loses energy, primarily through Ionisation of the DC

gas. 1t also suffers from multiple Coulomb scattering off nuclei. For a hadron

there is the additional possibiHty of a strong interaction with the material,

while for an electron or positron bremsstrahlung can take place in the field of

a nucleus or wire. These interactions destroy the ideal orbit defined above.

Fortunately, the two dominant effects, energy loss and multiple scattering,

can be reasonably well determined. For a particle mass m > me moving with

velocity 8c in a material of density p the Bethe-Bloch equation [I],

dE -0' (6.26)

describes the mean change in its energy per distance travelled, where Z

and A are the charge and mass number of the medium, / is its average

excitation potential, and D is a constant equal to .3070A/eVcm*/gram. This

formula can be used to determine the change in magnitude of momentum

a particle suffers on average upon traversing a chamber wall, for example,

allowing the momentum to be updated accordingly. To determine the change

in momentum, howcver, an hypothesis for the particle identity is required to

fix the mass. This is normally provided by the analysis of energy loss in the

drift chamber described in Chapter 5, although a mass hypothesis can be

forced. Multiple scattering is typically an elastic process which leaves the

particle energy unchanged but modifies its direction. In performing a trace

of a particle through the detector it is impossible to know a priori whether it

scatters at some point and so no attempt to modify the track parametera is

made äs in the case of energy loss. Instead, the crrors on the parameters $

and 8 resulting from the track fit (described below} are inflated to reflect the

increased uncertainty in direction. The distribution of angular deviations

about the original direction, projected onto a plane, is unfortunately not

Gaussian, but has long large angle scattering taüs. However, the central
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98% can be modelled by a Gaussian of width 80 by [1]

0.038 \n(x/X0)]
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(6.27)

where p is the particle momentum and x/X0 the length of material traversed

in radiation lengths. This formula is used to blow up the track angle param-

eters. The large angle tails are not taken into account.

In practice these adjustments for energy loss and multiple scattering are

not performed every time a track is traced through a material in the detector.

Instead, the various materials are considered to be grouped together into two

scattering radü at 4.3cm and 14.9cm and the tracks adjusted at these points

only. The first radius includes materials Hke the beam tube and inner VDC

wall, the second the outer VDC wall and inner DC wall. The values for

these radii are determined from weighted averages of the materials using

their widths in units of radiation length.

6.5 Fitting Tracks

The ARGUS track fit is a three step procedure involving 1) a track fit in the

main drift chamber using timing Information from the DC wire hits assigned

to the track; 2) inclusion of VDC hit information using a semi-independent

VDC fit; and 3) a vertex fit procedure which attempts to associate each

track with the main vertex or secondary vertex. The following is a short

description of each of these steps. A more detailed description can be found

in [42].

6.5.1 The DC track fit

Once the pattern recognition procedure has found a set of N wires common

to a track, the following *J expression is minimised with respect to the five-

dimensional column vector, q, of the track parameters:

(6.28)

where
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• dmfai is the N-dimensiona! column vector of measured drift distances;

• d(q) is the N-dimensional column vector of the fitted drift distances,

calculated using the track parameter set q äs described below; and

• W is the N x N diagonal matrix of the measured drift distance weights,

Wj,' = 1/0J, where <T; is the uncertainty in the measured drift distance

dmfa,,.

The vector dmra, and matrix W are specified by the measured drift times

using the drift chamber distance-time-relation and resolution function (see

Chapter 7). The vector d(q) is determined by the fit: For a given set of

track parameters g, the position Xi and tangent vector t{ of the track near

wire i can be found using the tracing Equations 6.22 and 6.23. (Energy

loss is taken into after each step in the track trace, by tipdating the track

momentum using Equation 6.26.) Then, for a wire with direction «?,- and

passing through the point W0^ in the 2 = 0 plane, the distance of closest

approach of the track to the wire is given by

df = (£, - (6.29)

is the axis along which rf; is measured. A given measured drift distance dmeai_i

is assigned the same sign äs its fitted distance, rf,-.

Equation 6.28 is minimised by Hnearising its dependence upon the track

parameter set q and iterating. For the nth Iteration, an approximate expres-

sion for d(qn) can be written using the first two terms of its Taylor expansion

about <?n-i:

(6.30)
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where A is the Jacobian matrix of d(q) evaluated at q = qn-i,

ÜJ / Q J/ ud{

~ 9(} Wn-7 '" ~ ̂

and Aqn is the vector of changes in the track parameters given by

A?n = <7n-<7«-i. (6.31)

For the first iteration, qn-\s provided by the pattern recognition procedure.

Substituting Equation 6.30 into Equation 6.28 yields

Setting the derivative of this with respect to qn to zero (A is considered

constant) yields a matrix equation for the parameter corrections A(7„,

= ArW[dm„, - (6.32)

Solving for A<7„ and using Equation 6.31 yields an improved solution, <7„,

for the track parameters. This process is repeated until convergence. The

parameter covariance matrix V is given by [l]

= (ATWA) (6.33)

The above procedure requires the calculation of the derivatives ^4^, in

order to determine the matrix A. These can be derived from expression 6.22.

See reference [42] or [51] for more details.

For low momentum tracks, the track trajectory is broken up into seg-

ments to allow for Nys multiple scattering kinks. The maximurn length of

these segments is set by the requirement that the expected deviation due to

multiple scattering, within any segment, be small compared to the chamber

resolution. The expression 6.28 is modified accordlngly:

(6.34)
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where <£, is the i"1 kink angle in the x-y plane, and <r.\/Spi is the expected width

of the angular deviation due to multiple scattering (see Equation 6.27). The

track fit then becomes an NMS + 5 parameter fit.

The fit described above is the heart of the procedure used to determine

the parameters of a track. The füll procedure involves several passes, and

includes the following features:

• Once the fit converges, the sign of any measured drift distance is flipped

to see if it yields an improved \. If, for a given wire, no sign yields

a satisfactory \* contribution to the fit, the wire is discarded and the

track fit is repeated.

• An attempt is made to include wire hits not assigned to the track by

the original pattern recognition procedure.

• For very low momentum tracks, the order of the wires is reversed and

the track fit repeated to see if it yields an improved \.

• The pattern recognition procedure is repeated for wires rejected from

the track fit, wires from tracks thrown out due to a poor track fit xa,

and wires belonging to tracks containing too few hits.

The final parameter set q, along with its covariance matrix V, resulting

from the above procedure, define a DC track. If VDC Information is not

available, or too few VDC hits can be associated with the track (see next

section), the DC track is swum to the beam line for further consideration

by the vertex fitting procedure. The track parameter swim has already been

described. The track covariance matrix V is propagated along with the track

parameters using the formula [l]

Öqu
(6.35)

This formula is completely general and is used to Update the covariance

matrix whenever a track is traced from one point to another.
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6.5.2 The Semi-independent VDC track fit
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In an attempt to include VDC Information, each DC track is traced back-

wards into the VDC, taking into account energy loss in the inner DC and

outer VDC walls. A pattern recognition process attempts to associate VDC

wire hits with the DC track. For low momentum tracks, several possible

"roads" are searched depending upon the expected r.m.s. angle deviation

due to multiple scattering in the walls, and the road which picks up the most

hits is used äs input to the semi-independent VDC track fit. This is a fit

to the VDC hit informatlon, in a manner similar to the DC fit, but with an

added term in the y j expression which incorporates the DC track information

äs a constraint;

X* = 4- (9 - (6,36)
ial

VDC

Here, qoc and VDC *re the track parameter set and track covariance matrix,

respectively, of the DC track, evaluated at the same point äs that used to

define the updated track parameter set q. This is normally the point of

dosest approach to the innermost hit wire of the VDC.

In the fit, one of two approaches is used to incorporate the kink intro-

duced by the treatment of scattering in the walls. Either 1) the DC track

covariance matrix is updated, during the swim through the walls, with larger

uncertainties in the parameters ff* and p^t* äs discussed in Section 6.4, or

2) the \* expression 6.36 is updated to include a contributlon from a multiple

scattering kink in •£ at the wall, in direct analogy to 6,34. The two approaches

yield similar results. For the lifetime analysis, the latter approach is used.

In a manner similar to the DC track fit, the VDC fit is performed several

times: the sign of the drift distances are switched to test for a better x5»

an attempt is made to include hits not originally assigned to the track by

pattern recognition, and hits are rejected if their y j contribution to the fit is

too high. However, kinks are not incorporated into the orbit to compensate

for multiple scattering.

If not enough VDC hits can be assigned to the track (a minimum of

four is the default), the VDC information is rejected all together, and the
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track remains a DC track, Otherwise, the track parameter set resulting from

combining DC and VDC Information is considered for further analysis. This

is termed a VDC track. Only VDC tracks are used in the lifetime analysis.

6.6 Vertex Fitting

6.6.1 Standard ARGUS Fit Algorithms

There are two Standard methods available in the ARGUS reconstruction

code, for carrying out vertexing: 1) a simple weighting procedure that uses

only d0 and z0 track information (and the corresponding submatrix of the

füll covariance matrix) to find the most likely vertex for a set of tracks [42],

and 2) a modified track parameter fit procedure that uses all the track Infor-

mation (5 parameters and complete covariance matrix), and forces the tracks

to pass through a common point by adjusting the track parameters within

the constraints of the covariance matrices. The first method is not used in

the lifetime analysis, and the reader is referred to [42] for a more detailed

description. The second method is employed solely for the purpose of reject-

ing background events that have secondary vertices (Section 8.4.7). As this

is a minor part of the analysis, the reader is again referred to the literature

for details [52, 53].

6.6.2 Bcam Tube Fit Algorithm

To carry out the three-prong vertex fit, a new algorithm, based on the prin-

ciple of method (2) above, was implemented by the author. The decision

to write a new vertex fit algorithm came from a Suggestion from [54], The

algorithm, termed the beam tube fit (BTF) algorithm, makes use of the fact

that, to an excellent approximation, the magnetic field in the beam tube

is constant in magnitude and direction, H(r, z) = H0e",. This allows a few

improvements to be made over algorithm (2). For example, in algorithm

(2), tracks are repeatedly traced until convergence, a procedure subject to

rounding errors. This is avoided in the BTF algorithm, which is also faster,

and yields a more accurate vertex parameter covariance matrix. However,
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the improvement in vertex resolution is marginal because, in principle, the

two methods are identical save for coding errors, rounding errors, and speed.

The remainder of this section describes the BTF algorithm in detail.

The BTF principle is shown schematically in Figure 6.2. Each of the

x-y plane
Three-prang

One-prong
Beam Tube

Figure 6.2: Schematic of beam tube vertex fit. The solid lines represent VDC
tracks swum to just inside the beam tube. The dashed lines represent the
best estimate of the track parameters, assuming the tracks originate from %
common po'mt. See text for further details.

three-prong VDC tracks is swum to a radius just inside the beam tube,

and the track parameter sets a' (i = 1,3) and covariance matrices V stored.

They provide constraints on the unknown values of the true track parameters

and vertex position in the beam tube, and are considered constant matrices

in what follows. Another constraint is introduced by the assumption that the

three tracks originate from a common vertex Xat* = (*.!/*•*)• Accordingly,

each track t is described mathematically äs emanating from XWr with track

parameters ß' = (0,0,K',cotö',^'). (Here, d0 and z0 are zero by virtue of
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choosing the track reference point to be X^T.} The objective is to determine

the vertex position, Xl1r, and the three vertex track parameter vectors, /?',

that best match the VDC tracks at the beam tube, o". To make the compar-

ison, the vertex tracks need to be extrapolated to the beam tube (see below).

Then a \ function can be constructed to quantify the match:

(6.37)

where /?'' = 0'*(ffi,Xttx) are the vertex track parameters extrapolated to the

beam tube. The values of ß1 and Xt.fT that mlnimise expression 6.37 provide

the best estimate of the vertex track parameters and position.

The assumption of a constant, longitudinally-directed magnetic field greatly

facüitates the determination of 8'1'. the basic track step formulas, Equa-

tions 6.7 and 6.9, immediately yield analytic expressions for the vertex track

parameters at the beam tube, äs a function of 9* and Xull. This eliminates

the need to perform a more cumbersome, and potentially inaccurate, multi-

step swimming procedure. Another advantage of the BTF approach is that

the covariance matrices of the VDC tracks need to be calculated just once

(at the beam tube), and are accurate regardless of where the vertex lies in

the beam tube.

The minimisation of 6.37 is carried out by linearisation and Iteration, in

a manner identical to the ARGUS track fit.
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Calibration and Alignment

The technique employed to extract a tau tifetime measurement from ARGUS

data relies heavily on the tracking »bilitiesof the ARGUS main drift chamber

and vertex detector. It is essential that these devices be calibrated properly

for optimal precision and accuracy.

7.1 Calibration of the ARGUS Drift Cham-
ber

7.1.1 Purpose of Calibration

As a charged track traverses a DC cell it ionises the chamber gas. These

electrons (ions) immediately begin to drift towards the scnse (field) wire

under the influence of the electric field. Charge multiplication occurs äs the

first electrons arrive near the sense wire (typically withm a few radii of it)

and are accelerated by the increased electric field to energies large enough to

spawn further Ionisation. This sudden increase in free charge (avalanche) is

detected with an electronic circuit connected to the wire and used to trigger

the start of a TDC. This is later stopped at a predefined timc after the bunch

crossing. The farther a track passes from a sense wire the longer the time

required for the electrons to drift and trigger the TDC. Therefore the TDC

value provides an indirect measurement of the distance of closest approach

of the track to the sense wire. It is the rote of the caübration procedure to

determine the actual relationship between the drift distance and drift time
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(distance-time reiationship or DTR).
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7.1.2 The Calibration Philosophy

For each event, the DC provides a üst of the wires hit, along with the cor-

responding ADC and TDC values. The drift distances are a priori unknown

but can be determined with a simple bootstrapping method. This is possible

because the TDC values in an event are not independent but correlated, the

common link being that they are produced by charged particles which have

(usually) smooth, continuous trajectories. The basic principle then is to find

a DTR which makes all hits in a set of events äs consistent äs possible with

their being produced by charged tracks. An iterative procedure is employed.

An approximate initial DTR leads to relatively poor track fits characterised

by large deviations between measured distances (derived from the TDC val-

ues using the initial DTR) and fitted distances (those resuttingfrom the track

fit). The DTR 1s updated using these deviations and used äs input to the

next iteration. The procedure converges rapidly because of the staggered cell

design of the drift chamber which ensures that in general a track has roughly

equa! mimbers of hit wires on either side of it, thus providing the optimal

constraint on the track parameters. In the following section a more detailed

description of the DC Calibration procedure is provided.

7.1.3 Calibration Procedure

Calibration of the ARGUS drift chamber involves a rather complex chain of

steps.

• Selection of Calibration Data Sample The best types of events

to use for calibration are barrel Bhabhas. They are numerous, easily

identified, and, from a pattern recognition point of view, unambigu-

ous. Furthermore, the tracks have high momentum and do not suffer

from multiple scattering which complicates the track fit. The high

transverse momentum also implies that all cells hit are traversed with

near-radial incidence thus permitting a single DTR to be used for all
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cells. However, barrel Bhabha events are predominantly t-channel pro-

cesses and therefore have a cosö distribution strongly peaked towards

higher cos(? values. In contrast, most physics processes of interest are

roughly flat in cosfl. It is therefore advantageous to calibrate with a

flattened Bhabha distribution in order to minimise the adverse effects

of any polar anisotropy that may exist in the tracking and calibration

procedures. The selection of such a flattened Bhabha data sample is

the first step in the calibration procedure. To achteve such a sample

events are randomly rejected subject to the condition that the track

cos 9 distribution for the surviving events is flat.

During the iterative process several quality cuts are made before allow-

ing a track to contribute to the DTR and resolution function determi-

nation. These include cuts on the track fit probability (> 1%), number

of hits (> 12axial, > 12stereo), transverse momentum(> 2<7eV/c), ex-

trapolated distance of closest approach to the origin in x — y (1cm) and

z (5cm), and assigned number of multiple scattering kinks (< 1).

• TDC timing correctiona To make the best use of the raw TDC

values several t iming corrections need to be applied. Two types of TDC

corrections can be distinguished: those affecting the start time of the

TDCs and those affecting the stop time. The following affect the stop

time and are applied prlor to pattern recognition on an event-by-event

basis.

- determination of erste shifts The DC TDCs occupy nine crates,

each with its own Controller. Although timing differences among

the TDCs within a given crate can be kept to a mlnimum (using

the Autotrim feature of the TDCs together with test pulses), there

can be strong timing differences between crates due to the manner

in which they process their signals. The stop signal may also arrive

at the crates at slightly different times. To account for these offsets

9 crate time shifts are determined from the position of the leading

edge of the TDC spectrum of each crate and used to correct the
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TDC values. The spectra are obtained from the events in the

calibration sample. An example is provided in Figure 7.1. The

Numbar of call hlts
150-0

100,0

50 0

0,0
480.0 528,0 576.0 S24.0 672.0 720.0

TDC (n i)

Figure 7.1: Trigger time corrected TDC values for all TDCs from one crate
for a sample of calibration Bhabhas. Overlaid is the result of an empirical
fit used to determine the crate shift.

shift in time between crates is typically 5-10na but can be äs much

äs 30ns.

correction for bunch crossing and trigger jitter As mentioned ear-

lier the TDCs in the DC are operated in common stop mode which

means that all TDCs started by an event are stopped at the same

delayed time after the bunch crossing, whtch is known very pre-

cisely. The actual stop signal is a delayed coincidence of this

bunch crossing signal and the ARGUS trigger signal, and the var-

ioua possible trigger types !ead to different stop times. The time

correction for each trigger combination is taken from a long-term

average of stop signals using barrel Bhabhas. The TDC values are

updated accordingly.
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In contrast to these, the following timing corrections can only be ap-

plied once a rough estimate of the track position has been found. They

affect the start times of the TDCs. In practice they are applied during

the track fit after pattern recognit'ion.

- correction for pulse travel down wire This correction requires the

knowledge of the z position of the track along the wire. Once

known, the amountof time ittakes for the charge deposition signa!

to travel down the wire and arrive at the endplate where the TDC

is mounted can be taken into account. The propagation speed has

been found to be of the order of v^^ = 24cm/n5, hence ignoring

this effect can lead to errors in TDC values up to 200cm/upr0)l =

8ns.

- correction for time of flight of track Low energy particles can have

velocities significantly less than the speed of light and can take

several nanoseconds to traverse the DC. Even high energy particles

cannot traverse the DC in less than (80 — 20)cm/c « 2n.j. The

farther along a track a hit lies the later its TDC is started. Left

uncorrected, this makes the track appear farther from the wire

than it actually is. During the track fit, the TDC value of each

hit is modified using its distance along the track. At the start the

velocity 3 is set to one, and subsequently improved using the drift

chamber dE/dx analysis.

Thus corrected, each TDC value is in principle in one-to-one correspon-

dence with a drift distance. It will be referred to from now on äs the

drift time t. The determination of the distance-time relation (DTR)

can then be carried out.

• Initial DTR and Resolution Function An initial estimate of the

true DTR d(t) can be derived from the drift time spectrum assuming

that the drift cells are uniformly irradiated by tracks in a Bhabha
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sample. In this case the following approximation can be made

_dN_dd(t)_ dd(t)
dt dd(t) dt rf"1« dt '

(7.1)

Therefore, integr&ting the time spectrum -^ yields a first estimate for

d(t):

Note that equation 7.1 implies that the time spectrum is essentially a

plot of drift velocity vs time. Indeed, Figure 7.1 displays the expected

increase in drift velocity äs the wire is approached (large times), con-

sistent with the increase in field intensity near the wire.

• Determination of DTR and resolution functions

- Update of DTR

Using this first approximation for the DTR the Bhabha calibration

dataset is reconstructed. At this initial Iteration stage each hit

assigned to a track assumes the same weight in the track fit, i.e. a

constant resolution function is used (a typical starting value is 250

microns). For each time value, the difference between the unslgned

fitted and measured drift distances (distance correction),

averaged over all track hits and all events, is calculated and used

to improve d(t) for the next Iteration:

(7.3)

Care must be taken in extracting the form of <f(f) near the wire

due to Ionisation statistics. This can be immediately understood

by considering tracks that pass through the wire, i.e. at zero drift

distance. (For the purpose of this argument assume the wire has

infinitesimally small radius.) Imagining for the moment that the

track ionises the chamber gas continuously, there would always be
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an ionisation right at the wire. This would immediately avalanche

and produce a signal. The time for drift would be negligible. In

reaüty, however, the gas is not ionised continuously, but with a

well defined average of np primary ionisations (äs opposed to sec-

ondary ionisations resulting from the collisions of these primary

particfes with the gas) per centimetre. For Bhabhas in propane,

this number is about nf = 38/cm, implying that on average an

ionisation takes place about every 260 microns. The average time

for the charge to drift will therefore be greater than zero despite

the mean fitted distance being zero. This implies that the mean

distance correction is always greater than zero near the wire and

accordingly that d(t) can never satisfy d(t) = 0, a somewhat unde-

sirable condition. The solution is to do the inverse and calculate

the average drift time near the wire äs a function of fitted distance

and invert the resulting function. At a distance far enough from

the wire (.3cm is used) the two functions match and are smoothed

with a cubic spline to yield the new DTR. The entire procedure

is then repeated using the new DTR until it ceases to change.

- Update of Resolution Function At this stage, a plot of the r.m.s.

values of the residuals äs a function of drift time indicates that the

cell has variable resolution. At very large distances field distor-

tions become important, and the isochrones deviate strongly from

circles. At distances close to the wire, ionisation statistics lead to

a large jitter in the TDC start. To get the most out of the track fit

it makes sense to incorporate these r.m.s. values äs drift distance

weights. Caution is needed in this endeavour, however. The fitted

track, not the true track, is used to determine the residuals and

because the fitted track is the one that minimises the residuals the

true resolution is underestimated by the r.m.s. values. To correct

for this the residuals are individually scaled by a factor derived

from the track fit covariance matrix, and the r.m.s. values of these

scaled residuals, after being smoothed with a cubic spline fit, are
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used. Further iterations of the calibration procedure update both

the DTR and the resolution function. Examples of the final forms

of these functions are shown in Figitre 7.2.

• Layer Time Corrections Despite the timing corrections applied to

the raw TDC values, small timing variations from cell to cell are still

observed. These are parametrised on a layer by layer basis using the

average distance correction observed in each layer, and used to update

( accordingly:

At, -"'lauer — (7.4)

where Vrfri/t is calculated directly from the DTR. Only distance correc-

tions from the best timing region are included in the calculation, i.e.

the region with well defined DTR and good spatial resolution. These

36 timing shifts are determined and applied during the calibration it-

eration procedure. Convergence is rapid and stable.

• Threshold Corrections

The calibration procedure äs described so far was improved significantly

through a careful study of the effect of ionisation density on the TDC

rise times. The exact time a given TDC stops is governed by a voltage

threshold V,hre,h which the signal voltage due to a hit must meet in

order to trigger the TDC stop. The threshold voltage needs to be set

reasonably high to avoid background noise from electronics. Because

the shape of the signal voltage äs a function of time can differ depending

upon the form and amount of ionisation deposited in a cell, the exact

time V,hrf,h is satisfied is signal dependent. For example, a large depo-

sition of charge in a cell produces a signal which rises quickly to trigger

the TDC stop, whereas smaller depositions lead to signals which rlse

more slowly in time and trigger the TDC stop later. This phenomenon

not only affects the DTR but the resolution function äs well because

smaller signals suffer from a larger threshold crossing jitter.

Aithough the calibration procedure äs it has been described so far takes

the above effect into account in an average way, a considerable improve-
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Figure 7.2: Example distance-time and resolution functions resulting from
the drifl chamber calibration procedure for a particular calibration period.
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ment is gained when two sources of signal deposition Variation, namely

the polar angle 0 and the mean energy loss of a track, are taken into

account. For a given rate of track energy loss and distance of closest

approach to a wire, the Ionisation density (ionisations per unit length

travelled) in the plane perpendicular to the wire increases for smaller

angles of incidence with respect to the wire (Figure 7.3). Similarly,

Figure 7.3: Schematic view of sin# threshold dependence for a drift drift
chamber cell. Two views of the cell are shown: a) in profile (r-z), and b)
in cross section (x-y). The track traversing with smaller ß has a higher
Ionisation density in the plane perpendicular to the wire.

the Ionisation density is higher for tracks suffering a larger energy loss.

Therefore, in the absence of Saturation the rate of voltage rise has the

following expected dependence on energy loss and s'i

dV_

dt

dE/dx
sinö

(7.5)

If one in addition assumes the time dependence is linear, an expres-

sion for the timing correction follows immediately. In reality the time

dependence of the pulse is not linear, nor is the effect of Saturation ab-

sent. Therefore, the actual corrections are extracted directly from the

experimental data using the average distance correction äs functions

of sinö and energy loss. A quadratic fit to the mean threshold time

correction A( tft, vs sinö is used to parametrise the timing dependence
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on polar angle, where

(7.6)

Similarly, the mean resolution versus sin 0 suggests the form of correc-

tion to the resolittion function, likewise parametrised with quadratic

time dependence. The dependence on energy loss is similarly taken

into account. In practice these threshold corrections are determined

once after the calibration procedure described above has converged,

and there is no attempt to improve the parametrisations through iter-

ation.

It should be mentioned that the DTR and ff(t) dependence on 0 is the

primary motivation for using a flattened Bhabha sample for calibration.

In an earlier Version of the calibration procedure unflattened samples

of Bhabhas were used and no 9 correction applied. Thus the DC cal-

ibration systematically produced a resolution function which was too

good, leading to large discrepancies between the observed resolution

of the chamber and that predicted by the calibration. For a further

discussion on this see Section 8.7.

7,2 Calibration of the ARGUS Vertex Cham-
ber

The calibration of the ARGUS vertex chamber proceeds in much the same

manner äs that of the drift chamber. However, there are significant differ-

ences:

• only one TDC crate collects the drift time signals, therefore there are

no individual crate shifl constants to calculate,

• the TDC values are kept "zeroed" by feeding test Signals to the pre-

amps on a daily basis, eliminating the need for corrections equlvalent

to the DC layer constants,

t the chamber is operated near Saturation therefore no dE/dx correction

is required, and
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the chamber has only axial wires.

Despite these seeming simplifications, the chamber is more difficult to cali-

brate for the following reasons:

• The chamber is a physically separate entity from the DC and its exact

Position and orientation in space with respect to the DC (which de-

fines the global coordinate System) is a priori unknown and must be

determined. (See alignment section betow.)

• Fewer hits on average are associated with each track, therefore the

boot-strapping calibration mechanism is not äs powerful and converges

slowly. This also implies that the scale factors for the residuals in the

resolution function determination are large compared with unity and

hence less reliable.

• Although the VDC calibration is carried out äs independently of the

DC äs possible, the chamber does not provide a large enough lever arm

for a good curvature measurement, K. This parameter and the longitu-

dinal track parameters z and cotö (to which an all-axial wire chamber

is in principle insensitive) need to be taken from the DC. Therefore,

the chambers are not completely decoupled in the calibration process,

which thus becomes vulnerable to any systematic effects originat'mg in

the DC.

• Because the hexagonal cell structure has a translational symmetry not

a rotational symmetry äs in the DC, cells are not all irradiated with the

same orientation by Bhabha tracks. There is a six-fo!d ^-dependence

in the angle of attack which translates into a six-fold ^-dependence in

the DTR and resolution function due to the non-circular isochrones of

the cells.

• A very aggravating aspect of the VDC is the cell configuration along

the rays at (30 + 60n) degrees for n = 0 to 5. (F'igure 5.3). Tracks

having <£ values in these regions have an overwhelming imbalance in
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the number of left and right hits and are poorly constrained, compro-

mising the self-calibrating method. Excluding this region and placing

the bürden of calibration on the rest of the chamber is not a legitimate

approach because the DTR is <£-dependent and can only be properly

and completely determined using all attack angles.

• Sizeable tails in the distribution of residuals play havoc with the resolu-

tion function. These tails are much larger than their DC counterparts

and arise from several sources. For example, the isochrone curvature is

much larger because of the small sizeof the drift cells, making thejitter

in the Signal rise time more susceptible to Ionisation statistics across a

greater proportion of the cell. Also, there is a significant background

hit population in the VDC due to Synchrotron radiation and electron-

ics noise, which leads to bad hit assignments. In the first iterations of

the calibration procedure, when the resolution has a large and constant

value (250 microns at start), the pattern recognition window is wide

open and vulnerable to this background. Furthermore, the field in the

outer region of the cell diverges severety from radial (see Figure 5.4)

and the DTR is itl-defined, leading to a wide spectrum of drift distances

associated with a given TDC.

• The chamber has a better intrinsic resolution than the DC and is there-

fore more sensitive to small systematic perturbations.

In light of these points it is not surprising that the track fit probability

distribution for a sample of calibration Bhabhas is not flat but typically

looks äs it does in Figure 7.4.

The procedure for calibrating the VDC involves the following features.

• Selection of calibration data sample The VDC is calibrated with

thesameflattened Bhabhadatasets used tocalibratethe DC. However,

these data sets are first reprocessed using the improved DC calibration

just described. DC and VDC track quality cuts are applied.

• TDC timing corrections Trigger jitter corrections äs well äs cor-

rections for pulse travel time down the wires are applied to the TDC
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Figure 7.4: VDC track probability distribution for a sample of calibration
Bhabha events.

values.

sin ß correction Despite the fact that the VDC is operated near satu-

ration there is nevertheless a sin G dependence similar to that observed

for the DC, albeit much smaller. A correction is applied, although the

improvement introduced is not äs marked äs for the DC. No dE/dx

correction is applied.

• <ji-correction To account for the cell asymmetry in <$> a correction to the

drift distance is made. The correction is determined from the average

residuals observed äs a function of <f> and i. No ^-dependent correction

to the resolution function is made because attempts to apply such a

correction result in extremely erratic and unreliable convergence of the

calibration procedure.
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7.3 Alignment of the ARGUS Vertex Cham-
ber

In Order to define the positions of tracks in space a coordinate System is

required. The ARGUS coordinate System is defined äs having its origin at

the center of the drift chamber with z-axis along the common symmetry

axis of the inner and outer walls. The x- and y-axes are fixed through the

definition of the 6 values of the wires in the chamber, the y-axis lytng in the

vertical direction. Therefore, barring small uncertainties in the wire positions

within the design tolerance, the drift chamber is by construction perfectly

aligned - the DC local coordinate System is adopted äs the ARGUS coordinate

System. The VDC however has its own coordinate System through which

its wire positions are defined. Because the VDC is a physically separate

component from the DC these two coordinate Systems do not in general

coincide and the relation between the two must be determined in order to

properly include VDC hits in the track fit. This section briefly describes the

alignment procedure used to determine the position and orientation of the

VDC with respect to the ARGUS coordinate System.

To define the orientation and position of a body in space 6 parameters are

required: three for the position of some reference point in the body, and three

to define how the local coordinate System of the body is rotated with respect

to the global coordinate System. Since the VDC is insensitive to translations

along the wire direction only two coordinates are needed to specify the po-

sition of the chamber, and these are taken to be the displacement Ax and

Ay of the geometrical centre of the VDC with respect to the ARGUS coor-

dinate System. The orientation is then specified by the rotations about each

of the coordinate axes which are required to bring the ARGUS frame into

coincidence with the VDC frame.

For an extremely misaligned chamber, tracks swum from the DC into the

VDC would fail to be associated with the correct VDC hits, if any, because

the positions of these hits in the ARGUS coordinate system would be wrongly

specified. A süghtly misaligned chamber would find these hits but the mean

track fit probability would be poor. The procedure is therefore fairly sim-
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ple. Beginning with an initial approximate set of alignment parameters 6, a

sample of ntrk Bhabha tracks is reconstructed using DC and VDC track hit

Information. Using the dependence of the mean track fit probability (or more

dlrectly the sum of track fit \ values) on the alignment parameters, a new

set of parameters can be computed and used äs input to a second Iteration.

Mathematically, one minimises the expression

in a manner similar to that outlined in Chapter 6 for the track fit. The

procedure is repeated until convergence, which for a "cold start" and 3000

Bhabhas is well within ten iterations. It is not necessary to use Bhabhas,

although they are normally used for alignment at ARGUS. For the current

analysis four-prong data were employed instead.

The VDC was first installed fully Instrument«! in 1985. It was removed

for servicing after the 1985 run and then replaced in the interaction region

where it remained until it was superceded by the /t VDC in 1989. In principle,

therefore, only two sets of alignment parameters are required. However, äs

will be discussed further in Section 8.8, owing to problems with fluctuating

wire positions in the main drift chamber, it was necessary to realign the

VDC more often. This also compensates for a possibte movement in the

VDC mounts due to temperature changes or mechanical stress.

7.4 Determination of the DC Wire Positions

A plot of the normalised d„ track parameter sum

for DC di-muon tracks (VDC information ignored) swum to the beamline

indicates a rather disturbing bias in the tracking (see top plot of Figure 7.5).

The negative shift in the mean of the distribution impües that, on average,

the muon tracks, which originale from a common point, are not reconstructed
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to meet at the beam line but systematically miss each other. This unphysical

phenomenon is also displayed in lower momentum tracks and has the poten-

tial to seriously blas a lifetime measurement. Although offsets like this are

common among the various HEP experiments, the magnitude of the shift at

ARGUS, some 60-80 microns, is unacceptably large for a legitimate lifetime

measurement using vertex impact parameters of the Order of 100 microns.

An event-by-event correctjon of this order of magnitude cannot be justified

without compromising the accuracy of the result, and a correction for this

offset was devised.

The track offset was originaüy discovered with VDC tracks and quickly

traced to the DC. A long and agonising process of searching for the source

of the offset then began. No offset exists in Monte Carlo data therefore

the track reconstruction algonthm was not a candidate. A new state-of-

the-art calibration of the drift chamber (that described in detail above) had

no effect. (This might have been predicted a priori because no aspect of the

calibration or TDC to drift distance conversion has the potential to introduce

any significant left-right (azimuthal) shift in the track positions in space,

essentially a consequence of equa! numbers of hits constralning a track on

each side.) If the 0 symmetry of the detector and magnetic field is accepted,

neither an incorrect energy loss application nor a faulty fietd mapping can

account for this offset because any problems in these areas would manifest

themselves in the same way for both tracks. This would lead to a common

shift at the beamline, and not manifest an offset.

The simplest conclusion is that the differences between the true and de-

slgned wire positions are badly correlated and combine to produce the ob-

served shift rather than averaging out to contribute simply to an overall

degradation of the resolution. The tolerances for wire positions are about

100 microns, making it entirely plausible that this is a source of the offset.

In fact, when the endplate holes were being drilled it was noticed that the

procedure had the potential to introduce systematic offsets and it was inter-

rupted and modined. Perhaps the final procedure was not the optimal one.

Any misalignment of the two endplates with respect to each other would also

cause a discrepancy between the coded and true positions. Another possible
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Figure 7.5: Distribution of normalised missed distances for a sample of di-
muon events using a) uncorrected wire positions and b) corrected wire po-
sitions. The non-zero mean reflects tracking inconsistencies traceable to the
DC wire positions. VDC 'Information has been ignored.
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explanation can be found in the manner in which the DC wires were strung

(Figure 7.6). A weight under the force of gravity was used to achieve the

»r Opiate 2

Figure 7.6: Schematic indlcating the orientatlon of the DC during wire string-
ing.

correct wire tension before crimping. The chamber was then rotated in az-

imuth before repeating the procedure. Thus the wires have the potential to

be systematically shifted in the aztmuthal direction towards the edge of the'ir

holes. As this is a common shift in distanct and not angle, the effect would

be to have each layer displaced in <i by a different amount, and this would

produce the observed track offset at the origin [55]. A further possibility is

that electro-static effects take advantage of the slack in the wires due to sag

(about 95 microns) and shift the wires around to bring the chamber field

configuration to a !ower energy state. No correction for such an effect, which
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is in principle calculable, is performed in the tracking code. Given that the

plastic feedthroughs for the wires have an inner diameter of 120 microns and

the setise wires are only 30 microns in diameter, the manner in which the

wires are crimped at the end plates also has the potential to introduce corre-

lated wire shifts. In addition stereo wires would have the tendency to push

up against the inner wall of the feedthroughs. (This would only have the

effect of reduc'mg the stereo angle slightly, however, leaving the position of

the wire at the centre of the chamber undisturbed.)

The true wire positions were estimated using a method developed by

the author, dubbed ORIFIT (for ORIg'm FIT). The method builds on an

approach outlined in [56] for determining the wire positions of the new DC

that replaced the one with which the data for this thesis were collected.

In that approach the Bhabha track momentum is constra'med to the beam

energy by varying the track parameters within their errors. The updated

track parameters are then used to retrace the trark in the DC, recalculating

the residuals for each hit. Non-zero average residuals suggest a discrepancy

between true and coded wire positions and these are updated accordingly.

This approach cured a c^-dependence observed in the reconstructed mo-

mentum of di-muon events in the new drift chamber. No offset at the origin

is observed for those data. When appüed to the old drift chamber data,

however, this method faüs to correct the offset at the origin. This is under-

standable considering the constraint that the tracks meet at the beam line is

not implicitly employed. An extension of the method was devised to correct

this weakness. The procedure is sketched in Figure 7.7. In place of Bhabhas,

di-muon events are employed, because they are relatively free of radiative

corrections and detector interactions. All five track parameters at the beam

Hne are required to be consistent with the muons being produced back to

back from a common point and with the same energy. This is achieved by

adjusting the tracks within the constraints of their covariance matrices. De-

tails of the fit procedure can be found in Appendix B. Armed with thts new

estimate of the true di-muon production point and momentum, the tracks

are then swum back into the DC and an updated residual for each hit calcu-

lated. (No new hits were assigned to the track during thts swim, and none
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Figure 7.7: The steps taken in the Iteration procedure for the determination
of the wire positions. The double circle represents the inner DC wall. The
VDC and beam tube are not shown. Dimensions are not to scale and the
track displacements are exaggerated for clarity.
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were thrown out.) The average new residual for each wire is then an indica-

tion of the wire offset from its coded position. (Recall that the track residual

is a measure of how far to the left or right of the measured drift distance

the fitted distance is. If the residuals for a cell are consistently of one sign,

this implies that the reference point for the measured distances, i.e. the wire

Position, is in fact displaced from where it is beüeved to be.) These updated

residuals are used to correct the wire positions (see below) and the entire

process is repeated with this new set of positions. The procedure converges

rapidly and only a few iterations are required.

Because di-muons at ARGUS are nearly straight this method only indi-

cates how the wires are shifted in 6 and is insensitive to any shift that might

exist in the radial direction. Given that there are 5960 wires in the drift

chamber, a considerable number of di-muons are required to resolve each

wire shift. A sample of fifteen thousand events was found to be adequate.

Shown in Figure 7.8 is the distribution of the mean updated residuals äs a

function of the wire angle 4>w for one of the axial layers in the drift chamber.

The sinusoidal nature of the distribution is quite representative of the other

layers äs well. The top plot shows the updated residuals for the first iteration,

i.e. the one in which the designed wire positions were used. The sinusoidal

form can be "explained" in terms of an overall shift in x and y and a rotation

in <i> of the entire layer, although this is an empirical description and it is

not clear why this should be so. Nevertheless, a parametrisation in terms of

such shifts was made of the mean updated residual distribution, each layer

assigned its own set of shifts (Ai, Ay, A^w). Figure 7.9 shows how these

offsets are defined. Due to these shifts a wire with position W having radius

r and angle 4>w assumes a new position in the x — y plane given by

W' = + Ay).

Using Equation 6.29 for the distance of closest approach of a track to a wire

in the x — y plane, it follows that the residual of an axial wire in a layer at

radius r is changed by (for a stereo layer the same calculation appües after

correcting the residuals for the small stereo angle)

S = f'-t
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Figure 7.8: The mean updated residual äs a function <$>w for each of the wires
in an axial layer of the DC. The plots show the distributions before and after
the wire correction procedure.
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Figure 7.9: Definition of Ax, Aj/, and
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= (W -W) -a

4- [r sin <fa - r &\n(<f>w + Aifrv) - Ay] • o,

«s [r sin 4>w sin A^iv — Ax] • ( — s i n ifov)

+ [-rcos4>ivsinA4>H- - Ay] • (COS^H-)

= r sin Ai^iv + AI sin ̂ w — Aycos^»-, (7.7)

which has the sinusoidal dependence upon 6w that is observed. Here the

approximations that the muon tracks are essentially radial and that A<Jw

is very small have been made- Expression 7.7 is used to fit the updated

residual plots for each layer äs a function of the wire <frw values. The wire

positions are then updated using the layer shifts and rotations resulting from

the fit, and used äs inputs to the next iteration. Typical values of the layer

corrections Ax, Ay, and A^w after the third (and final) iteration are shown

graphically in Figures 7.10, 7.11, and 7.12, respectively. The bottom plot

in Figure 7.5 shows the normalised missed distance distribution using the

new wire positions. There is a clear improvement in the tracking quality. In

fact, with the updated positions the resolution of the chamber is improved

äs much äs 4% and there is a slight increase in the mean number of hits per

track. Furthermore, the shifts determined using statistically independent

samples of di-muons are consistent, strengthening the hypothesis that the

wire positions are responsible for the offset in dmill.

To make certain that the ORIFIT algorithm is in fact finding the wires

correctly, the procedure was tested on a Monte Carlo dataset of 15 000 di-

muon events. In the Simulation of this dataset the DC layers were rotated

and shifted from their normal values by amounts similar to those found in

the data, but reconstructed without these rotations and shifts taken into

account. The ORIFIT algorithm was then applied to see if it could bring

the layers back into aügnment Within the errors, and barring a common

overall offset in the Ar, Ay, and A0iv values which is not prevented by

the algorithm, the procedure was successful. These global offsets are much
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Figure 7.10: Typical values of Ax for each of the layers in the DC.
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too small to affect the matching of tracks to hits in the shower counters or

TOF counters. They do, however, affect the alignment with the VDC- As

discussed above a realignment procedure is, in any case, applied to the VDC

using the new wire positions so this effect is compensated for.

Unfortunately, the wire finding procedure is not capable of completely

correcting the track offset problem, and adjustments to the track positions

at the beam line still need to be made. These residual offsets are particularly

evident for reconstnicted lower momentum tracks. This is not unexpected

because

• the positions of wires were not individually found but rather were found

äs members of global layer rotations and shifts, an empirical sotution

which cannot be checked without more knowledge of the actual drift

chamber construction procedure;

• using fast tracks, the method is only sensitive to the position of wires

in the azimuthat direction, and radial offsets, which come into play for

lower momentum tracks, remain;

• it 1s implicitly assumed that the layer shifts and rotations are valid

for all values of ;, i.e. only the mean deviation in the r — <t> plane is

determined and corrected for, and this is definitely not the case (see

below); and

• statistically significant variations in the missed distance exist äs a func-

tlon of run within the muon samples used to determine the wire po-

sitions, implying a time-dependent DC tracking accuracy which obvi-

ously cannot be cured with the constrained fit method.

The last two items are particularly damaging to the method and they are

elaborated on further in the next two subsections.

7.4.1 Longitudinal Dependence of Wire Positions

If the wire shifts are in fact due to a faulty drüling procedure then one would

expect each endplate to exhibit a different configuration of biased wire po-

sitions (or to at best have mirror images of the same configuration). This
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would then imply the existente of a z-dependence in the wire offsets. The

same holds true if the positions are in fact the result of electrostatic forces.

Such a longitudinal dependence is in fact observed, Figure 7.13 shows the

distribution of residuals for all wires in one axial and one stereo layer äs a

function of : for a sample of di-muons. The distributions for the other layers

look similar. It appears äs though the wires tend to bow in the azimuthal

direction, the sign of this direction alternating with layer. i.e stereo layers all

bow in one direction and axial layers in the opposite. The form and magni-

tude of the z-dependence is roughly consistent with the existence of slack in

the wire due to sag, but to determine whether eiectrostatic effects are in fact

the cause would require an in-depth calculation of the field configuration.

The wire geometry of the chamber is rather complex, however, and there

was not enough time to calculate the expected deflections due to the forces

on the wires.

Various attempts to correct the wire positions for this z-dependence yielded

less than satisfactory results and in the end it was considered wiser to leave

the z-dependence of the deviations uncorrected.

7.4.2 Time Dependence of Wire Positions

Another aspect of the wire positions is that they appear to be time depen-

dent. This was first noticed through monitoring the Bhabha missed distance

distributions äs a function of DC callbration period. Figures 7.14 to 7.16

provide a comparison of the wire layer offsets determined for two of the

five data-taking periods used in this analysis. In interpreting these distribu-

tions, allowance should be made for a possible common global offset in the

A values for the two periods. For example, in Figure 7.16, all the open data

points (top and bottom plots together), could be shifted downwards by a

common value, to bring the comparisons with the filled data points into bet-

ter agreement. These shifts correspond to an overall translation or rotation

of the drift chamber, and are degrees of freedom that are not prohibited by

the ORIFIT procedure. Although the trends are similar, there are statisti-

cally significant variations. There are a few reasons why this apparent time
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dependence might exist.

101

• As a result of a long shutdown of over a year and a half in 1987-1988

the epoxy glue used to seal the chamber endplates around the wire

feedthroughs lost its elasticity and failed to malntain a proper seal.

This made it difficult to keep the gas pressure and composition constant

and uniform throughout the fiducial volume. The resulting mechanical

stresses would affect the wire positions in a time-dependent manner.

• Despite attempts to keep the temperature of the chamber constant,

fluctuations persist. Temperature changes in the aluminium endplates,

partieularly non-uniform ones, would cause distortions readily trans-

mittable to the wires.

• During some periods of data taktng the wire voltages were lowered to

try to compensate for high background conditions. This would change

the forces on the wires and modify the wire positions.

It is difficult to adjust the wire positions of the DC to correct for these effects.

Instead, the gross trends are accounted for by partitioning the data into five

groups (Ümited by the number of di-muons available) and determining a

separate set of layer shifts for each. The VDC is also realigned for each of

these groups because a change in the DC wire positions throws it out of

alignment. This also compensates for any possible movement of the VDC

with respect to the DC äs a result of temperature changes or mechanical

stress. Four-prong data is used for the alignment procedure rather than

Bhabhas. After this is done, the remaining track offseta at the beam line

are corrected for on an event by event basis. The method used to determine

these residual offsets is outlined in Section 8.8.
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Chapter 8

Analysis

8.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the application of the verttx impact parameter method

to ARGUS data.

8.2 Experimental Data

Although ARGUS collected over 500pb~! during its lifetime not all the data

were used for this analysls. Only those running periods when the VDC was

installed and instrumented were considered. These data were recorded by the

ARGUS detector at DESY during 5 separate running periods between 1984

and 1988. The sample comprises data taken on the T(45) and in the nearby

continuum. These have centre-of-mass energies in the ränge 10.43GeV to

10.61GeV, with a mean energy of 10.55GeV. Runs falling in periods of

poor VDC or DC calibration were rejected, äs well äs runs during which the

detector was in a compromised state (e.g. due to hardware failures). The

total luminosity for this restricted data sample is 285pb~ , corresponding to

about 260 000 produced tau pairs.

The selection cuts applied to these data in order to achieve a reasonably

clean sample of tau events for a lifetime measurement are described in detail

in Section 8.4.
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8.3 Monte Carlo Data

8.3.1 Event Generation

The production and decay of tau pairs were modelled using the KORALB

(version 2.2) and TAUOLA (version 2.4) packages [57], respectively. Both

initial and fina! state radiation were included. The branching ratios used

for the various tau decay modes follow äs closely äs possible the PDG96

values given in Table 2.1. The values for the tau mass and tau lifetime were

respectively 1.777lGeV/cJ and 303fs.

Continuum qq(~f) events, which form the bulk of the background compo-

nent of the experimental data sample, were generated using the Jetset version

6.3 package [41].

8.3.2 Detector Simulation

The events generated with the packages described above were fed through the

ARGUS detector Simulation program SIMARG [58] which uses Monte Carlo

methods to model detector efficiencies, acceptances, and resotutions. The

program is built upon version 1.3 of the GEANT [59] package which supplies

a general framework for modelling geometry and tracking. KORALB and

JETSET supply the initial-state direction and energy of each particle in an

event and SIMARG models the interactions that take place with the detector

along its trajectory. After adjusting for trigger effects (TRIGGR), the Output

'Information from SIMARG can be considered equivalent to the Output from

the actual ARGUS detector. This is then analysed with the same ARGUS

reconstruction program that is used for real data (Section 5.12).

For the purposes of this thesis many months were spent debugging and

upgrading both the detector Simulation program SIMARG and the recon-

struction program ARGUS. This is because lifetime measurements at AR-

GUS are not typical (only two others h&ve been carried out, both in 1986)

and more conventiona! analyses do not tax the performance of the track-

ing packages at the same level. Bugs that were found and cured primarily

involved tracking code. As an indication of the improvement gained, prior
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to debugging, Monte Carlo tracks generated at the origin of the detector

coordinate System and run through SIMARG would be systematically re-

constructed up to 60^ from their production point, depending upon energy

and direction. Afterwards, offsets of the Order of 0.5/j or less were observed,

and this is considered to be the accuracy in the Monte Carlo tracking code

(Simulation and reconstruction combined). As is discussed in Section 8.8 and

Chapter 7 the same cannot be said of real data tracking - although the track

reconstruction code is the same for Monte Carlo and data, an inaccurate

knowledge of the wire positions in the DC compromises the track position

accuracy.

Upgrades (by the author) to the Simulation and reconstruction packages

include

• a realistic Monte Carlo model, derived from data, of the DC and VDC

cell hit efficiency äs a function of drift distance,

• an accurate Simulation of the hits made in the tracking chambers and

their digitisation,

• a new vertex reconstruction procedure which does not rely on repeat-

edly swimming tracks, and which is therefore less prone to rounding

errors,

äs well äs other more minor improvements.

8.4 Data selection

At the T(45) centre-of-mass energies, Bhabha events, two-photon interac-

tions, beam-gas interactions, B~B events, and e+e~ —t qq events all poten-

tially contribute to the contamination of a four-prong tau sample. Except for

the e+e~ -+ qq component each of these backgrounda is reducible to a negli-

gible level through a variety of cuts to be discussed in detaü in the following

sections.

At ARGUS the contimmm component is difficult to reduce to a level

below about 4% without a detrimental reduction in statistics. This wül
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become more clear in what follows. In contrast the superior luminosity (both

integrated and specific) of the CESR storage ring makes it possible to apply

hard cuts to CLEO data in order to reduce this background to a manageable

level. At LEP, efficiencies and purities of the order of (50-80)% and (97-99)%,

respectively, are possible for tau decays [60]. The primary reason for this is

that the q$ process undergoes a far greater amount of fragmentation at LEP

energies, leading to much higher particle multiplicities and thus making this

background easily distinguishable.

8.4.1 Initial Selection

An initial data set was selected from the restricted data pool by requiring

exactly four DC charged tracks of total charge zero extrapolated to the beam

line within 1.5cm in the r - ^ plane and 6cm in the plane perpendicular to

the beam line. For the purpose of making these loose tracking cuts, the

Position of the interaction point was considered to be i^om — —0.12cm,

J/beom = 0.25cm, and zt,fam = 0.0cm. (This choice is motivated by a pre-

vious determination of the ARGUS beam positions [53], and justified by

Figure 8.9.) Each track was required to have a minimum transverse momen-

tum of 0.06GeV/c in order to ensure good track reconstruction and trigger

conditions. VDC Information was not a consideration at this stage of selec-

tion. Extra tracks which did not extrapolate into the required region were

ignored at this point and left to be considered at a later selection stage. To

capitaüse on the heavily boosted decay products of each of the tau parti-

cles in the event the following tau topology cut, Standard for four-prong tau

physics at ARGUS, was also appüed:

cos(pi,pO < 0 (i = 2,3,4)
COs(pl,p3pr) < —0.5

where pi denotes the momentum of the one-prong particle and pspr is the sum

ofmomentaof the tracks in the three-prong hemisphere, päp,. =53,-=jpl- This

topology also ensures that events have a well defined 1-3 structure. Events in

which more than one track could be interpreted äs the one-prong candidate

were rejected. A total of 104 636 events remain after this pre-selection, with
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the acceptance for tau four-prongs at about 14%, or 36 000 events. Therefore

a large event background is present and further cuts are required.

8.4.2 Anti-QED Cuts

Radiative Bhabha and di-muon events where a photon undergoes conversion

to e+e~ in the detector can mimic the 1-3 topology of four-prong tau decays

because the photon prior to conversion is most likely to be along the direc-

tion of the electron or positron. A typical Bhabha candidate is shown in

Figure 8.1. However, in contrast to tau decays where both tau neutrinos are

g •» ARGUS

Figure 8.1: Example of radiative Bhabha in ARGUS detector which has
1-3 structure and passes the initial selection cuts. The height of the open
rectangles on the outer rim scale in proportion to the energy deposited in
the shower counters.

undetected, QED processes tend to conserve total momentum and (in the

Bhabha case) deposit all their energy in the calorimeter. This then makes

them fairly easy to isolate. Additionally, the e+e~ conversion pair is highly

unlikely to have invariant mass much different from 2me (discounting detec-

tor resolution) and can therefore be inferred from a signal near zero in the

two track mass plot, assuming the electron hypothesis.

Chapter 8. Analysis

Figure 8.2: Total shower energy deposited in the one-prong and three-prong
hemispheres. The broad enhancements around 5GeV are attributable to
Bhabha events. The hatched htstogram is the corresponding distribution for
Monte Carlo tau events (arbitrary normalisation).

Shown in Fig. 8.2 are the distributions of total calorimeter energy in the

one-prong and three-prong hemispheres for the initial selection sample. The

hemispheres are defined with respect to the direction of the total three-prong

momentum £*=J pi, e.g. the one-prong hemisphere is the ensemble of direc-

tions lying more than 90 degrees from C?=jpi- The enhancements at about

5GcV are due to radiative Bhabha events. The large width is primarily a

reflection of the shower energy resolution. Cuts on the shower energies in

each hemisphere were appüed to reject this contribution:

< 0.4 -E (8.1)
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Shown in Figure 8.3 is the distribution of total scalar momentum, Plot =

2 4 6 * 10 11

Total «eilar momvntum ef four-prong tncttt

Figure 8.3; Distribution of total scalar momentum of four-prong System for
initial data pool. The peak at high momentum reflects a strong QED con-
tamination, that at lower momentum a large two-photon contribution. The
hatched histogram is the corresponding distribution for Monte Carlo tau
events (arbitrary normalisation).

£?=i l ^t l i w-here the sum is over each of the four-prong charged tracks. For

electrons, positrons, and reasonably fast muons | P{ \ Ei to a very good

approximation and so for QED processes Ptet is basically the total energy of

the event. Therefore only events with

PM < 0.92Ecm./c (8.2)

were selected for further analysis, thus ensuring further suppression of radia-

tive Bhabha and di-muon events.
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The invariant mass plot of all oppositely charged two track combinations

on the three-prong side is shown in Figure 8.4. The electron mass hypothesis

58000 F
i

0 0.1 0.2 OJ 0.4 0.8 0.« 0.7 0.8

Invariant im** öl oppOBFMy charg«d Ihr»« prang tradn

Figure 8.4: Invariant mass of oppositely charged particles in the three-prong
hemisphere. The large peak at zero results from photon conversion in the
detector. The smaller associated peak comes from combining one of the con-
verted photon tracks with the primary QED particle. The hatched histogram
is the corresponding distribution for Monte Carlo tau events (arbitrary nor-
malisation).

was used for both tracks. The peak below O.lGeV/c3 results from pho-

ton conversion in the detector, primarily from radiative Bhabha events. All

events having photon conversion candidates with invariant mass less than

O.lGeV/e2 were rejected.
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8.4.3 Anti-Two-Photon Event Cuts

161

Four-prong events can also occur äs a result of two-photon (or ff) collisions.

In this process the beam particles each emit a virtual photon which subse-

quently interact to produce particles. The probabiüty for emittlng a virtual

photon is largest for lowest photon energy, therefore the cross section peaks

towards low ff invariant masses, with the beam particles continuing to travel

down the beam pipe undetected, and carrying most of the event energy. The

signatures of such events are therefore (1) low energy and (2) balanced total

transverse momentum, | £" pn\. The peak at low total scalar momentum in

Figtire 8.3 is attributed to such events and a cut of

was applied tocapitaliseon (1). This cut also suppresses beam gas events. To

take advantage of (2), rather than cut directly on the transverse momentum

balance, a "parabola cut" was devised [61]. This has a higher background

rejectlon power and better tau selection efficiency. Because it is also impor-

tant in reducing contamination from multihadron events the description of

this cut will be left to the next section.

8.4.4 Ant i- Multihadron Cuts

While it is true that qq events have a high average charge multiplicity and

would therefore appear äs unlikely four-prong candidates, the reality is that

the cross section for these processes is large and the back-to-back jet n&ture

of the events lends itself easily to satisfying the 1-3 topology, making this

the most difficult background to contend with. In contrast, not only do BB

events have a similar charge multiplicity, their production cross section is

comparatively low and their event topotogy spherical. Consequently, after

all selection cuts, they contribute at a negligible level.

Two aspects of the multihadron background that make it vulnerable to

suppression are (1) a large total visible energy in the detector and (2) a large

number of photons. Because of the the fact that tau events are always accom-

panied by (often large) missing energy in the form of at least two neutrinos,
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the total visible event energy is capable of distinguishing multihadrons from

tau events to some extent. The second feature must be true on average if

the events are to have only four charged tracks, i.e. an increase in neutral

pion production must compensate for the reduced charged multiplicity. In

any case the photon multiplicity of multihadrons is much higher than in tau

events.

To exploit (1) a Standard ARGUS cut on the relationship between trans-

verse momentum balance and total visible momentum was applied,

l X>,'1 > (4.5 • (I! ß-lc/E«,. - 0.55)' + 0.1 ] GeV/c,
i \ /

where the sums include all charged and neutral particles in an event. Ob-

serving that the value of the expression in large parentheses is always greater

than O.lGev/c this cut also rejects two-photon events which, äs noted above,

tend to have balanced transverse momentum. A further explanation of this

cut can be fotmd in [61].

The photon cuts applied to the data were (see Figure 8.5)

where n\d n^ are the number of photons found in the one and three-prong

hemispheres respectively. Here, the definition of a photon is any shower with

energy greater than SOMeV (to avoid fakes from noise) and not associated

with a charged track (to avoid fake photons from track showers which split

in the calorimeter). Accepting two photons on either side allows for the

possibility that a neutral pion was produced in the decay of the tau. A singte

observed photon is also a likely possibility because above about O.SGeV the

photon showers from neutral pion decay are merged in the calorimeter and

indistinguishable. To accept more than three photons in total increases the

background fraction,
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Figure 8.5: Shower multiplicitiesfor experi mental data (histogram): a) total
number of showers in an event, b) number of showers found in one-prong
hemisphere, and c) number of showers found in three-prong hemisphere. The
hatched overlay shows the corresponding distributions for tau Monte Carlo
data (arbitrary normalisation). The large excesses observed in the zeroth bin
of the experimental data are due to radiative QED processes. The dashed
lines indicate where the cuts were applied.
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8.4.5 TVack Quality Cuts

Only events with good quality tracking were considered for further analysis.

A cut on the one-prong polar angle of

cos 9j <0.75

was made to ensure good trigger conditions and to ensure that the one-

prong track crosses most of the layers in the drift chamber. A total of 18 916

events survive this and all other cuts discussed to this point. Additionally,

at least four hits per track in the VDC were required. This reduces the data

sample to 14 551 events, from which a naive estimate of 94% for the average

VDC reconstruction efficiency can be derived. Also, the cuts on the d0 and z0

impact parameters at the beam line were tightened marginally to da < 1.0cm

and z0 < 4.0cm. These are extremelyloose cuts (the mean tau path length in

the ARGUS detector is 250 microns) but because of the varying position of

the nominal interaction point over the data-taking period it was deemed wiser

to make a harder cut using the reconstmcted three-prong vertex instead (see

below). Finally, the error on the one-prong impact parameter d0, provided

by the covariance matrix from the ARGUS track fit, was required to satisfy

<?da < 0.075cm.

8.4.6 Anti-Scatter Cuts

No mention has yet been made of tracks in the event sample which do not

point back to the interaction point. While it may seem a desirable procedure

to reject all events with extra tracks, some are worth keeping. For example,

those tracks which result from backscatter in the calorimeter do not affect

the physics of the four-prong tracks in any way and need not be rejected. Nor

should cosmic ray tracks. Therefore, if a track was not a four-prong member,

began and ended in the calorimeter, and came no cioser than 25cm to the

beamline, it was considered an acceptable extra track. The last criterion

avoids the possibility that the track was poorly reconstructed and in fact

orlginated in the inner DC wall, which lies at a radius of 18cm.
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Events with any number of valid backscatters were accepted. Events

with any other type of extra track were rejected. This includes events in

which, for example, a track has inelastically scattered in the wall of the DC

or VDC and produced other tracks in the process. The loss in energy to the

primary particle affects its curvature and ultimately its reconstructed impact

Parameter at the beam line, therefore these events are worth rejecting even if

they are true tau events. 13 011 events remain after the application of these

cuts.

8.4.7 Vertex Cuts

Events with any combination of two charged tracks forming % setondary

vertex outstde a radius of r = 3cm from the beam line were rejected. These

include events that have converted photons in the detector which escape the

kinematical mass cut described earlier, events with very long lived partides

decaying far from the beam line, and events where a particle interacts with

the walls to produce a shower. As with the cuts on d„ and z0 noted above,

this cut is purposely very loose in order to be absolutely certain that no bias

to the tau lifetime measurement is introduced. A cut at r = 1.5cm from

the beamline, for example, could conceivably reject long-lived tau events

with badly reconstructed vertices or events where the tau production point

is significantly displaced from the nominal beam line. The value of r = 3cm

is suggested by a study of Monte Carlo data and was chosen to include the

rejection of interacttons in the beam pipe wall, which lies at a radius of 4cm.

Following the application of these secondary vertex cuts the sample is further

reduced to 12 728 events.

Shown in Figure 8.6a) is the distribution of x3 values for the three-prong

vertex fit for the reduced data sample. The long tail is a result of non-

Gaussian track errors (particularly in the case of the VDC) and of large an-

gle multiple scattering. Overlaid is the corresponding distribution for Monte

Carlo tau decay. A cut of xJ < 60 was chosen. Figure 8.6b) shows the

distribution of errors on the vertex impact parameter dco, the distance of

closest approach of the one-prong to the reconstructed three-prong vertex
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Figure 8.6: Distrtbut'ions at the vertex: a) the v j of the three-prong vertex
fit, and b) the error ascribed to the vertex impact parameter dca by the
track fit. Both experimenta! (solid histograms) and Monte Carlo (dashed
histograms) data are shown. The vertical dashed lines indicate the location
of the cuts applied. See text.
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for the same sample. Only events having trdca < O.lcm were considered for

further analysis. The discrepancy between experimental and Monte Carlo

data is a result of detector effects not taken into account in the Monte Carlo

Simulation (e.g. large angle multiple scattering taüs and imperfect wire po-

sitions). The potential for this discrepancy to bias the lifetime measurement

is addressed in Section 8.10. After these vertex cuts 12 215 events remain.

8.5 The Multihadron Background Component

The cuts described in the previous section reduce the QED, B~B> and two-

photon components of the data sample to levels well below 1%. Because

these cuts closely parallel those of previous ARGUS analyses, e.g. [62], the

reader is referred to these for füll justification of this statement. In partial

justification, the spectrum of likelihoodsfor any of the the three-prong tracks

to be an electron was examined and found to show no indication of Bhabha

content, and the angle between the one-prong and three-prong directions

showed no indication of a peak at 180°, a signal for Bhabha events.

There still remains a significant multihadron background component to

be considered. Shown in Figure 8.7 is the invariant mass of the three-prong

assuming each of the tracks is a pion. Because the invariant mass of the

three-prong System cannot be greater than the tau mass, all events above

1.8GcV/cJ are assumed to be multihadrons. The shape of the multihadron

three-prong mass distribution was derived from a large sample of Monte Carlo

qq(f) events. This is the hatched region in Figure 8-7, show n normalised to

the total number of events above the kinematical mass limit of l.SGeV/e*.

From this the fraction of background events below l .5GeV/c1 was determined

to be

/ = (3.7 ±0.5)%. (8.3)

Only events below this lower mass were accepted for further analysis.

The three-prong mass spectrum also provides a means of determining,

using experimental data only, whether the multihadron background contains

any particles with finite lifetime. The dca spectrum was examined for events

falüng above the kinematical limit for tau decay, i.e. M3frB„3 >
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Figure 8.7: The invariant mass of the three-prong system assuming the pion
hypothesis for all tracks. The hatched region represents the corresponding
multihadron distribution derived from Monte Carlo and has been normalised
to the the total number of events above 1.8GeV/cJ. The Jnset histogram
provides a closer view of the high mass end of the spectrum.
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Figure 8.8a shows the mean dca values äs a function of Afspron, for events
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Figure 8.8: Distance of closest approach of the one-prong to the three-prong
vertex (dca) for the high three-prong invariant mass region. Figure a) shows
the mean dca value äs a function of mass. The dotted vertical line indicates
the region used for Figure b) which shows the distribution of dca vatues for
the high mass region.

above l.lGeV/c3. Clear positive offsets from zero are observed for bins be-

low about l.ßGeV/C1, consistent with the presence of tau events in this mass

ränge. Above l.fyGeVft? the spectrum appears to be roughly flat and con-

sistent with zero lifetime, although the error bars are large and a stronger

statement than this cannot be made. Figure 8.8b gives the distribution of

dca values for all events falling above Mzfr0nS = l.SGeV/c3, i.e. all events

to the right of the dotted vertical line shown in Figure 8.8a. A single Gaus-

sian fit (overlaid) yields —17±24 microns for the mean, consistent with zero
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lifetime and in disagreement with the Monte Carlo prediction of (70 ± 14)

microns (2.5 Standard deviations). A double Gaussian fit with means fixed

(not shown) yields a mean dca of -9 ±25 microns. This approach of examin-

ing the high mass dca spectrum is the one followed in the previous ARGUS

analysis of the tau lifetime [34] and the latest tau lifetime measurement by

CLEO [63]. In each of those analyses a background lifetime consistent with

zero is also observed in the data. However, the cuts used in those analyses

are somewhat different from those applied here, and the method used is also

different (decay length method). Furthermore, the data sample of the pre-

vious ARGUS analysis is not independent of the sample used in the current

analysis. Finally, it is not clear that what holds for the upper mass region

will necessanly hold for background events in the lower mass region popu-

lated by tau events. Therefore, in this analysis the multihadron background

component is not assumed to have zero lifetime but rather to h&ve a fraction

of lifetime events equal to the Monte Carlo prediction of 30%, and a mean

flight path in the x - y plane equal to the Monte Carlo prediction of 490 ± 20

microns (see Chapter 4). The discrepancy between Monte Carlo and exper-

imental data is treated äs a systematic error and discussed in Section 8.10,

where a possible explanation for the discrepancy is also given.

8.6 The Final Event Sample

After restricting the measured dca values to a ränge consistent with expec-

tations from Monte Carlo taking into account the finite resolution of the

detector, i.e.

| dca-0.01 |< 0.4cm,

the final data sample comprises 11 494 events. This is the event pool used

to measure the tau lifetime at ARGUS. A summary of all cuts applied

in obtaining this sample is provided in Table 8.1. Figure 8.9 shows the

distribution of fitted three-prong vertices in the x — y plane. Also shown is

the position of the DORIS beam pipe. The reconstructed vertices He well

within the beam pipe, and more than 99% of them lie within a circle of

radius 0.6cm centred on the beam line position used for the event selection
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List of Cuts Applied to the Data

171

Data quality cuts
10.43GeV < ECK. < 10.61OV
only runs with good DC and VDC calibration periods
only runs with good detector state

Topology cuts
4 charged tracks, total charge 0
no suspicious extra tracks
cos(pi,pj)<Q (i = 2,3,4)
cos(p,,pV)< -0.5
cos0, < 0.75
n'-3 < 3 and nl + n! < 4

Kinematic cuts

Track and vertex cuts

PT > 0.06GeV/c
E1? < 0.4 • E,™,
2.7GeV/c < Plot < 0.92£U,./c
IErft-,-1 > (4.5-(£?|#|c/£«M-0.55)a+0.
m,j > O.lGeV/c1 (electron hypothesis)
Mzpreng < l.SGeV/c2 (pion hypothesis)

At least 4 VDC hits per track
No secondary vertex within r = 3.0cm of beamüne
d0 < 1.0cm and 20 < 4.0cm

XVTX < 60
o-rfo < 0.075cm
ffjca < O.lcm

dca - 0.01 |< 0.4cm

Table 8.1: List of selection cuts applied to the data.
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Figure8.9: Distribution of three-prong verticesfor theevents used to measure
the tau lifetime- Also shown is the position of the beam pipe and the location
of the d„ cut (dashed circle) applied to the tracks. See text for further detaüs.
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0<V»m = —0.12cm,yie,,m = 0.25cm). The dashed line at a distance of 1,0cm

from this position indicates where the cut was applied on the dB values of

the four-prong tracks during event selection. This distribution gives some

confidence that there is Httle inftuence from the beam position introduced by

the event selection procedure.

Shown in Figure 8.10 are the dca and t/> spectra for these events. The
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Figure 8.10: The final dca and t/t spectra for the events used to determine
the tau lifetime.

dca distribution has a mean shifted from zero of dcaEXP = (94 ± 5) microns,

reflecting the lifetime of the tau lepton. The corresponding distributions for

a fully simulated Monte Carlo sample of tau events generated with lifetime

303fs and for a fully simulated Monte Carlo sample of multihadron events

generated with the LUND 6.3 generator and passing the same cuts äs required
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of the data are shown in Figures 8.11 and 8.12, respectively. The mean dca
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Figure 8.11: The dca and ^ spectra for a fully simulated Monte Carlo tau
sample generated with TAUOLA and KORALB and passing all cuts.

values for this Monte Carlo data are dcaMC = (99.7 ± 1.7) microns and

dca" = (70± 14) microns for the tau and multihadron samples, respectively.

In conjunction with the fraction / of background events (Equation 8.3) these

numbers yield a preliminary tau lifetime value of

303/a
TT = dca

[(!-/)•*»•*«? + /.
= (289 ± 16)/5 (statistical error only).

(8.4)

This agrees well with the current world average [1] of TT = (291.0 ± 1.5)/s,

providing some confidence in the data selection procedure and background

fraction determination.
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Before discusstng the results of applying the more powerful VIP method

to the data, the strategy for determining the resolution function for the dca

variable needs to be described. This is done in the next section. Following

that is a brief outline of the method used to correct the data for the track

offsets not cured by the ORIFIT procedure.

8.7 Determination of True Track Resolution
at the Beam Line

The chamber resolutions provided by the DC and VDC calibrations are used

to assign errors to the measured drift distances during track reconstruction.

These are then propagated through to errors on the fitted track parameters

äs described in Chapter 8. The track parameters are used to swim the tracks

to the beam line, with the errors blown up according to Equation 6.35. The

accuracy of these errors can be investigated by comparing the track param-

eters of two-prong events at the origin. Di-muon events are ideal for this

purpose since they suffer little from from radiative processes, unlike Bhabha

events. In principle, then, the two tracks in a di-muon event should come

to a common point at the beam line, have the same momentum there, and

be back to back in (j> and 6 (within errors). However, the distribution of

normalised missed distances at the beam line

shown in Figure 7.5, indicates that this is not quite the case, and that the

errors are underestimated by about 10-15%. With an earüer calibration pro-

cedure this discrepancy was much worse (50%) and an enormous amount of

efFort went into reducing the discrepancy. To bring the errors into closer

agreement is a rather daunting task and for conventional analyses the AR-

GUS approach has been the usual one of applying a scale factor to the errors,

This implicitly assumes the errors are Gaussian, however, and for a lifetime

analysis based on the maximum ÜkeÜhood method a more accurate descrip-

tion of the resolution function is needed.
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Fast muon tracks are not representativeof the Iow energy tracks found in

three-prong tau decays (almost entirely pions), and the scale factor required

for di-muons or Bhabhas may not be generaÜy valid. The normalised missed

distance distribution for Iow energy two-prong events (typically two-photon

events) displays large tails accompanying a central Gaussian core (see Fig-

Core: 1.24(88.43)
l- Toii: 3.15 (11.63)

(meons equol)

Figure 8.13: Normalised missed distance distribution at the beam line for a
sample of Iow energy two-prongs.

ure 8.13), clearly demanding a more complicated approach than an overall

scale factor. There are several reasons for the emergence of tails and a degra-

dation of the resolution for lower energy data. Some of them are listed in the

following:

• Poor data taking and calibration - Poor data taking periods are for the
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most part rejected for the purpose of this analysis. However, because it

is impossible to keep track of and correct for all undesirable influences

on the data, periods of poor data taking can creep into the selected data

pool. Also, the changing pressure and temperature of the chambers,

fluctuations in high voltages, electronics faüures, and other destabüiz-

ing effects make a proper calibration of the chambers challenging even

for good data periods, and the resulting imperfections are reflected in

the resolution functlon. This of course applies for higher energy tracks

äs well.

• Gell attack angle - Because lower energy tracks have a strenger curva-

ture in the drift chamber they pass through the cells with generally

non-radial angles of attack. The caübration procedure uses straight

Bhabha tracks which always pass through the cells with essentially ra-

dial incidence and the resulting calibration constants are less applicable

for other attack angles, i.e. lower momentum tracks. Attempts have

been made to develop a <j> correction to the DTR but the results have

been less than satisfactory and not applied in the recalibration of the

data.

• Multiple scattering - Multiple scattering in the ARGUS detector is

taken into account during the DC track fit, the semi-independent VDC

fit, and the swim through the various materials to the beam line. How-

ever, the scattering angles are assumed to be Gaussian and this does

not account for large angle scatters. Also, the error increase during the

swim is performed by modelling the detector materials äs bunched up

at two scattering radii, which is only approximately realistic. Multiple

scattering effects are strongest at Iow momentum (see Equation 6.27)

and therefore play a significant roie only in the Iow energy resolution

function.

• dE/dx - Fast tracks are relatively unaffected by fluctuationa in energy

deposition, while changes to the curvature of lower momentum tracks,

which suffer much larger energy losses, lead to large changes in the
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impact parameter of the track at the beam Hne. Fluctuations in energy

loss, however, are not taken into account in the track error calculation.

• Wire positions - The wire position determination procedure outlined

above uses a layer-by-layer parametrisation of wire shifts. However this

way of modelling the shifts is only correct on average for fast tracks.

ßecause of their curvature, lower momentum tracks pass through a

much more varied combination of cells than the radially-directed muons

used in the ORIFIT procedure, and are therefore more susceptible to

flaws in this approach. Also, fast muons are only sensitive to azimuthal

shifts in the wire positions whereas lower energy tracks are sensitive to

the radial position äs well.

The track momertta in two-photon events is unfortunately also outside the

ränge of momenta populated by tau events (too low) and cannot therefore

be of service in the extraction of the resolution function. Even if such events

could be used there would still remain the question of how to propagate this

simple resolution function (derived from the missed distance of the two tracks

at the beam üne) to the much more complicated 1-3 topology case with the

three-prong fit to a common vertex. It is far better to use a sample of four-

prong events having similar topology to that of tau decay. To achieve such

an independent sample one possibüity is to reverse one of the cuts used to

select the tau data. Unfortunately, this approach suffers from low statistics

and cannot be taken.

A large independent sample of data, having track momenta similar to

that in tau decay, exists in multihadron events. These events typically have

high charged multiplicity so that a large number of events with n^ > 4 is

available, By rejecting nc^ — 4 tracks the events can be converted into four-

prongs. Cuts are then applied to the Subsystem of four tracks to ensure that

only those having topology similar to the tau four-prongs are accepted. This

procedure leads to a large number of "events" ideal for the determination of

the resolution function for the dca variable. In the remainder of this section

the details of the selection procedure are given, followed by a description of

the method used to determine and parametrise the resolution function for
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the dca variable.

To maximise the sizeof the resolution event sample, the n c ^—4 tracks were

not thrown out at random but rather in a well-defined manner. First, the

tracks in an event were ordered according to the magnitudeof their momenta,

one ordering each for positively and negatively charged tracks. Starting with

the pair with highest momentum in each group, the topology of the combined

set of four tracks was checked to see if it matched the 1-3 topology structure

defined in section 8.4.1. If so this set of tracks was accepted for further

consideration. Otherwise, the combination of next-to-highest momentum

track pairs was considered. This exercise was repeated until 1) the topology

criterion was met (event accepted), 2) the set of possible combinations was

exhausted (event rejected), or 3) the number of combinations tried exceeded

a pre-defined limit (event rejected). This procedure tmplicitly ensures that

the four-track System has net zero charge, äs in tau events. Consideration

of the highest momentum tracks first helps to keep the momentum of the

Subsystem comparable to that in tau events.

The events surviving the above criteria had to satisfy cuts simüar to those

applied in the data selection procedure:

• 5 < ncf. < 9

• the number of extra tracks (tracks not members of the four-track sys-

tem) on the one-prong (three-prong) < 3 (< 2) (to avoid multiple

occupancy in the DC and VDC cells)

• no combination of tracks on the three-prong side consistent with photon

conversion

• at least four VDC hjts associated with each four-prong track

• A^pron? < l.SGev/c1 (assuming pion hypothesis for tracks)

• costprona < 0.75

• d„ < 1cm and z0 < 4cm for all four tracks
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• some further vertex cuts described below (similar to those applied to

the tau data )

The four-track Subsystems surviving these cuts look similar to four-prong

tau events although the one- and three-prong momentum spectra are shifted

to lower values than their tau counterparts.

Assuming for the moment that all tracks in the four-prong system orig-

inale from a common vertex, the resolution function for the dca variable

can be extracted directly by fitting the three-prong to a common vertex and

measuring the missed distance of the one-prong to the three-prong, d. (Here

the sign of d is not the same äs that of dca but assigned solely according to

whether the track passes to the left or the right of the vertex äs viewed in the

i - y plane.) The same vertex cuts äs in the tau event sample were applied

to the events, i.e.

• ffta < 0.075cm

• QI < O.lcm

• and | d -0.01 |< 0.4cm.

In reaüty multihadron events conta'm a lifetime component, predominantly

charm, that does not respect the assumption of a common production point

for all four tracks. This results in a broadening of the distribution of rf, or

equivalently d/ff*, which must be taken into account in extracting the true

resolution function. The influence of this lifetime component on the missed

distance distribution was determined from a large sample of Monte Carlo

multihadron data satisfying the same cuts required of the experimental data.

A broadening function was constructed to carry out the deconvolution. This

is defined äs the function which upon convolution with the Monte Carlo

resolution function yields the observed Monte Carlo normalised missed dis-

tance distribution. An empirical parametrisation was used: the sum of a

delta function (for the zero lifetime) component and an exponential reflected

about d = 0 (for the lifetime component) . To determine the parameters of
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the broadening function the mean and fractional contribution of the expo-

nentia! were left free in a fit to the Monte Carlo missed distance distribution.

Plotted in Figure 8.14 is the normalised resolution, i.e. d/<Tj, for the final
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Figure 8.14: Normalised multihadron missed distance distribution for one of
the five data-taking periods used in this analysis. Both linear and logarithmic
y-axis representations are shown. See text for an explanation of the overlaid
functions.

selection of multihadron events from one of the five data-taking periods. A

sum of three Gaussians with means equal was used to empirically parametrise

the resolution function. Accordingly, this form was convoluted with the

Monte Carlo broadening function and a fit to the normalised missed distance

distribution made. The broadening function parameters were kept fixed in

the fit and the areas and widths of the Gaussians left free. The overlaid
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solid lines in Figure 8-14 show the result of this fit. The dashed lines show

the corresponding triple Gaussian function aione. This function is taken äs

the resolution function for this particular data-taking period. The other four

data-taking periods display similar forms. The widths and relative areas

of the Gaussians are also shown in the figure. As noted earlier, the ideal

Situation would be to have this distribution a Gaussian of unit width but

this is evidently not satisfied.

There are certainly difficulties with this approach to finding the resolution

function. In particular, the fact that the corresponding one-prong and three-

prong momentum distributions are softer for the multihadron data sample

implies that the overall width of the resolution function is potentially over-

estimated. (Although the r.m.s. width of the normalised missed distance

distribution was found to be reasonably insensitive to the the one-prong and

three-prong momenta, there are not enough data to confirm this.) Another

problem is that the four-prong angles differ from those in tau decays, despite

attempts to select similar topologies. Furthermore, only one resolution func-

tion is used for a given data-taking period, ignoring possible changes within

the running period, and no attempt is made to take into account depen-

dency on angle, momentum, etc.. Therefore, to compensate for the potential

inaccuracy in the resolution function a second free parameter in the VIP

likeühood fit is introduced which scales all widths in the resolution function

simultaneously by a common factor. This allows the overall width of the

resolution function to change, but not its shape. The effect of a change in

shape is considered in the systematic error analysis In Section 8.10.

8.8 Determination of Residual Track Offsets
at the Beam Line

It can be expected that in four-prong tau events, the three-prong side of

the event is relatively immune to residual track offsets because 1) the tracks

all point into the same general area of the detector and therefore undergo

a roughly common absolute shift and 2) a vertex is reconstructed from the

three-prong tracks and this has the advantage of keeping the influence of any
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relative offsets in check. In contrast, the missed distance of the one-prong to

the three-prong vertex can be seriously affected by tracking inconsistencies

because it effectively is a measure of the missed distance of tracks traced from

opposite sides of the detector and this has already been shown to have a bias.

The strategy for correcting this effect was to determirre the average shift for

each of the five data-taking periods using the same 1-3 topology "events"

setected for the resolution function determination, and correct the variable

dca on an event-by-event basis. Although it is unükely that the assumption

of a single offset correction for a given data taking period is valid, a finer

gradation was not possible due to a lack of statistics. The measured shifts

are all of the order of 10 microns, considerably smaller than the shifts first

observed in the data before correcting the DC wire positions. Although a

10 micron shift is large compared to the mean dca value of 100 microns, the

sign convention for dca does an excellent Job in compensating for its presence

and the resulting bias on the tau Hfetime measurement is small.

8.9 Extraction of the r Lifetime Using the
VIP Method

In this section the result of applying the VIP method is discussed. First the

raw Hfetime value, that given by the likelihood fit, is presented. A correction

for the method bias observed in Monte Carlo 1s then appüed to yield the final

tau lifetime measurement.

The VIP method was appüed to the final data sample of 11 494 events

using the likelihood function F(dca,^!,(r) of Eq 4.8, reproduced here:

The methods used to determine Fr, F^, and F°j have been outlined in detail

in Chapter 4 and Appendix A. Each is based on an underlying distribution,

derived from Monte Carlo, which is smeared with the detector resolution

function. In each event the measured value of ffdca dictates the shape of the

two-dimensiona! probability density function for observing the variables dca

and t£. A relative probability is then assigned to the event based on the
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observed values, and the value predicted for the lifetime (defined through

its linear relation to the decay length parameter t0) is the one which max-

imises the product of all the event probabilitles. Instead of maximising that

quantity, the equivalent path of minimising the negative of its logarithm was

taken using the the MINUIT package [40] which is capable of minimising

multivariate functions and providing an estimate of the parameter covari-

ance matrix. The fit is performed with two free variables, an overall scale

factor e,c*if, applied to ffd™, and the üfetime. The reasons for allowing the

extra degree of freedom were discussed earlier. The dca values are corrected

for the shifts observed in the multihadron control samples (see above) prior

to determining the relative probabiüt'ies. The result of this procedure yields

= (281 ± 10)/s le = 0.981 ± 0.009

indicatlng a slight tendency to overestimate the errors. The correlation be-

tween the two parameters is -26.7%.

Shown in Figure 8.15 is the function corresponding to the VIP fit to the

data. This is not a result of a direct fit to the dca spectrum but is determined

through sampling the shape of the probability density function predicted by

the fit values for T™1" and eKa!e. The agreement is reasonably good. There

is, however, a slight indication in the peak and traiüng edge of the spectrum

that the function does not have the shape required to describe the data.

As shown in Chapter 4 the VIP method when applied to Monte Carlo

data underesti mates the lifetime by A^c = (2.1 ± 1.3)% (statisticat error

only). Although barely significant this correction is nevertheless applied to

the raw lifetime value. Because the error on Aj*c is due to a lack of Monte

Carlo data it is included in the statistical error.

Applying this correction to the raw lifetime value yields the final result

for the VIP method,

rr = (287±ll)fs ,

in agreement with the worid average. The value is also consistent with the

expression derived earlier from the simple dca mean of (289± 16)fs. However,

the VIP method improves the precision by 30%.
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Figure 8.15: Experimental dca spectrum with the function corresponding to
the likelihood fit overlaid. Linear and log scale views are shown.
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In the next and final section of this chapter a description of the various

checks made to determine the accuracy of the measurement is given.

8.10 Systematic Error Analysis

GJven the statistical precision of the VIP lifetime measurement compared

to the LEP, SLD, and CLEO measurements, an exhaustive systematic error

analysis would seem unwarranted. However, because the VIP method is

being introduced for the first time, it is worthwhile examining the potential

accuracy of the method.

8.10.1 Resolution Function

The uncertainty in the resolution function is by far the largest systematic er-

ror in this analysis. As with other likelihood function methods for measuring

lifetimes, the VIP method 1s rather sensitive to its form. Leaving the errors

free in the fit to scale by an overall factor £«01, does help to compensate for

any inaccuracy in the overall resolution scale, but cannot correct for a poorly

modelled shape.

The technique of allowing the errors to scale by an overall factor was

tested on the Monte Carlo data sample. With the scale left free, the VIP

method preferred a scale factor of (1.004±0.006) and a lifetime value smaller

by Ifs, well within the error of 3.9fs. This test also serves to check the validity

of the Monte Carlo resolution function (determined by matching simulated to

generated tracks). A value of Ifs was ascribed to the uncertainty in applying

this technique.

To estimate the influence of the resolution function shape on the lifetime

the parameters of this function were Systematically changed and the VIP

method repeated using the altered forms. A 10% Variation in the Gaussian

width of the central eore yielded a change of 2.5 fs in the lifetime; a 25%

Variation in the width of the Gaussian modelling the base yielded a 4.5fs

change; and doubling or halving the width of the tails produced an average

change of 8fs. The quoted degrees of Variation are overconservative estimates
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of the abiiity to define the shape of the resolution function, and safely bracket

the sensitivity to the form of the broadening function. More time would

be required to do a more complete study of this systematic error. Ideally,

a better procedure should be found for extracting the resolution function,

so that greater confidence in its reliability can be achieved. This would

considerably reduce the systematic error, which is taken to be 6fs.

8.10.2 Physics Functions

One of the main drawbacks of the VIP method is its dependence on Monte

Carlo. Inaccuracies in the Simulation of tau decays, carried out by the

TAUOLA and KORALB packages, are not considered in the estimation of

the systematic error because they are expected to be considerably smaller

than those due to the modelling of the underlying physics functions. The

empirical fits to these distributions (Figure 4.7) are not perfect. This is one

of the reasons for the slight bias observed in the VIP method when applied

to Monte Carlo.

• Tau Physics Function

The best of the fits is to the angular distribution of <t>\1 of 77 for 53

degrees of freedom). By examining the effect of one Standard deviation

changes in the parameters of this fit, an uncertaintyof Ifs in the lifetime

value is ascribed to this parametrisation.

The & fit is by far the worst (\* of 180 for 56 degrees of freedom).

Trying two or three Gaussians does not improve the fit much. A differ-

ent type of function is needed to improve the fit quaüty. Rather than

trying this, the effect of changing the width was studted. Because the

fit is poor, a three Standard deviation change was considered. This

yielded less than a Ifs change in the lifetime. Therefore, a value of Ifs

is taken for this systematic error.

The accuracy of the fit to the distribution of f is more difficult to

determine without trying a different functional form. A sum of two

exponentials yields a far better fit to the distribution than just one and
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in retrospect should have been employed from the start. The single

exponential fit has a \ of 128 for 55 degrees of freedom. A three

Standard deviation change in the parameter 10 changes the lifetime by

3.5fs, which is taken äs the systematic error.

• qq Physics Function

One Standard deviation changes in the total multihadron background

produced a lifetime change of l.Sfs, which is taken äs an estimate of

the uncertainty in the background determination method.

As mentioned earlier there is some uncertainty concerning the fraction

of events having lifetime In the multihadron background. The data and

the üterattire suggest a fraction close to zero. The LUND Monte Carlo

suggests about 30%. The events having lifetime in a LUND Monte

Carlo sample were examined carefully. A Kl was present in more than

90% of the events, which were mostly from charm production. This

particle has the ability to produce a shower in the calorimeter, and

thus mimic a photon. This makes it possible to exclude some events

contain'mg them via the photon cuts applied m the event selection stage.

If interactions with the detector are not properly simulated a larger

fraction of these events have the potential to survive the shower cuts. A

quick investigationof the ability of the Monte Carlo Simulation program

to record Ä'£ particles in the shower counters did not indicate anything

obviously wrong. Nevertheless, allowing for the possibility that the

detector Simulation falters for K"L particles, and given that the cross

section for Kl interaction with matter is not well known, it was decided

to repeat the the lifetime measurement with the assumption that the

background has no lifetime component. This yielded an increase in

the lifetime of 1.6fs, which is taken äs the systematic error for the

uncertainty in the lifetime component of the multihadron background,

incliiding both its percent contribution to the total background and its

shape.

It is worth mentioning here that in considerably larger sample sizes

(e.g. those available at CLEO) which admit tighter cuts without com-
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promising the competitiveness of the precision of the measurement, the

multihadron background component could be reduced to a harmless

level.

From these considerations, the total systematic error ascribed to the

physics functions is 4fs.

8.10.3 Vertex Cuts

The cuts at the vertex can bias the lifetime result if they reject long Üved

taus. They are also sensitive to any non-tau lifetime component in the data,

e.g. A"! mesons, which increases the vertex fit \ values and the errors on dca.

Also, because the detector Simulation does not describe the detector perfectly

the effect of making these cuts may be slightly different for experimental and

Monte Carlo data. For these reasons the cuts are made rather loose. To

determine what rernaining biases might exist, reasonable variations on the

vertex cuts applied to the data were made and systematic errors assigned

accordingly. Variations in the cuts on \vrx (30-80), (7dca (0.06-0.12cm),

fTdo (0.05-0.08cm), and \(dca - 0.01)] (0.28-0.44cm) lead to systematic error

assignments of 0.7fs, 0.2fs, 0.2fs, and 1.5fs, respectively. Taking into account

correlations, the overall systematic error assumed for the vertex cuts is l.Sfs.

8.10.4 Ttacking and Vertexing

• Monte Carlo

A tremendous amount of work by the author went into ensuring that

no bias is introduced by inaccurate tracking in the Monte Carlo data.

An assignment of 0.5/im to the systematic error on the dca variable in

Monte Carlo translates into a l.Sfs error on the lifetime.

• Track offsets

The influence of the residual track offsets was determined by 1) applying

a common shift of ±20^tm to all offsets (about twice the magnitude of

the observed offsets on average ), 2} applying the offsets with opposite

sign, 3) applying no offsets. The lifetime value was changed by about
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Ifs in each case. A more complieated procedure of breaking up the data

into smalleroffset correction periods, or applying random shifts to the

data, was not tried. In any case, the sign convention for dca makes it

fairly insensitive to these track offsets, and a systematic error of Ifs is

ascribed to their presence.

• VDC alignment

The VIP method is similarly stable against a misalignment of the VDC.

Repeating the measurement with the VDC misaligned within the align-

ment errors yielded changes of less than Ifs. A much more drastic test

was also carried out. Bhabhas from several run regions spread roughly

uniformly within the five-data taking periods were selected. The VDC

was then aligned using these data for each of these five periods, and

the VIP method repeated with the new alignment. A 4fs change was

observed in the lifetime. As a check, the aügnment procedure was re-

peated with the di-muon data belonging to each of the data-taking

periods. The same 4fs shift was observed. This suggests a strong sen-

sitivity to the alignment. However, äs shown in Figure 8.16, the dca

distribution is significantly broader for this sample, suggesting that the

alignment constants are not optimal for the lifetime data sample. As

discussed in detail in Chapter 7, there are arguments for why the DC

calibration, induding the adjustment of the wire positions, may be less

valid for lower energy data than it is for Bhabhas and di-muon events.

Therefore, a 4fs systematic error is certainly an overestimate of the in-

accuracy of the VIP measurement due to the VDC alignment. Instead,

a smaller but still rather conservative estimate of 2fs is taken.

• Zero Lifetime Check

The combined abiüty of the detector and the reconstruction algorithm

to reproduce a lifetime of known value was tested. For this purpose,

a clean sample of 3379 four-prong 77 events was selected according to

the criteria outlined in [64|. The sample comprises almost entirely p"p°

production events, and therefore should have a measured lifetime con-

sistent with zero. To maximise the statistics, in events which did not
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Figure 8.16: Comparison between the experimental dca spectra resulting
from aligning the VDC with four-prong data (open histogram) and di-muon
data (hatched histogram).

-
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satisfy the 1-3 topology of Section 8.4.1, the fastest track was taken äs

the one-prong. The observed dca spectrum for this sample is shown in

Figure 8.17, together with a two Gaussian fit (means equal but free) to

yyEXP

Figure 8.17: The dca spectrum for a sample of 77 events. The overlaid
function is the result of a double Gaussian fit.

the data. The mean of this distribution was found to be 3±14 microns.

The fit yields a value of 3 ± 12 microns. Although the statistical sig-

nificance is not high, these values are consistent with zero, indicating a

bias-free measurement procedure. To apply the VIP method, assump-

tions would have to be made about the underlying physics functions

for the angles, and given that the mean dca already provides a handle

on any bias present, the füll method was not applied. Unfortunately,

the inability to make a more precise measurement of this effect compro-
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mises the significance of the lifetime measurement. A larger sample of

four-prong data would be required to do this, but was not available. No

correction was applied to the lifetime value to account for this potential

bias.

• One-Prong Charge

To test further for tracking mconsistencies, the data sample was split

into two halves depending upon the sign of the one-prong charge. The

Hfetimes reconstructed from the positively and negatively charged one-

prong samples were (306 ± 15)fs and (268 ± 15)fs, respectively, a dif-

ference of 1.8 Standard deviations. Although a bit dissatisfying, this is

not outside the realm of possibiüty (a greater discrepancy would occur

in 7% of all experiments). No systematic error was ascribed to this

observation, and it is noted here only äs a consistency check.

A total systematic error of 2.7fs is taken for the error due to tracking and

vertexing.

8.10.5 A'| Contamination

Owing to their lifetime, the presence of any Kg particies in the data has

the potential to bias the tau lifetime measurement, although only a small

fraction of tau decays result in a neutral kaon. Many of these events are

successfully rejected by the vertex cuts applied to the data, but a tau Monte

Carlo study indicates that there stül remains a K% component in the data of

about (0.6±0.04)% having a mean dca value considerably larger than for tau

decay. However, because this component is already included in &^c _ (2.1±

1.3)%, no correction to the actual lifetime value is applied. This also holdsfor

the multihadron background component, wherein a larger fraction of events

contain /O?. The systematic errors for the vertex cuts noted above already

include to some extent the uncertainty introduced by A"| contamination and

no additional uncertainty is considered.
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8.10.6 Trigger
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The average trigger aceeptance for the tau four-prongs was found from the

Monte Carlo trigger Simulation to be 94.5 ± 0.5% (statistical error only). To

determine the influence of the trigger on the lifetime value, the VIP method

was repeated using a likelihood function determined without applying the

effect of the trigger to the Monte Carlo data (i.e. all events considered

triggered). (The multihadron trigger aceeptance is closer to unity and no

change to the models for the background distributions was applied.) This

extreme modification yielded a change of0.3fs in the lifetime value. Assuming

that the trigger Simulation is done correctly this implies that the trigger

introduces a negügible bias on the lifetime. A conservative estimate of Ifs is

ascribed to the systematic error due to the trigger Simulation.

8.10.7 Total Systematic Error and Final Result

An additional assignment of Ifs uncertainty is included for the detector Simu-

lation, knowledge of the beam energy and spread in centreof mass energies in

the data. Table 8.2 provides a summary of the various sources of uncertainty

investigated. Adding the errors in quadrature, the total systematic error is

fotind to be 8fs, dominated by the resolution function. The final value for

the tau lifetime using the VIP method is therefore,

TT = 287 ± ll(statistical) ± ^(systematic) fs ,

in excellent agreement with the current world average value of

<•"• = (291.0 ±1.5)f9.

While this result does not have the precision or accuracy of the better mea-

surements shown in Figure 3.4, a data sample with higher statistics or which

benefits from the superior tracking resolution provided by silicon detectors

would yield a lifetimeestimate with much improved statistical and systematic

errors. This is discussed in more detail in the next and final section.
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Summary of Systematic Errors

Source of error
Resolution function:

Physics functions:

Vertex cuts:

Tracking:

Trigger:

Other:

scaling factor in fit
shape

r
qq fraction
qq~ lifetime component

XVTX
trdca

CTjQ

|(rfca-.01)|

MC
offsets at beamüne
VDC alignment

Size of effect (fs)

1.0
6.0

3.7
1.5
1.6

0.7
0.2
0.2
1.5

1.5
1.0
1.5

1.0

1.0
Total: 8.0

Table 8.2: Summary of systematic errors.

-
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8.11 Recommendations and Conclusion
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Of the methods described in Chapter 3 the VIP method is most like the IPS

method which uses (roughly) the distance between two tracks in 1-1 topology

tau decays äs a lifetime indicator. In the VIP case the fitted vertex and three-

prong momentum define the second one-prong "track". Similar to the VIP

method alikelihoodfunctionisbuilt using theobserved track angles in the r-

4> plane. However, whereas the IPS method relies on the beam spot to provide

a reference point for the impact parameter measurement, the VIP method

uses the three-prong decay vertex, thus eliminating any dependence upon the

beam spot other than possibly for data selection purposes. As demonstrated

by this analysis, however, it is possible to carry out the selection procedure

without introducing any significant dependence upon the beam spot (see

Figure 8.9).

The results of applying the VIP method to ARGUS data are very promis-

ing. They indicate that the method is in principle a reliable estimator of the

tau lifetime. However, certain important checks could not be completed to

satisfaction, e.g. whether the method correctly reproduces the lifetime of a

data sample of known lifetime, and more study is required. Due to a lack

of statistics and a depletion of resources tike disk space, Computer process-

ing power, and freely available expert advice, ARGUS has not been the ideal

testing ground for the method. Therefore, the strongest recommendation the

author can make is that the method be applied at CLEO, where a very large

data sample exists. A large data sample would enable a proper study and

determination of the dca resolution function, a close check of the tracking

accuracy, and a more complete suppression of the multihadron background

contamination. A proper treatment of these factors could bring the system-

atic error down to levels comparable to those quoted in various other studies

(see below). The method is also appticable at L.EP or SLC, but äs discussed

in Chapter 3 there are a wide variety of powerful methods already available

to the experiments at these machines.

There are several improvements that can be made to the analysis.

The calibration of the drift chamber could be considerably improved by
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«sing separate distance-time relations and resolution functions for axial and

stereo layers. In retrospect, this would have helped correct some of the asym-

metries between the two types of cells that are observed during caübration,

and possibly facilitate a proper determination of the z-dependence of the wire

positions.

In the ORIFIT procedure for estimating the DC wire positions a con-

straint to the beam energy could be included in the fit, although it is not

clear that the extra constraint would help to improve the situ&tion for lower

energy tracks. Also, fitting tracks with just the axial wire hits (after deter-

m'ming 0 and z from a fit uslng the füll Information) would enable a study

of the positions of the stereo layers at some level. A calculation of the wire

deflections due to electrostatic and gravitationa! forces coutd help to correct

sorne of the z-dependence observed in their positions.

For the determination of the resolution function and residual track off-

sets, the use of a weighting procedure to select events from the multihadron

sample so that they have similar topology and kinematics to t-3 tau decays

is strongly suggested. Also, separate resolution functions for each one-prong

particle ID type (muon, electron, hadron) should be used and parametrised

in terms of angle and momentum. A finer gradation in the validity periods

would obviously improve the measurement äs well. There were not enough

data available to apply any of these suggestions to the present analysis. A

larger data sample would allow a much more accurate description of the

resolution function.

There are several possible improvements to the VIP method itself. Cer-

tainly the most obvious one is to parametrise the physics functions more

carefully. Another is to indude another parameter in the fit to characterise

the overall shape of resolution function. By far the most interesting one, how-

ever, is to take into account the correlation between momentum and angle in

the physics functions. The dca spectmm is much narrower, for example, for

higher one-prong and three-prong momentabecause these directions become

more correlated with the tau decay axis. This has obvious consequences

for the distributions of <?\d <fo used to determine the likelihood function.

Rather than using average distributions, the forms can be parametrised in
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terms of momentum. Admittedly, this is a more difflcult task äs it requires a

considerable amount of Monte Carlo to get a proper parametrisation of the

two-dimensional p - 4> Distribution. An attempt was made by the author

to do this but due to time constraints this path was abandoned. A proper

treatment of p - <i correlations would lead to a more precise but probably

less accurate (due to the difficulties in modelling the p — tj> distribution) life-

time measurement. In this form the momentum dependent vertex impact

parameter method would be most like a combination of the IPS and MIPS

methods.

The potential accuracy of the method is far better than the 8fs quoted.

The largest contributions to the systematic error are due to the resolution

function (6fs), to the the modelling of the likelihood function (4fs), and to

tracking (2.7fs). Typical values of (2-3)fs for the systematic error introduced

by the resolution function are currently quoted in the literature, and it is

not unreasonable to expect a similar accuracy with a more careful study of a

higher statistics sample. Most of the uncertainty arising from the likelihood

function comes from f0 (3.5fs); with an improved modelling scheme and a

larger Monte Carlo database this could be reduced to Ifs, bringing the entire

contribution from the likelihood function to below 2fs. The tracking contri-

bution is dominated by the VDC alignment (2fs) and by the Monte Carlo

tracking accuracy (l.Sfs), both of which could be considerably improved at

another Experiment (the contribution due to misaügnment quoted in various

other analyses is typically O.Sfs.), so that a total tracking contribution below

l .5fs could be achieved. Reevaluating the total systematic error contribution,

an accuracy better than 4fs can be expected from the VIP method. This fares

reasonably well in comparison with the accuracies indicated in Figure 3.4 ,

although the techniques applied at LEP still appear to dominate. However,

the LEP results are not single measurements but rather weighted averages

of the lifetimes measured using several methods, so a direct comparison is

misleading. For example, the ALEPH lifetime value using the method most

similar to the VIP method (the IPS method) has a systematic uncertainty

of 3.4fs, which is likely also achievable with the VIP method.

In conclusion, this thesis introduces a new technique for measuring the
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tau üfetime, the vertex impact parameter (VIP) method. Applied to ARGUS

data the method yields a lifetime value of

TT = 287 ± U(*tati3tical) ± »(systematic) fs,

in exceltent agreement with the current world average value of

r?-*- = (291.0 ±1.5)fs.

-



Appendix A

Derivation of the 2-D
Likelihood Function

The expresslon for the likelihood function used to measure the tau üfetime

is derived here in its entirety.

Figure 4.8 shows the variables used to derive the two-dimensional likeli-

hood function F(</ca,t/i) for tau decays. The signs of the variables &\d

ifo are important: the daughter directions are considered positive if they de-

viate counter-clockwise from the tau production axis, therefore both angles

are positive in the figure. The utisigned variable t/> can be defined in terms

of them:

t f =|*i-6> l - (A.l)

The variable f is ahvays positive and can be related directly to the observable

dca (hereafter referred to äs d to make the formalism less cluttered),

d = dca = t • sin(0i ) • sign(fa — <fo). ( A.2)

A bit of thought will convince the reader that this expression endows d with

the correct sign, i.e. äs defined in Section 3.2: unphysical configurations of

the three-prong tau direction (äs defined through the three-prong momen-

tum), the three-prong decay point and the one-prong direction are associated

with negative d values.

Ignoring any correlation in the angles ^ and <fo that might be introduced

by cuts or spin-spin correlations, the three variables $\ *3i and t are indepen-

dent. The probability density function for observing the triplet {*!,&,£} is

20!
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therefore simply the product of their individual prohabiüty density functions,

i.e.,

PfatMdfadfadt = A(* i ) ' ff(^s) • f ( f ) d h d f a d t . (A.3)

Because we are only interested in the the probability density function for

observing the pair {d, t/>) we can make a change of variables from {f, fo, <£,}

to {d,if>,<t>i} and integrate over the third unobserved variable, which in this

case is chosen to be <b\. The change of variables introduces a Jacobian factor

l J \e

0
-sign(<f>i - 0

(A.4)

The symmetrv about the tau production axis makes it urmecessary to carry

out the integral over all phase space. One could, for example, restrict the

integral to positive <f>\s or 6j values and simply multiply the result

by a factor of 2. The definitions of d and i/>, however, suggest it might be

advantageous to restrict the integral instead to

0. (A.5)

Although not immediately obvious this choice also simplifies matters further

on in the calculation of the likelihood function. The simplified forms of d

and i/> become

(A.6)

0 = &-<&. (A.7)

Note that by considering only positive 0 values, the condition A.5 is implicitly

satisfied. The joint probabifity density function is then given by

where the prirnes have been introduced to indicate explicitly that these vari-

ables describe the Situation before the effect of detector smearing is taken

into account. The smearing in d is far greater than that in t/>, which is to
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a very good approximation the same äs that actual angle observed at the

reconstruction level, v> w *i>'. Therefore, the smearing in t/>' is neglected here,

and to relate the likelihood function for the actual variables d1 and t/>' to that

of their measured counterparts it is only necessary to account for a finite

uncertainty in d. This is done using the resolution function R(c) which gives

the probability for observing the measured value d = d1 + t given the actual

value d'. The expression A. 8 is then convoluted with this resolution function

to yield the füll probability density function:

(A.«)

For arbitrary choices of the functions /, g and h, this expression has in

general no closed form. The double integral is much too time consuming,

however, to perform accurately with a numerical package. Fortunately, with

the choice of function f ( t ) given by 4.4,

/(') = ^x<r"<°, (A.iO)

and with the resolution function parametrised by a sum of Gaussians,

(A.11)

r*.

the expression A.9 can be reduced to a single integral by reversing the order

of Integration and performing the integral over c first. Thus, the likelihood

function becomes

[
J<

de.
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tt is necessary to proceed with some caution when dealing with the limits

here. The ränge of e is not completely unconstrained but depends upon the

value of <£]. This can be seen directly from the expression for d!. Because t

is always positive the condition

* d-f>0 (A.14)

must hold. Therefore,

sin 4>i sin ^i

-oo < c < d for

d<( <oo for

0 (A. 15)

Q. (A. 16)

The ränge of 4>\s mathematically unconstrained but physically lies within

roughly ±c^" = ±£ at ARGUS energies. (See the distributions in Chap-

ter 4.) Putting these limits in explicitly, and making use of the symmetry of

the functions g and h, F becomes

%ET-i

J ET-,

- 0)

where

(A.18)
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A straight-forward but tedious calculation yields the following expression for

the integral /:

(A.19)

(A.20)

(A.21)
L

The function Q(z) is awkward to code correctly for the following reasons (the

numbers quoted are for an HP-UX 9000 platform and are approximate):

• the function e** blows up for z1 > 709 leading to overflow problems;

and

• the function erfc(z) gets set to 0 and 2 for z > 8.9 and z < -5.53,

respectively mak'mg it discontinuous at these boundaries.

The value of z often goes outside these bounds. Left uncorrected these char-

acteristics of the function Q(z] ptay havoc with the fit and tead to biased

results. For example, because erfc(z) goes to zero for large z it is not diffi-

cult to imagine that the product ze**erfc(r) might stay finite or tend to zero

rather than be blown up by the exponential. Yet this term in Q consistently

gets set to zero for z > 8.9 because the limited machine precision forces the

value of erfc(2) to be zero. This nullifies the contribution of this term to

the likeühood function, effectively changing the apparent weight of the event

in the üfetime fit, a Situation which must obviously be avoided. In fact, for

large positive z the second term is finite and has the the form [65]

so that in the large z limit Q(r) has the value

-l :t-i)' l -3. . . (2m-l)

(2z*)">

(A.22)

(A.23)
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This approximation ' is used for Q(z) for z > 8.8. For negative z the function

Q(z) can be recast äs

_

so that for large negative z values Q(z) has the form

/ i

(

l-3. . .(2m-l)

(A.24)

(A.25)

(A.26)

(A.27)

«'herein the first term obviously dominates and, äs noted above, leads to

overflow problems for z1 > 709. To eure this and other remaining overflow

and underflow problems, calculations are done äs much äs possible using

logarithms. In this way extreme argument values in exponentials can be

mitigated by other factors in the likelihood function.

The coding of the likeühood function was checked carefully with a simple

FORTRAN algorithm which

• generates simple MC tau events having the input distributions g, h,

and /,

• builds the variables dca and $ from them, and

• smears dca with a known input resolution function R.

Datasets generated in this way were then processed using the VIP method

with the same input distributions g, h, /, and R. A wide ränge of input

Parameters were tested. In all cases the value for the üfetime variable t„ was

successfully reproduced. Although this does not mean that the VIP method

is unbiased, it does confirm that the likeühood function has been properly

coded.

'Note that expression A.22 is an asymptotic expansion, valid for large t, and js not to
be considered a strict equality.



Appendix B

Di-Muon Constrained Track Fit
at Bearn line

This appendix details the fit procedure (ORIFIT) used to determine the

best estimate of the true track parameters in a di-muon event at the beam

line, given the track parameters and their covariance matrices there. These

are provided by the track fit and swim-to-beam-line algorithms discussed in

Chapter 6. A \ minimisation procedure is employed.

The assumption here is that the combined System of the two true tracks

has zero linear and angular momentum, i.e. that

K = K+ = — K-

cotfl = cot0+ = -cotö_
(B.l)

where the + and - serve to !abel the best estimates of the positive and

negative muon tracks, respectively. Denoting the five-dimensional column

vectors of true and observed track parameter differences by A+ and A_ the

following v3 is minimised:

\ = A+V+A+ + AlV_A_ (B.2)

where V+ and VI are the covariance matrices of the positive and negative
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track parameters at the origin, respectively, and A± are explicitly given by

d+ - d+ \ d - 3+ N
z+ -

cot 8+ — cofU+

K — K +

cot B — cöT5+
(B.3)

nr.d

A_ =

<f_ -d_
Z- — 'Z-

K- — K-

C0tfl_ - COt 6-

\)

— K — K_

- cot 8 - cotO-

The overüned variables denote the measured track parameters. These are

kept constant in the minimisation of the the \* w'^ respect to the five

variables rf, z, K, cot 0, and 0. The best estimate of the true track parameters

is then given by the set of variables that minimises expression B.2, i.e., for

which the derivative of B.2 is simultaneously zero for all five parameters.

With the help of the diagonal matrix

t -l

D =
l

-l
-l

\d the (constant) column matrix

(B.5)

A =

_ can be rewritten äs

(B.6)

(B-7)

so that the the x1 expression can be put into a simpler form (note that

DT = D and Vj = V±):
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ATDV.DA.+ + ATDV.DA
+ATDV.DA.

Setting to zero the derivative of this wtth respect to the column vector A+

yields

0 = (B.9)

This expression for A™m is then used to determine the new set of track

Parameters via Equation B.3.
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